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Preface 

When I was a boy, my father worked on a forklift tmck assembly plant. I used to 

visit this manufacturing facility. By seeing the machines work, smelling the hot oil 

from the cooling machine systems and putting together or assembling small cars from 

different parts, I became interested in manufacturing. 

The interest became broader as I grew up. 1 began to ask about manufacturing 

process and I became impressed by the automatic machines that began to come to 

Mexico in the seventies. 1 remember quite well old numerical control machines that 

used to have paper rolls with holes. 1 did not know at the time how those holes 

produced different movements in the tool. However, 1 was very curious and began to 

ask a Iot of questions about automation. 

Later, with sorne basic knowledge about economics, 1 became interested in 

pr~duct costs and prices. 1 discovered considerable price differences between the United 

States and Mexico in relation to forklift trucks. 1 remember the answers: "Economies 

of scale". At that moment the answer was logical, however, 1 was still asking myself 

about low labor costs and economies of scale. Was it really a logical reason for cost 

differences between the US and Mexico? What was the role that low labor costs played 

in the equation? Moreover, why did companies in Mexico not automate the process? In 

the forklift truck company, there was only one numerical control machine and there 

was always the argument that that machine was very expensive and that cheaper 

machines with more workers could do it better. 1 remember the only argument in favor 



of that machine: It was not possible to obtain the needed tolerances for the required 

specifications. The word '' quality" began to be mentioned. 

During my professional studies, 1 began to realize that the concept of economies 

of scale was not likely to be the reason for price differences. I began to notice small 

countries wi· · very little interna! industry and a very low population, but who had 

considerably cheaper product prices than in the US. Examples from Taiwan, Korea, 

Singapore and Hong Kong changed my "economies of scale" paradigm. There were 

other components. Toda y, 1 ask myself why Mexican industry did not see the world as 

their market? The Mexican industry was blind to the world market and perhaps there 

are thousands of explanations, however, there is one truth. The Mexican industry did 

not recognize the world as their market. 

From my childhood and early professional experiences, 1 began to link 

competitiveness, automation and technology. More recently, 1 became interested in 

technology. Moreover, marketing strategies became the center for my thoughts. For 

me, the use of technology linked to strategy became an important issue for Mexican 

companies. My observations made me think that many paradigms around this issue are 

present in Mexican businessmen. Most of these paradigms have low labor costs and a 

closed economy as their argument basis. Also, successful examples in manufacturing 

technology use and implementation in Mexican firms like MABE, a Mexican home 

appliances manufacturing group seemed to show the contrary. Under these arguments, 

sorne kind of discovery that could help the development of manufacturing firms in 

Mexico became a research need. 
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"All truth creates scandal" ; this phrase from Marguerite Yourcenar (as cited by 

Valdes, 1997) exemplifies the difficulty and the force of the truth. In Mexico, 

everybody seems to have his own truth. lf Mexican industry wants to be prepared for 

the next century. the real truth about knowledge of advanced techno1''·-:?:y must be 

recognized. Mexico lacks technology and the low labor wages justification should not 

be seen as the truth. National development requires social and economic development. 

The next century will demand products and services based on cultural and technological 

developments. Knowledge and technology need to be developed and the truth about the 

factors that int1uence use and implementation of technology in Mexican organizations 

are a starting point. 

The next paragraphs are intended to create thoughtful ret1ections about the way 

Mexican organizations implement advanced manufacturing technologies, and to serve as 

a starting point from which objective and precise strategies can be defined. Moreover, 

it w11l be a starting point for new model definitions and technology justifications, and 

an opportunity to open managers and owners minds. 

As Jacobo Neuman said (1995), "We must start thinking now about planning 

fundamental changes in our global or local culture, in changing our altitudes, and our 

values without any delay or hesitation". The real motivation for this study relays this 

idea. We need to begin somewhere. 

¡¡¡ 
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Manufacturing companies face threats and opportunities without precedent. 

Threats base in more choices of the same product, which increases competence, and 

opportunities that are based in bigger markets, basically, opportunities of exportation. 

This new situation affects not only companies but also whole nations becoming actions 

for manufacturing national strategies. While sorne nations use low labor costs as a 

competitiveness factor, others use high technology and productivity. 

Although Mexican manufacturers seem to have a competitive advantage with low 

labor wages, Mexican companies are very inefficient and are carrying big production 

costs in the ffnal product. Hardly, low wages can stay as a competitive advantage and at 

sorne point, manufactures in Mexico will need to become competitive without low 

wages or they will perish. If Mexico wants to increase the economic level of the 

population, labor wages must be increased. Old and obsolete machinery together with 

low wages is not the solution for economic development. Manufacturing strategy play 
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an important role in the development and competitiveness and it seems necessary to see 

advanced manufacturing technologies as a basis of long term global competition. This 

research addresses how Mexican firms adapt and implement advanced manufacturing 

and information technologies. The conclusions of the research include critica! factors 

for AMT implementation in Mexican firms. Thirty-two variables are studied from 

forty-one observations. Associations between variables are discussed and developed. 

The factors that influence the degree of Advanced Manufacturing Technologies (AMT) 

of the company are explained as well as the variables that explain the use and 

implementation of AMT. 
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Chapter I 

Manufacturing and lnfonnation Technology 

1.1 Introduction 

There have not been studies in the way in which Mexican firms use and 

implement different kinds of technology such as information technology, manufacturing 

technology, management of production technology and design technology. Also, it 

would be interesting to see how firms deal with high capital costs and w~th project 

evaluation of new technology and the educational level of executives and their attitude 

towards advanced technology implementation. 

The success of Mexican firms, especially micro and small, is very important for 

the development of the country. In Mexico, the development of the manufacturing 

sector is a must that can not be forgotten . A description of the way the industry is 

implementing manufacturing technology will set the principies for effective guidelines 

on manufacturing technology implementation in Mexico. 

1.2 The Importance of Manufacturing 

Everywhere in the world there is a need to create millions of new jobs while 

becoming moie productive and competitive in global markets. This need of jobs makes 

pressure on the economic structure of nations producing movements in labor 

endowment from agriculture to manufacturing. It happens since there is no more room 

for jobs in the primary sector where men have already developed everywhere in the 

world. Toda y, it seems that manufacturing is seen and perceived as the solution for 



employment of the growing numbers of people which are becoming mature enough to 

work. at least in the developing nations. 

As a result, ali around the world, nations seek the development of manufacturing as 

a national strategy for development, at the same time, world economy evolves towards 

an open free market. These two situations lead to a strong manufacturing competence 

worldwide. Manufacturing companies face threats and opportunities without precedent. 

Threats base in more choices of the same product, which increases competence, and 

opportunities that are based in bigger markets basically, opportunities of exportation. 

This new situation affects not only companies but also whole nations. Toda y, nations 

are defining manufacturing national strategies and while sorne nations use low labor 

costs as a competitiveness factor, others use high technology and productivity. Such an 

example, the difference in the cost of the labor force between four countries can be 

observed in Graph 1.1. 
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If nations want to increment the income per capita, productivity needs to be 

improved. In examples like Mexico, it seems that a strategy like low labor costs reduce 

productivity instead of improving it. Although Mexican manufacturers seem to have a 

competitive advantage with low labor wages, Mexican companies are very inefficient 

and are carrying big production costs in the final product. Hardly, low wages can stay 

as a competitive advantage and at sorne point, manufactures in Mexico will need to 

become competitive without low wages or they will perish. If Mexico wants to increase 

the economic level of the population, the labor wages must be increased. Old and 

, obsolete machinery together with low wages is not the solution for economic 

development. 

In another example, China is promoting the development of manufacturing and its 

competitive factor is based in low labor wages. Today, Hong Kong and Taiwan are 

feeling increá ... ng pressure from China in sorne industries, specifically, in the apparel 

industry. China' s low labor wage rate averages approximately 30 cents to 35 cents per 

hour for an apparel worker. As a result, the Hong Kong apparel industry is beginning 

to consider implementing advanced manufacturing technologies including flexible 

manufacturing and quick response as a means of maintaining a competitive 

manufacturing base in the region's changing environment (Fralix, 1993). "The Hong 

Kong Productivity Council has taken a role in introducing new technologies and 

production methodologies to apparel companies in the territory. Taiwanese apparel 

manufacturers have begun to focus on reducing direct labor costs. At one Taiwan plant, 

the manufacturer has developed a CAD system in-house. Machine attachments and 
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work aids are becoming commonplace. Moreover, Taiwan will likely adopt the use of 

semiautomatic workstations and apparel handling systems" (Fralix, 1993). 

Furthermore, there is a growing trend by Japanese manufacturers to escape the 

soaring domestic unit-labor costs by moving production abroad. The favored refuge is 

mainland Asia and, in particular, China (The Economist, 1993). The textile industry 

seems to be the more affected by labor costs and international labor rates are of primary 

interest for every sewn product manufacturer. Werner lnternational found that apparel 

manufacturing labor costs in Indonesia has taken overas the lowest Far Eastern apparel 

manufacturing labor cost country at $0.18 per hour, followed by the People's Republic 

of China and Pakistan at $0.24 per hour. In the US labor costs average $6. 77 per hour. 

Canada, meanwhile, registered an hourly rate of $9.53, while Mexico's hourly labor 

cost averaged $1.17. This big difference can be observed in Graph 1.2. 

The most significant impact on international apparel labor costs has occurred in 

Eastern Europe and in the newly independent republics of the former USSR (O'Rourke, 

1992). 
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I can understand the low wages strategy as an initial step for promoting 

manufacturing but it is not valid as a long-term strategy. If an economy of the country 

wants to be improved, labor wages must be incremented. It will take a long time for 

China to employ the two billion people who live there. Since this point of view, low 

labor wages strategy for other country is not viable. Industry looking for low wages 

will better produce in China than, for example in Mexico, where labor wages are more 

than 4 times higher than in China. In conclusion, low labor manufacturing costs help to 

promote the development of manufacturing but at long term, it seems to produce low 

productivity and exploited poverty. 

But, why the development of manufacturing? In industrialized countries more than 

50% of the work force is employed in services and its GNP is based on services. For 

example, in England, at least 63 % of its GNP come from services, in the United States, 

more than 65%, Germany stands in a 57%, and Japan 63%. In average, more than 60% 

of ~he GNP of the industrialized countries comes from services (World Bank, 1987) 

(The economist, 1990). In Japan, for example, manufacturing has started to take a back 

seat. While from 1986 to 1989 industrial production in Japan increased 22 % , the output 

of its bigger service sector soared by over 30% (The economist, 1990). lt has been said 

that "Now, the place is being set by the whole of Japan' s tertiary sector- transport, 

utilities, finance, property and distribution as well as business and personal services 

(The economist, 1990). However, all this development would not occur without the 

development of manufacturing. 
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In the United States, manufacturing has been the primary focus of most economic 

development programs during the post WW II era. During that time, manufacturing 

contribution to GNP has 111ore than tripled in size from about 225 billion to more than 

800 billion after adjusting for inflation. lt has maintained a relative constant 22 % of the 

total GNP over these four decades (Boyle, 1990). Moreover, evidence in the United 

States shows that other economic sectors like services depend on manufacturing. It has 

also been argued that a strong relationship exists between the health of the country 

domestic economy and the competitive position of United States industry in 

intemational markets. A similar relationship exists between the economic and social 

well being of the United States and the performance of its manufacturing sector 

(Fossum, 1986). Therefore, the manufacturing sector is a key element in the economic 

development of the United States. The improvement of the manufacturing sector will 

lead to better manufacturing performance. Following the U.S. example, it seems that 

national economic development follows a path beginning from employment in 

agriculture and as the country develops, employment moves to manufacturing and 

finally, developed nations economies base employment and GNP in services. Developed 

nations tend to concentrate employment in services while under developed nations 

concentrate employment in the agriculture. 

Moreover, the positive productivity growth in manufacturing industries impacts 

on several economic indicators. An increment on productivity leads to an increment in 

the gross national product, in the real wages, in eamings and investments, in real and 
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spendable income. It also reduces the inflation rate, and increases competitiveness in 

international markets (Baker, 1984). 

The importance of manufacturing resides exactly in the former discussions. As the 

country develops, the employment moves from the agriculture to the manufacturing and 

finaJly, to services. An improvement in the manufacturing sector develops a nation, or 

at least, acts as an intermediary step for its development. As Fossum (1986) noted, "A 

hea.lthy manufacturing sector leads to higher standards of living" and the mayor 

challenge is that competition for manufacturing goods is now global. Manufacturing is a 

key element in the development. Without manufacturing there is no development but an 

economy based in agriculture. 

1.3 The Change in Manufacturing 

Faced with the prospect of industry maturity and increasing international 

competition, manufacturing companies face strategic challenges. Rapid change and 

globalization in the world have changed the way manufacturing is done. Traditionally, 

corporate strategy focuses more in the entrepreneurial and administrative problems. 

These problems include planning, marketing and finance aspects of the company, and, 

rarely, design and manufacturing strategies (Hill, 1990). Only recently, as global 

competition iacreases, managers have become more aware of manufacturing concepts in 

corporate strategy. Shorter innovation gaps, complex new consumers, global 

competition, and an aggressive environment make companies to look for new better 

more productive design and manufacturing technology. Moreover, it now seems that 

alternative analytical perspectives like economic models, environmental scanning 
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methods and product design are being integrated. As a result, the domain of workflow 

operation and design has added to their traditional concem, the design of least-cost 

systems of design, production, scheduling, and control. Advanced manufacturing 

techniques have emerged as a support of new, and what is thought to be, more 

productive, least-cost systems. Traditional mass production is no longer useful and 

industry is at the threshold of a new era in manufacturing (Amold, 1988. Ebel, 1989, 

1991. Milgrom and Roberts, 1990. Tesar, 1990) Today, exciting new manufacturing 

concepts like computer-aided design (CAD, computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and 

robots are being implemented in United States companies in order to improve 

productivity. Worldwide, the society is moving to what Amold and Lin have called the 

high-tech manufacturing age (Amold, 1988). 

The search for manufacturing advantages and achievements leads to the research, 

development, and implementation of innovative, advanced manufacturing technology. 

As Fossum (1986) stated, "Competition for manufactured goods is now clearly global, 

and significant advances in manufacturing technology parallel the change from a 

domestic to a global competition". Advance Manufacturing Technology has become the 

competition and it seems that its successful implementation is needed in order to remain 

or become competitive. 

Changes need to be done. "The future global business world represents an arena 

where complacent business, managers, and others who are not receptive to change will 

most likely perish" (Robson, 1991). Clearly, Mexico is an example. Mexican business 

can not follow the same policy than in the past: A strategy based in one question: "Why 
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bother?" To survive and be successful, companies must bother in the ever increasing 

and more demanding challenges like: dynamic customer expectations, expanding 

worldwide competition and, strategic implementation of state-of-the-art technology 

(Robson, 1991). 

While the U.S. Govemment forecasts a continuing 2.3 percent annual rate of 

growth in manufacturing output through the year 2000, production employment has 

changed little since 1950 (Boyle, 1990). It is clear that, faced with strong foreign 

competition, manufacturers in the United States have used better management 

techniques, plant automatization and intemational outsourcing to improve output per 

U.S. worker atan annual average rate of about 3% (Boyle, 1990). It was also argue by 

Boyle ( 1990) that "if these trends continue as expected, manufacturing employment will 

decline throughout the next decade, even as output grows". 

The improvements in productivity seem to be based on more efficient 

management techniques, plant automatization and outsourcing. However, these actions 

do not always need investments in new equipment. It has been argued that the 

elimination of previously hoarded labor, changes in working practices leading to better 

use of existing equipment, increased work intensity, a more skilled labor force and the 

development of higher value added products produce improvements in productivity 

(Oulton, 1989). 

As customer demand changes, manufacturing products become more sophisticated 

and unique, requiring new complex manufacturing techniques and systems. In the past, 

manufacturing looked for mínimum cost, maximum machine utilization, specialization 
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of workers, economic order quantities and buffers inventories. Toda y, competitiveness 

is based in clean plants, fast cycle times, planned quality, product customization, small 

or unit lot sizes and no inventory (Paris, 1985. Skinner, 1984) 

Speculation and stocks exchanges also are likely to affect productivity in 

manufacturing and the way manufacturing is done today. Stock exchange markets can 

cause the closing of an old manufacturing plant as well as capital support for high-tech 

new plants. New investment and scrapping are examples. Oulton ( 1989) noted it by 

saying "The twin forces of investment in new and scrapping of old equipment are 

traditionally supposed to play a large part in explaining productivity growth". Although 

it has not been proved and sorne doubts have been cast on the proposition that scrapping 

can explain the improved productivity performance (Oulton, 1987, 1989), it is 

unquestionable that the role of new investment and scraping affects manufacturing in 

the world. 

New equipment is not always the best policy. Again, Oulton (1989) has noted that 

changes in the demand and foreign national factor endowments can cause premature 

scrapping of new equipment. 

But the change in manufacturing m not only related to new equipment, 

investment, scrapping or speculative decisions. Also, the development of new 

technology and the concept of "lean" organizations affect it. Manufacturing change is 

coming from the development of new and more powerful technology, mainly, 

developments in the information technology and computers (Browning, 1990). 

Moreover, the intemational manufacturing community is establishing a framework for 
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an intemational, collaborative program focusing on such developments as an intelligent 

manufacturing system (IMS) or next-generation advanced manufacturing technologies 

(Hayashi, 1993). The other expected change refers to mass production. Traditional 

mass production has been superseded by a single new kind of 'lean' organization. This 

new manufacturing organization is now being diffused throughout the advanced 

countries (Borrus and Cohen, 1993). 

It is logical to conclude that the continuous pressure in production lead times and 

innovation gaps, complex new consumers, global competition, aggressive environment, 

information flow improvements and increasing production costs will carry through 

continuous changes in manufacturing with implementation of new and more powerful 

advanced manufacturing technology. 

1.4 Advanced manufacturing technologies 

Advanced Manufacturing Technology (AMT) was created in the l 950s with the 

development of numerical control. This is where the machine tool automation really 

began. Numerical control introduced the first real modification in the way work was 

done. By itself, AMT contributes to the competitiveness of an enterprise (Fossum, 

1986). Toda y, there exist all the physical components for a sophisticated wholly 

automated enterprise. Physically, it is possible due to three main factors; Machine tool 

automation, material handling automation and, perhaps the most important, the ability 

to gather, share, and utilize information by means of computers (automated tools, 

robotics and computers). Advanced manufacturing technology includes all of these 
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factors. More recently, a new term has emerged, and is becoming the most exciting 

discussion topic in manufacturing. It is Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). 

The most common advanced manufacturing technology used in industry is the 

numerical controlled machine. lt's development brought the use of the computer as a 

control production technology. Other advanced manufacturing technologies have been 

developed under the computer platform in the form of management and control 

software. Advanced manufacturing technology has been seen with the "potential to 

reduce lead times, improve quality and consistency of output, increase throughput and 

provide greater flexibility in response to changing market demand (Majchrzak, 1988). 

Also, "computer control promises a competitive advantage that can not be ignored" 

(Wall, Corbet, Martin, Clegg, and Jackson, 1990). 

Advanced manufacturing technologies and techniques enhance the flexibility of a 

firm' s manufacturing operations (Busby, 1993). Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 

for éxample, is an integration of a number of AMT's. Another example of integration is 

computer numerical control (CNC). The complication in understanding AMT' s resides 

in this issue. AMT' s can stand by itself or can be combined to perform better 

productivity and integration. It can also be said that the total integration of advanced 

manufacturing technologies in an idealistic view, conducts to a total automated, 

-
"peopleless" factory of the future (Sharit, Chang, and Salvendy, 1987). 1t could be seen 

as the ultimate goal for advanced manufacturing technologies (Wall, Corbet, Martin, 

Clegg, and Jackson, 1990). 
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Advanced manufacturing technologies can be categorized into three broad areas; 

computer software, management techniques and, advanced handling, control and 

manufacturing hardware. Computer Aided Design is an example of the first one, quality 

circles for the second and robots for the third. The complexity in the use of AMT 

resides not in the implementation of a stand alone individual technology but in AMT's 

that integrate a number of individual technologies. Example of the later could be a 

computer-aided design, computer-aided manufacturing system (CAD/CAM), a 

manufacturing resource planning system (MRP II) or flexible manufacturing systems 

(FMS). Also, advanced manufacturing technologies can be used in hard and process 

automation. Hard automation or fixed automation is where specifically designed 

equipment is used to automate the manufacturing process. Programmable automation or 

flexible automation is where general-purpose equipment is used in a process-focused 

manufacturing system (Levary, 1994). Although hard automatization uses AMT's and 

there is no doubt that increases productivity, it has been widely accepted that 

programmable automatization or flexibility in manufacturing is what really produces 

competitiveness and what has been widely associated with advanced manufacturing 

technologies (Levary, 1994. Kassicieh, 1993. Zhao, Yerma and Kapp, 1992. Ang, 

1989). Sometimes advanced manufacturing technologies are understood as flexible 

manufacturing systems or computer integrated manufacturing, however, flexible 

manufacturing systems are really an integration of advanced manufacturing technologies 

which have flexibility as an objective. Confusion is understandable due to the fact that 

"Manufacturers in today's highly competitive global environment who can both readily 
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adjust production volume and/or product design to keep pace with consumer demand 

and who can accommodate unpredictable occurrences in the marketplace may have a 

competitive advantage" (Levary, 1994). Therefore. competitiveness is associated with 

tlexibility and with AMT' s indistinguishably. 

Different degrees of integration are possible, but any decision of implementation 

and integration of AMT's must be justified (Kassicieh, 1993). Justification must be 

done from the corporate objectives all the way to the manufacturing strategy (Ang, 

1989. Hill, 1989). lt has been suggested that decisions on advanced manufacturing 

technologies implementation must be compromised by the product, company size, 

management support and finance of the company (Tausch, 1991). 

There are also a number of philosophies and concepts related to advanced 

manufacturing technologies. Group technology (GT) and just-in-time systems (JIT) are 

examples of the former. These concepts not only involve integration of AMT' s but 

integration of AMT's, manufacturing disciplines and management strategies. 

Advanced manufacturing technology has always raised questions about its use, not 

only in the United States, where there has been a lot of studies relating Advanced 

Manufacturing Technology with productivity, but in less technologically advanced 

countries like Mexico. The impact in competitivity and productivity is often questioned. 

While there is no doubt that advanced manufacturing technologies change 

manufacturing, questions about its financia! justifications are very often raised. This 

difficulty strives in the evaluation of AMT costs and benefi.ts specially those of strategic 

and long-term value (Kassicieh, Ravinder and Yourstone, 1993). However, today, sorne 
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studies, have shown that advanced manufacturing technology increases productivity and 

profitability in the United States (NAE/NRC, 1983. Merchant, 1984). Unfortunately, in 

places like Mexico, the question still exists. The difficulty to measure intangible 

benefits boosts this questioning. The questioning is mainly supported by three factors: 

Mexican low wages, small company size and scarce of capital. 

Advanced manufacturing technologies have not been always successfully 

implemented. Many companies adopting advanced manufacturing technologies have 

found that real gains are elusive, and have become disenchanted (Beatty, 1991). There 

is also evidence of failures following the introduction of this new technology (Ebel, 

1989). Before a firm can malee an investment decision on implementing computer-based 

advanced manufacturing technologies, it should understand what it is trying to 

accomplish. An empirical study of 222 US manufacturing firms found that a 

considerable gap exists between the firms' expectations and their perceived 

achievements (King and Ramamurthy, 1992). All the technologies are neither equally 

appropriate nor equally effective in meeting the challenge of more competitive 

manufacturability for ali kind of industries. The study suggests that successful 

implementation of advanced manufacturing technology depends on the type of industry. 

It was said that "while the type of advanced manufacturing technology plays a key role 

-
in how the firms go about formulating their objectives, the industry segment exhibits 

only moderate influences" (King and Ramamurthy, 1992). Also, it was found that a 

number of unintended benefits do appear to accrue to the adopting firms. Strategic 
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attention and commitment rnust be placed m the implementation of advanced 

manufacturing technologies. 

Moreover, there is still the perception that irnprovements in competitiveness 

require the acquisition of expensive new equiprnent (Robots, CNC, etc.) along with 

problems related to workers and retraining of staff (Barbee, 1992). "However, 

competitiveness can be improved without major expenditure in equipment through the 

introduction of productivity improving techniques" (Barbee, 1992). These techniques 

are neecled as a basis for successful implementation of much more advanced 

technologies. This is the first stage for a company who wishes to improve 

competitiveness and producti\: ·v. Implementation of AMT' s requires this 

"manufacturing discipline" (Barbee, 1992). Manufacturing discipline is part of the 

success of advanced manufacturing technologies and it is a neecl. Any implementation 

of AMT's would require a right environment which "manufacturing discipline" 

provides. It has been found that the adoption of "manufacturing discipline" is 

responsible of the first 34% of savings in labor cost (Barbee, 1992). AMT's would just 

multiply the first gains. 

The former paragraphs perhaps explain why AMT's not always lead to successful 

implementations and causes disbelieve in manufacturers. It could explain why it has 

been so difficult for US manufacturers the successful use of AMT' s, causing 

decrements in domestic and intemational market shares of US manufacturers during the 

80's (Fossum, 1986). It has been argued that this decline in competitiveness of U.S. 

manufacturers is related to the "gradual emergence of a technology gap in 
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manufacturing 11 (MSB/NRC, 1984). Which is very easily related to bad or non-existent 

implementation of AMT's. Fossum (1986) pointed out that U.S. manufacturers were 

slow to adopt the advanced manufacturing technology, which has been stated to be the 

basis of the competition in many industries. It has also been added that, "the declining 

competitive position of U.S. manufacture has directed attention to the importance of 

Computer Integrating Manufacturing 11
• 

That is why it is generally recognized that sorne measure of state support for 

innovation is necessary in order to preserve a position of intemational competitiveness. 

During the 1980s, govemments of the most advanced industrial economies introduced a 

range of programs designed to facilitate the introduction of advanced manufacturing 

technologies (Bessant, 1993). Moreover, it has been recognized in the UK and 

Germany that continuing govemment support for small- and medium-size enterprises 

and for firms in more traditional sectors is needed (Bessant, 1993). 

· · Today, it has been said, "a growing number of US companies are emerging as 

world manufacturing leaders by taking advantage of change. The secrets to their 

success include new design tools, new manufacturing technology, and a more integrated 

product development process" (Berardinis, 1994). On the contrary, it was argued in 

1986 that 11 U.S. manufacturers have been slow to adapt the advanced manufacturing 

technology that is the basis of the competition in many industries" (Fossum, 1986). A 

change is being noticed and II manufacturing is undergoing a revolution 11 (Milgrom and 

Roberts, 1990) under the implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies in 

i nd ustrialized coun tries. 
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Advanced manufacturing technologies like factory automation (FA), computer

aided design (CAD), flexible manufacturing systems (FMS), and computer-integrated 

manufacturing systems "increase flexibility and responsiveness to customer demands, 

and decrease product development cycle" (Gupta and Somers, 1993. Gupta and Goyal, 

1989). lt opens a different competitiveness strategy based in economies of scope (Gupta 

and Somers, 1993. Goldhar and Jelinek, 1983). 

In developing countries, advanced manufacturing technologies have confronted 

different points of views. On one hand, AMT are too "expensive" for three reasons; 

comparative low wages, average manufacturing unit size and, scarce and expensive 

capital. On the other hand, higher productivity and greater competitiveness is needed to 

survive. Manufacturing companies in developing countries seem to be far away in 

understanding the capabilities of AMT. Therefore, the justification and evaluation of 

AMT would finish in a road end. Moreover, those companies who decide to go ahead 

implementing AMT would, very hardly, get few competitive advantages. 

Implementation of AMT in developing countries must be seen as a technology transfer 

action. Although it is maintained that the adoption of high-technology manufacturing 

methods is no longer optional, but forms part of a critica! strategy for the survival of 

any country and that technology has now become universally available and whoever 

uses it wins (Rodd, 1989). A careful plan must be designed and followed and the right 

AMT for each industry must be implemented (Ang, 1989). Furthermore, AMT 

implementation in developing countries seems to be in fünction of the availability of 

local financial, human, material resources and intemational competence. Manufacturing 
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companies in developing countries seem to implement AMT to follow the leader in 

order to survive and not as a tool to attack market preferences and to improve 

productivity and competitiveness. 

Authors have proposed different approaches for AMT implementation. For 

example; Weill, Samson, Sohal, (1991) and La Bouff (1991) proposed that 

implementation of such systems must be accompanied by a consistent vision of how the 

business strategy is expressed in each component of the total system. 

In conclusion, advanced manufacturing technologies are important for 

manufacturing companies in order to improve productivity and competitiveness. It is 

important for the manufacturers to know the kind of AMT that would improve 

productivity and competitiveness for their specific industry and type of company. A 

manufacturing discipline must be implemented before AMT' s. Detailed implementation 

plans must be designed and followed. lt is important for developing countries to support 

implementation of AMT and justification of AMT must deal with arguments against its 

implementation such as low wages, average company size and scarce capital. 

Implementations of AMT's do not always require enormous amounts of capital but 

strategic planning and human considerations. 

1.5 Compute_r lntegrated Manufacturing (CIM) 

As discussed before, the technologies associated with manufacturing have 

undergone severa! changes in the past decades; the primary business objective forcing 

these changes has always been the need to increase profitability by improving products 

and raising productivity. Current management thinking, in order to achieve these 
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objectives, centers on the concept of an automated factory incorporating computer 

integrated manufacture (CIM), which brings together the design, production, 

marketing, commercial and financia! functions of the business (Bhattacharya, 1988) 

(Bedworth, , 991). 

Computer integrated manufacturing is an advanced manufacturing system which 

integrates advanced manufacturing technologies that support manufacturing resource 

planning activities, computer-aided engineering, computer-aided manufacturing and the 

integration of the information for all the management systems of the company, in order 

to increase productivity and competitiveness. CIM uses integrated advanced 

manufacturing technology controlled by computer information systems to support all the 

functions of a manufacturing business. CIM is a term used to describe sorne kind of 

advanced manufacturing technology integration. It is based in information technology 

and in advanced manufacturing technologies. The CIM concept is more specific than 

AMT's as it includes sorne but not all AMT's. The CIM configuration is often different 

for each company. Under this concept, information technology is the basis for CIM 

definition. 

Most of the challenges that the manufacture has, have been addressed by 

information technology. There is no doubt that information technology plays an 

important role in the advanced manufacturing technologies. In the car industry, for 

example, it has been argued that there are two main crucial problems that western 

carmakers face; product delivery time and the time needed to create a new product 

(Browning, 1990). For both problems, information technology is the solution. A 
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confrontation between American and Japanese carmakers shows me that while in 

America it ta.lees 6 to 7 years from drawing board to production launch in Japan ta.lees 

half as much (Browing, 1990). It does not seem to be different advanced 

manufacturing technologies, both have computer-aided planning and design 

technologies and also computer-aided manufacturing which includes automatic material 

handling, statistical process quality, automatic machining centers, flexible 

manufacturing cells, etc. What Browing (1990) has noted, is that most of the car 

production is not in the Ford, GM or Chrysler facilities but in it' s suppliers. Ford for 

example, buys in from outside suppliers about 2/3 of the car parts. If the American 

suppliers do not use information technology in order to achieve a time reduction in 

delivery time and in time needed to create a new product it would not be possible for 

the carmakers company to accomplished it by themselves. Computer integrated 

manufacturing must address this issue. CIM uses complex information networks not 

only intemally but also with all the suppliers and vendors. This is the kind of AMT 

integration that CIM addresses. 

The real power of CIM strives in the ability to manage information. Information 

plays a key role in the competitiveness of a business and a successful implementation of 

CIM would assure effective means in . the use of information. "The success of 

tomorrow's industrial plant will depend on its ability to gather, share, and utilize 

information" (J.T. O'Rourke. quoted by Bairstow, 1986). Computer integrated 

manufacturing could be seen as an advanced information controller technology. The 

databases could be seen as the memory of the system and the networks as the flows. 
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Bhattacharya (1988) argues that the cost-effective implementation of CIM systems 

depends crucially on the effectiveness of sensors and instruments acquiring plant-level 

data. Inputs are the first element of an information system. 

As advanced manufacturing technologies have been defined before, CIM could be 

another advanced manufacturing technology. However, the term "CIM" impacts in the 

perception of any manufacturing business. Computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), 

is a s-ystem that uses integrated advance manufacturing technology controlled by 

computer information systems to support all the functions of a manufacturing business. 

CIM is an interesting concept to implement in manufacturing firms in North 

America. By the end of 1993, the CIM market in North America was expected to reach 

$24.4 billion (Gupta and Somers, 1993). 

One of the most accepted common vision of CIM comes from the CASA/SME 

Technical council. It sees the purpose of CIM as the improvement of the productivity of 

the total manufacturing enterprise through integration of all its processes (Appleton, 

1985). This is a top down perspective, a strategic view coming from the business 

executive rather than the manufacturing technologist. This approach makes sense since 

the main function of CIM is the integration of all the AMT's. Appleton (1985), explains 

this concept saying that "lntegration is more of an imperative to those who must derive 

economic benefit from it (that is, to the integrators), than it is to those who must submit 

to its rules and controls (the integrates)". 

It is important to note that as Ang (1989) noted, "CIM is not generic, meaning 

that a company can not purchase it off-the-shelf'. Moreover, it has also been argued 
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that any advancement in it's use "will only come through individual planning and 

implementation" (Kingsley, 1988) (Ang, 1989). 

As I have discussed, changes in manufacturing have produced the search for new 

ways and methods to remain competitive. It has been noted that "The implementation of 

CIM has been motivated by the desire to achieve the high levels of flexibility, 

productivity, quality and adaptability that are necessary for a company to remain 

competitive" (Ang, 1989). CIM changes radically the way the work is done. CIM 

improves the manufacturing performance of the business and has a positive impact in 

the competitive position. Improvements in quality, cycle time, cost, and information 

produces a financia! benefit from the implementation of CIM. (Ozan, 1992). 

The computer control of the entire production process from design and 

manufacturing to product delivery seeks order out of chaos. Computer integrated 

manufacturing tries to fulfill the latter concept. CIM reassures to the manager efficient 

means of controlling the production process. CIM is possible due to rapid advances in 

computer and information technology. 

The potential benefits of computer based manufacturing automation follow from 

the integration of the functions of manufacturing and the integration of the computer 

technology used to support these functions. The complex becomes too complex as more 

-
manufacturing subsystems are integrated to the system. Even in the United States, very 

few manufacturers have implemented moderately integrated CIM systems (Fossum, 

1986). In Mexico, implementation of CIM is a dream except for those few American 

companies who are operating in Mexico and have moderate CIM implementations. It 
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has already been arguecl that CIM implementation exceeds the capabilities of most 

individual manufacturing organizations in the United States. Those few manufacturers 

in the Unitecl States that have progressecl towards widespread integration of CIM 

systems have evolved their own methods of developing and implementing the 

technology. It has been found that these manufacturers often underestimated the 

resources required to pursue integration. 

CIM seeks the integration of AMT and certain level of manufacturing automation 

is required. Manufacturing system is said to be automated if it is to sorne degree self

acting, self-regulating and self-dependent. The less dependent a manufacturing system 

is on a human operator, the higher is the degree of automation. Automation enables a 

manufacturing system to efficiently produce the product over and over with a consistent 

degree of quality. This lead to lower unit production costs and higher productivity. 

Although automation necessitates high capital investmenr it is economically justifiable 

in sorne manufacturing environments. In fact, for many manufacturers in today's highly 

competitive manufacturing environment, automation is a must for survival (Levary, 

1994). Automation in small companies, if there is any, usually takes the form of stand

alone machines, which are designed with a specific task in mind. These are not easy to 

incorporate into an integratecl quality system and do not usually possess any flexibility 

(Robinson, 1988). In this way, Karlsten affirms that robotics are the best option in 

technology for those who can maintain them busy performing profitable tasks. For the 

others, automation is an easier solution with an excellent relationship "cost-benefit." 
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Jones and Dale argued that "Automation tends to focus on the solution of 

problems in insulation without considering the implications in the overall management 

or manufacturing operation". CIM solves this lack of integration. Moreover, automatic 

equipment tends to be inflexible. Computer controlled integration overcome this 

problem. CIM system, unlike machine tools, robots and work cells, involve hardware, 

software, sensors, actuators, material handling systems and robots controlled by 

computerized systems (Bhat, 1992). The integration of ali the latter gives, as an 

emergent property, the flexibility of the system. Productivity is obtained with 

automation, flexibility, and integration. 

Flexibility increases competitiveness, which is added to productivity. That is why 

flexible-manufacturing systems can be another way to call CIM systems and sometimes 

both terms are mention indistinctly. Flexibility is part of any CIM system and CIM is a 

flexible manufacturing system. Japanese companies ranked flexibility to introduce new 

products and to adjust production volume as their second and fourth competitive 

priorities. Quality was third. North American and European firms ranked these two 

flexibilities as six and eight while quality was first (DeMayer, 1987). DeMayer, 

Nakane, Miller and Ferdows concluded that Japanese, after successfully overcoming 

quality problems, are tuming their attention to flexibility. Western enterprises are still 

-
concentrating on deficiencies in quality. Moreover, it has been said that "An industrial 

nation 's economic future may lie in so-called flexible systems of production, technically 

advanced and skill intensive industries which make customized products" (Gerwin, 
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1993). It has been recognized that flexible manufacturing systems are among the most 

important industrial applications of information technology (Mansfield, 1993). 

Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is a production unit capable of producing a 

range of discrete products with a mínimum of manual intervention. "It consists of 

production workstations (machine tools or other equipment for fabrication, assembly or 

treatment) linked by material handling systems to move parts from one workstation to 

another, and it operates as an integrated system under a full programmable control" 

(U.S. Office of Technology Assessment, 1984). A flexible manufacturing system can 

increase machine utilization, flexibility, product quality, and reduce inventories, lead 

times, labor costs and floor space (Mansfield, 1993). Computer integrated 

manufacturing is a flexible manufacturing system. There is no theoretical difference 

found, however, CIM looks broader and bigger. It could be argued that CIM is a 

collection of FMS. 

An empirical study of 269 firms found that the integration of business functions in 

factory automatization organizations achieves significantly higher levels of strategic 

benefits (Gupta and Somers, 1993). It seems that flexibility plays its role and, this result 

suggests that CIM systems boost the benefits of factory automatization. 

The ultimate CIM vision is of full organization-wide systems integration and 

universal access to a single logical database that contains all information generated 

during the product life cycle (Sun Microsystems, 1992). CIM is recognized as a 

computerized system that integrated the computer aids of the production function, 

design function and management function (Hitomi, 1994). More specifically, CIM 



compromises all the activities of the business function, production function and the 

design function under a hierarchical approach from the workstation to the industry 

sector (Production Engineering, 1983). CIM goes beyond the engineering design and 

the manufacture of the product and as far as the plant is concemed. 

CIM gives the possibility of efficient information flows from the marketing and 

design to the manufacture, which makes possible the efficient and effective manufacture 

of a product needed by the market. Also, CIM gives the information flows needed for 

the management and control of the whole process. Moreover, CIM allows information 

flows in real time between plant and offices, which improves management efficiency 

and reduces time in the re-design and manufacture of new products. This structure 

defines the shape and scope of Computer integrated manufacturing. CIM integrates the 

functions of a manufacturing business, which could be divided into two physical 

distributions; plant and office, and two conceptual results; product and management. 

Manufacturing management concepts and databases play the central function as the 

Jacing. Four broad functions orbit the link. These functions are: product and process 

engineering, manufacturing, manufacturing resources control and planning and finally, 

management and control of the business. As CIM integrales AMT, FMS and factory 

automation, these four functions are called computer-aided engineering (CAE), 

-
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), manufacturing resource planning or MRP 11, 

and computer decision support and management systems. Figure 1.1 shows the 

structure of CIM. 
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Computer-aided engineering (CAE) integrates AMT related with the design of 

product, part and process. lt includes computer-aided design (CAD), numerical control 

programming (NC), quality control planning (QCP) and process planning or computer-

aided process planning (CAPP) (Bedworth, Henderson and Wolfe, 1991). Computer-

aided manufacturing (CAM) encompasses AMT such as robots, automatic 

storage/retrieval systems (AS/RS), automatic material movement systems (Automatic 

guided vehic1es or AGV's, automatic transport bands etc.), flexible manufacturing 

systems (FMS), packing, inspection, assembly and monitor and control process. 

Manufacturing resource-planning system (MRP 11) is responsible for the production 

operations management. Computer decision support and management systems involve 

the human resource system, financia! statements of the business, marketing statistics, 



business planning and other management systems. The core of CIM is a database 

management system, communication system and organization and conceptual business 

structural principles or ideas such as group technology (GT), just-in time philosophies 

(JIT) or quality circles (QC). 

As a conclusion, CIM integrates the functions of a manufacturing business with 

advanced manufacturing technologies. The integration is based in information 

technology and AMT's. CIM objective includes improvements in productivity, 

flexibility, quality, adaptability and management control. Together, all these 

improvements lead to a better competitiveness. CIM is a flexible manufacturing system. 

CIM boosts the benefits of factory automatization and could include concepts, business 

principles and other advanced manufacturing technologies like just-in-time (JIT), group 

technology (GT), quality circles (QC), computer-aided design and manufacturing 

(CAD/CAM), manufacturing resource planning (MRP 11) and computer decision 

support and management systems. 

1.6 Summary 

The competitive position of manufacturing in intemational markets plays an 

important role in the improvement of national economy. Improvements in the 

manufacturing sector acts as an intermediary step in the creation of wealth. "A healthy 

manufacturing sector leads to a higher standards of living" (Fossum, 1986). The mayor 

challenge is global competition which makes continuous pressure in production lead 

times and innovation gaps, also, consumers are becoming more complex and the 

environment is day after day more aggressive. It is forcing manufacturing to carry 
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through continuous changes with implementation of new and more powerful advanced 

manufacturing technology in arder to improve productivity and competitiveness. 

It is important to have a manufacturing discipline and design a detailed plan in 

order to successfully implement advanced manufacturing technologies. Also, a study 

must be done to know the kind of AMT that would improve productivity and 

competitiveness for its specific industry and type of company. Strategic planning must 

be done and human considerations must be considered. AMT are also important for 

developing countries and its justification must take into account wages, average 

company size and scarce of capital. 

The integration of AMT adds flexibility to the productivity. While productivity 

reduces costs, flexibility prepares the company to continuous changes in the market 

needs. It improves competitiveness. CIM is a flexible manufacturing system (FMS) 

that integrales the functions of a manufacturing business with information technology. 

The· implementation of CIM improves the competitiveness of the manufacturing 

business. Its use in developing countries is likely to help the national development. 
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Chapter U 

Manufacturing in Mexico 

2.1 Introduction 

Por any country, there is a need for competitivity. The competitivity is vital for 

national development. At a macro-economic level, mainly govemmental policies and 

actions achieve the Mexican competitiveness. However, at the micro level, the 

corporate strategies play the main role. 

Competitivity can be defined as the level in which an entity reaches and fulfills 

clients needs and satisfactions (García Saldaña, 1995). In order to achieve this goal, 

corporations need to identify clients and strategies. 

In Mexico, corporations base their competitiveness mainly on low labor wages, 

however, it seems to exist a lack of identification of the client needs; therefore, 

business strategies are based on intuitive decisions. lt now seems that Mexican 

companies are very inefficient and are carrying large production costs in the final 

product. Hardly, low wages can stay as a competitive advantage and at sorne point, 

corporations in Mexico will need to become competitive without low wages or they will 

perish. Productivity in Mexico is too low and there are very few economies of scale. In 

general, businesses in Mexico have been very slow to adopt manufacturing strategies 

like advanced manufacturing technologies. Manufacturing strategies that deal with 

infrastructure and resources that must be decided based on the client needs. 

Manufacturing strategies are defined from an understanding of the environment, from 
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the business planning and from the client expectations. Under this concept, clients are 

either, international or domestic, public or private, an individual entity or a country. 

For the manufacturing strategy definition, a client is being seen as the beginning and the 

end for all business (García Saldaña, 1995). 

Now, as I have discussed in the past, manufacturing strategy play an important 

role in the development and competitiveness and it seems necessary to see advanced 

manufacturing technologies as a basis of long term global competition. If Mexico wants 

to increase the well being of the population an improvement of the micro-economy must 

occur. It means an increase of salaries and wages; therefore, Mexico must be 

competitive without low wages. If technology has become one of the main aspects of 

competition, Mexico must be competitive in this field and not with low wages. Old and 

obsolete machinery together with low wages is not the solution for economic 

development and well being of the population. 

2.2 The Mexican Economy 

In the last decade, Mexican basic economic structure changed drastically. Import 

tariffs and commercial barriers were eliminated or reduced. As a result, the average 

import tariff was reduced from 27% in 1983 to 13.1 % in 1991. Also, the percentage of 

the value of goods, which needs special import license from the government, decreased 

from 100% in 1983 to 9.1 % in 1991 (Aspe, 1993. p46). Moreover, government deficits 

were dramatically reduced showing a fall in the financia} deficit of the public sector 

from 16% of the GNP in 1987 to 1.5% of the GNP in 1991 (Aspe, 1993. p36) and it 

was eliminated in 1992 (Salinas, 1993, 1994). 
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Of the 1115 state owned companies in 1982, more than 80% were de-incorporated 

at the end of 1991 (Aspe, 1993. p37). The earnings of the sales of these companies 

were used for the reduction of the public debt. The externa! debt was re-negotiated. In 

1992, the prívate sector was seen as a driving force for the growth of the Mexican 

economy (Riner, 1992). Mexico had a trade deficit of which most carne from the US-

Mexico trade, however, foreign capital inflows were comfortably financing the trade 

account deficits (Riner, 1992). It was true until 1994. In 1993, for the fifth consecutive 

year, the Mexican economy was "growing faster than the population" (Salinas, 1993). 

The economy grew at 3.6% in 1991 and was nearly flat in 1993 (McCrary, 1994. 

Riner, 1992). As it is shown in Grapb 2.1, in 1987, inflation had almost reached 

160%, inflation dipped to 29.9% rate in 1990 and by 1991 inflation was at 18.8%. In 

1993, inflation reached 10%. This had been a significant improvement over price 

increments (Riner, 1992. Salinas, 1994, 1993). 

lnflation from 1976 to 1996 

Graph 2.1 
Source: Banco de Mexico 
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Also, wages and salaries grew and it seemed that the poverty in Mexico had been 

dramatically reduced from 56.6% in 1960 to 16.1 % in 1992 (Banamex-Accival, 1994). 

In 1992, manufactured exports, just over $16 billion, were the continuing success 

story of the export figures. Mexico continued to entice dollars. The 31 % retum in 

dollars offered by the Mexican stock exchange or "Bolsa" in the first quarter of 1992 

attracted $6. 9 billion in additional foreign investment in the stock market during the 

period, bringing the total as of March 31 to $25.5 billion. Year-to-1994 dollar gains in 

the neighborhood of 25% put the "Bolsa" in the ranks of top performers of stock 

exchanges. However, as it is shown in Graph 2.2 on December of 1994 there was an 

economic crack and foreign investment went out of the country revealing how weak the 

economy was. 
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Short and speculative investment in the Mexican stock exchange and not a long

term investment financed the trade deficit. Mexican companies did not use the money 

for modernization and they did not improve manufacturing competitiveness. Therefore, 

competitiveness had been based on prices. Mexican wages and salaries had paid the 

cost. From 1995 to date, there has been a tremendous los:; of economic power of the 

population and based on very low wages, and as it is shown in Graph 2.3, exports 

increased exponentially dueto Mexican economic situation and to the NAFTA. 
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Since the 1994 crack, Mexico has based its recove:ry on exports based on low 

prices. However a study of Lustig (1997) <loes not find a positive relationship between 

exportations and GNP growth. That is why he concludes that exportations are not the 

motor of the GNP growth. Moreover, recently, exportations have declined as the 

Mexican peso dollar parity becomes more real in terms of economic power. 
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During 1996 the most dynamic sector was the industry . The PIB of this sector 

reported a growth of 10.4 % in comparison to last year. Specifically, the manufacture 

industry achieved a development of 10.9% after it closed with a fall of 4.8 last year. 

With this behavior, manufacture companies were among the first to begin to grow. It is 

necessary to point out that the externa! market had an important role in this industry. 

According to the Banco de Mexico (Bank of Mexico) , in 1996 manufacture exports 

with no ma,quila reached $43 ,401 million dollars. It is equivalent to more than 50 % of 

the manufacture GNP. To this I have to add the exports of the maquila industry , 

reaching 415 .6 million dollars. Specifically, during this period only one manufacture 

branch reported a fall in its activity , whereas the rest kept a positive behavior. In 

Graph 2.4 the reader can observe how each of these manufacture branches behaved 

during the previous years. It is possible to see that the only branch suffering descent 

was the fourth one, which corresponds to paper, paper products and printing and 

publishers. 
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Although this descent is almost unperceptible, this level is 7. 62 % lower than it 

was in 1994. The wood branch and wood products have kept a very similar level 

during this period. However, it must be said that in 1996 they had a growth of 5.12 % 

with respect to the previous year, and in spite of this, they are 2.98% below the level 

that they had in 1994. 

The economic opening of the country and the international changes has been a 

hard test for the Mexican companies. After a long period of slumbering in an 

overprotected environment, they had to face the competence conditions. From ali of 

these actions, the commercial opening seems to be important as it places Mexico into a 

worldwide competence. 

2.3 Competitiveness and the Mexican market 

Intemational commerce has been growing in the last two decades. As a result, 

competition among major multinational firms has intensified tremendously in recent 

years. Now, global strategies have been implemented in order to exploit competitive 

advantages and the comparative advantages of various locations. 

In Mexico, the industry, traditionally protected is now loosing grounds to the 

commercial activity (Erossa, 1995). Structural changes started in 1985 and continued 

until toda y. There has been more than a decade of economic impact due to intemational 

aperture. Today, Mexican production is mainly oriented towards the North-American 

market. The Mexican growing strategy as stated in the 1989-1994 national plan for 

industrial modemization and foreign trade, is basically to consolidate production plant 
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oriented to export activities in an open economy that needs high levels of 

competitiveness (Erossa, 1995). 

In 1992, Mexico surpassed Japan to become the second largest market for 

manufactured goods, with an estimated trade surplus in manufactures exceeding ali 

other USA trading partners (Camillo, 1992). On December 1994, just after a change in 

the Mexican govemment and under difficult political and social conditions, short-term 

capital investment that supported trade deficits together with short debt paper, were 

taken out of the country in amounts enough to cause a govemmental short cash flow. 

This situation produced a fall in the value of the Mexican currency. (See Graph 2.2) 

Extreme conditions moved Mexico towards the only possible way out of the 

crisis. Exports. After passing through difficult export situations in 1992, 1993 and 

1994, with a enormous trade deficit as it is shown in Table 2.1 and Graph 2.5, and 

when industries had to reconvert its machinery and modemize its production facilities in 

order to stay competitive; the Mexican companies found themselves again with the only 

competitiveness weapon that they used to have: low labor costs. 

Exports increased but, as I said before, competitive advantage cannot be sustained 

only with economic measures. Again, an opportunity arises to use and develop 

normative strategic models for Mexican firms in order to compete with intemational 

-
firms. As Japanese firms did, they must be able to develop marketing, manufacturing 

and research and development strategies that could strengthen or create their 

competitive advantage. 
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Balance 

Exports 
Oil 
Not oil 
Farming ami 

animal husbandry 
&tractions 
Manufacturing 
Maquila 

Imports 
Consumer goods 
Intermediate use 

goods 
Maquila 
Capital goods 

1988 
1665 

20564 
6711 

13853 
1670 

660 
11523 

18899 
1922 

12950 

4027 

1989 

-645 
22765 
7876 

14889 
1754 

605 
12530 

23410 
3499 

15142 

4769 

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
-2564 -7279 -15434 -13481 -18467 7089 
27237 42687.5 46195.7 51885.9 60882.2 79542 
10104 8166.4 8306.6 7418.4 7445 8423 
17133 34521.137889.144467.5 53437.2 71119 
2163 2372.5 2112.4 2504.2 2678.4 4016 

1078 546.8 356.2 278.2 356. 7 545 
13892 31601.8 35420.5 41685.1 50402.1 66558 

15833.1 18680.1 21853 26269.2 31103 
29801 49966.5 61629.6 65366.6 79349.1 72453 

5059 5834.3 7744.1 7842.4 9513.7 5335 
17921 35544. 7 42829.6 46468.3 56513. 7 58421 

11782.4 13936.7 16433 20466.2 26179 
6821 8587.5 11055.911055.913321.7 8697 

Table 2.1 
Source BANCO DE MEXICO 
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It is also important to notice that the maquiladora industry plays an important role 

in the Mexican manufacturing sector, especially in the creation of work places andas a 
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net dollar income for the govemment. Again, these kinds of firms are creating jobs but 

they base their strategy on low wages. However, sorne of these production plants have 

more production and management technology than the Mexican ones. Also, the 

maquiladora industry is training workers in places where originally there were only 

non-qualified work force. This is in my opinion the most important maquiladora role in 

the development of Mexico. Moreover, although there is not too much contact with 

Mexican firms, the maquiladora industry somehow uses technology that wakes up the 

interest of Mexican firms. This is specially true since 1983 and in three main points: 

production lines, flexible manufacturing and work management techniques like total 

quality and just in time (Mercado, 1995). The paradox here is the understanding of the 

maquiladora role once the labor cost rises, which seems to be the only way to develop a 

country. 

Mexican competitive advantage, mainly low wages, is being used largely by 

American multinationals that by moving operations to Mexico cut costs. However, 

there still exist large technological gaps in research, development and technology based 

on manufacturing processes. Today, the market is not asking only for low prices, but 

also for timing, quality, satisfacti.on and service; and low wages not necessarily help in 

achieving it. It now seems that information technology, knowledge-based human 

resources and market experience are more important. It also seems that low wages are 

not related with the latter. 

Another important issue is that in Mexico, in general, there is not a marketing 

strategy which leads towards a manufacturing strategy and a model for technology 
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implementation. lt seems that there is a lack of market knowledge. Moreover, it is 

likely to find that intuition rules the decision of tak:ing process in Mexican companies. 

It is also important to note that the majority of Mexican companies are micro and 

small in size (Erossa, 1995). It has been argued that small and medium size business in 

the U.S. have the propensity to compete with large companies (Dudley, 1989). They 

achieve it through their flexibility and lower costs, which enable them to exploit narrow 

niches in the markets that would be uneconomic for large-scale firms. Smaller firms can .,, 

also be far more regionally organized to meet specific and peculiar customers' needs. 

They are closer to their markets than organizations operating on a world scale. But, 

small Mexican firms have enormous economic restraints, and as the North American 

market opens more and more, small Mexican firms are struggling for survival. The 

reason is not clear, but it seems that the cost of capital is one. The lack of knowledge 

about their markets is likely to be the other one. Dudley (1989) recalled a famous 

phrase from Peter Drucker who once wrote, "there are no problems, only 

opportunities". Mexican small firms must take the opportunity and prepare themselves 

with normative models for technology implementation based on marketing and business 

strategies and with knowledge based human resources and not with low wage human 

resources. Mexican firms must be able to identify international competition as real. 

-
International competition is not only present; it is becoming more intense. 

2.4 Modernization and technological issues 

The issue of modernization and technology plays an important role for the 

manufacturing firms. Without doubt, multiple historie examples show me that without 
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technological modernization in production processes a manufacturing firm would die 

(Mulás, 1995). 

This issue seems to be the weakest point of the Mexican firms' competitiveness 

(García, 1995). It is very relevant knowing that more than 98 % of all the 

manufacturing establishments in Mexico are micro and small companies (Erossa, 1995), 

and that the micro and small Mexican firms have a limited capacity of technological 

determination. It is real that small firms have limited resources to identify technological 

requirements needed to confront firm environmental threats and interna! weaknesses 

and to strengthen interna! strongholds and environmental opportunities (García de Leon 

1993). However, the economic opening of the country and the international changes 

has been a hard test for the Mexican companies. Now, a rapid growth investment in 

actions to improve productive processes with technological improvement can be 

observed. 

Lorenzo Zambrano (1995), president of the Cementos Mexicanos group 

(CEMEX) which is the fourth producer of cement worldwide, had pointed out three key 

elements that support the vision of modernity of a company: 

1. Knowing the tendencies that mark the direction of the industry at an 

international level. "Only in this way you can be prepared for the changes that 

are being produced worldwide." 

2. Making companies to rapidly react before the changes affect them. Companies 

need to be more dynamic and to have flexibility to adequately respond to the 

threats and opportunities. 
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3. Developing a permanent effort to improve efficiency of the organization by 

studying and redesigning productive processes that may respond to the 

necessities of the consumer. 

Competitivity of a company very much depends on plant size, operative 

efficiency, technology, distribution system and market. However, in companies 

competing worldwide, their performance and positioning cannot be measured now only 

in function of their individual competitivity. "Modemizing and making a company 

competitive is not enough to assure its sustainable and profitable growth," says Rafael 

Páez (1995), executive of Grupo Industrial Alfa. 

Historically, in Mexico I can identify three different phases in industrial 

modemization (Unger, 1995). The first one began in 1940 where the objective was the 

import substitution. The Second World War affects this phase by limiting the imported 

goods in Mexico. Mexican firms expanded by re-producing the same imported product. 

After the Second World War, the firms needed to be protected from imports. 

Protectionism barriers were created and the result of that was a non-competitive 

Mexican firm. This policy worked for the next twenty-five years. 

The second phase began in the seventies. It was clear that the Mexican industry 

was technologically foreign dependent. By trying to do the same foreign product in 

Mexico, the industry also became foreign dependent of intermediate and capital 

resources. 

The third phase began with the 1982 Mexican crisis, and the first result that I 

could see was the 1985 Mexican commercial opening. Results from this phase can be 
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still seen. However, the author can already recognize a strong problematic situation for 

the small and medium size companies since they are not technologically ready for 

global competition and it seems they do not recognize market needs. 

There are sorne conclusions that have been found for the Mexican case during 

these phases. During two decades, from 1970 to 1990, 1 can observe an increase of 

participation of industries, which use technology intensively, especially in metallic 

products, machinery and equipment. Also, in the chemical and oil derivatives (Kim, 

Kessel, 1995). Other Mexican industries like textiles, wood and leather are loosing their 

competitiveness. Their product life cycles and a lack of investment in research and 

development can cause this result (Kim, Kessel, 1995). As it has been stated, "a 

country with relative large amounts of labor has a comparative advantage in the 

production of goods that use intensively that resource, mainly non qualified labor. As 

that capital is accumulated, the larger work productivity increases real salaries, which 

decreases intemational competitiveness of this type of activities. As a result, 

exportations decrease and imports from countries with lower wages increase" (Kim, 

Kessel, 1995). Of course, if Mexican industry would differentiate their products and 

increase the quality, the decrease in competitiveness could be avoided. However, 

Mexican textile industry did very little to avoid the result. First, when the industry was 

protected, it -grew. Secondly, the industry competed intemationally using low labor 

costs. The country grew, salaries grew and there were few investments in research and 

development, in marketing research and in technology. As a result, the textile Mexican 

industry became intemationally non-competitive. But, on the other hand, the country 
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was growing under commercial trade deficits and short term capital investment. When 

the situation became unsustainable the economy fall and labor became cheap again. 

Unfortunately, there was no textile industry this time to use the labor immediately. This 

is an economic paradox. It shows how important it is to invest in the industry while it 

has the resources to do it. Investment should mainly be done in research and 

development, including marketing, manufacturing, technology and quality. Again, this 

is an example of how important it is to have a strategy for marketing and manufacturing 

and to have a normative implementation model. 

By seeing the industrial modemization as a medium for economical development, 

the design, goods production and services must satisfy the rnarket needs without loosing 

high grow levels of real income (Sullivan, 1995). Moreover, technological innovation 

has an important role in productivity and economical grow (Sullivan, 1995). Also, the 

use of strategies based on the management of production technologies has been defined 

as an important source of competitive advantage (Erossa, 1995). 

2.5 The Mexican Manufacture 

Since the crisis that burst on December 1994, the productivity in the 

manufacturing industry gave a great step. However, that step was achieved with a 

reduction of _ the number of employees by product and lower wages for workers 

(Castillo, 1997), not because companies improved their process. The need to increase 

productivity and improve quality is a most and has propitiated a growing automatization 

and robotiation of the manufacturing processes in Mexico (Rozenberg, 1996). If 

automatization has been seen in Japan or Germany as a manner to malee the production 
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cheaper because of the high cost of the labor force, in Mexico the motives are different: 

to improve the productivity and to increase the quality in the repetitive processes 

(Barraza, 1996). 
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In the period January-October 1996, the rate of personnel in the manufacturing 

industry grew 1.58% in relation with the first 10 months of 1995. As can be observed 

in Graph 2.6, this growth is relative if I compare it with the downfall that was 

accumulated during January-October 1995. (Castillo, 1997) 

By 1996, the Gross National Product (GNP) registered an advance of 5.1 %. 

However, the volume of production was still lower -1.4% less- than the one observed 

in 1994. In this year, the most dynamic sector was the Industrial Sector (Graph 2.7, 

2.8 and 2.9), because of its major activities had a positive comportment. For instance, 
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the manufacturing industry achieved a development of 10. 9 % after it closed the 

preceding year with a downfall of 4.8% (Castillo, 1997). 
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In terms of automatization, in Mexico it is very common to find that the plants 

automate their processes in a partial way. That is, there are man y plants that have 
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automated processes and old processes working together. The problem is that the 

technology advances with a great speed, and those who live with the same technology 

for three of four years, will suddenly discover themselves in difficulty (Reyes, 1996). 

Moreover, Karisten (1996) affirms that countries like Mexico delay at least 10 years 

installing the first 1000 robots, and in the next 10 years the number of robots installed 

will increase to 10000. Nowadays, Mexico has "the thousand" . It means that in the 

next 10 years, the other 9000 robots should be installed, and in order to be updated and 

to be competitive, any large Industry must spend in information technology between 5 

and 6% of its revenues (Rochés, 1996). A well-defined and planned manufacturing 

strategy needs to be implemented. 

It seems that the main barriers for AMT implementation in Mexico are 

educational and economical. This study could enlighten the way to reduce costs and 

educate managers in AMT and its integration. Due to the inexpensive Mexican labor, 

AMT implementation could not be a must in Mexico. In this case, the study, besides 

the enlightening of this issue, will address those AMT implementations in Mexico and 

the reasons for their existence. In this case, the three main points to address will be still 

valid due to the fact that the report will discuss this economical issue, present valid 

elements for the need of AMT implementation and suggest when and how Mexican 

-
manufacturers can implement AMT Systems. 

In Mexico, for AMT implementation, I need to define the critical aspects for 

industrial modemization. Sorne perceived critical aspects are transport, communications 

and information, human resources, financing and the cost of capital and the owners and 
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executive officer's attitudes towards technological development (Elizondo, Delgado, 

1995). 

After this discussion, 1 can see that an exploratory research in Mexican 

manufacture must be done in order to set the bases for a more coherent and defined 

strategy for technology implementation. It seems important to study the use and 

definition of business strategies, marketing strategies, manufacturing strategies, 

research and development, investment and success in Mexican firms. It is also 

important to set the differences for each sector as I could see, technology 

implementation seems to take different ways depending on the industrial sector. 
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Chapter 111 

Hypothesis and important issues in the use of advanced technologies 

3.1 Introduction 

As I have observed m the previous chapters, the manufacturing activity has 

become an increasingly key factor for the economic development of any country. Due 

to this, the necessity of increasing productivity and improving quality has provoked 

growing automation not only in developed countries but also in less developed countries 

such as Mexico. 

Moreover, different types of business will need different types of Advanced 

Manufacturing Technology (AMT) configurations and strategies. After this discussion, 

I can retum to a discussion of the small company. Given the limitations and variables 

that small companies have, I could elaborate basic guidelines for their advanced 

manúfacturing strategy implementation. What I need is to measure the AMT used for 

each type of organization. Integration in small companies c~uld be achieved at the 

lowest cost if the requirements for small companies are known. Different AMT use and 

integration are basically due to two factors; cost which can not be paid by small 

companies, and small size which produces fewer communication problems reducing the 

need for complex information systems. As I can see AMT use is related, in general 

terms, to the type of company. 

Many kinds of advanced manufacturing technology exist; however, a degree of 

use needs to be defined. This degree of use would represent the degree of AMT of a 
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company. In this study, the term AMT refers to the amount of use of advanced 

manufacturing technologies. 

It is common knowledge that depending on the type of company, the requirement 

for technological tools is different even within the same field. Also, it is very important 

to consider the needs of the company, as well to have a clear idea of the problem, and 

in function, to select the tools that will provide the company with greater benefits. 

Depending on the situation, these tools may comprise anything from a simple 

computing program to complex matters such as advanced manufacturing technology. 

Now, the term "type of company" needs to be defined. It is my understanding 

that companies are different, even when they are part of the same industry. 

Characteristics like use of previous information technology, age, size, or even profits 

are likely to define a company "character". As it seems to be in any entity's behavior, 

a definition of a company "character" needs to be drawn from multiple dimensions. 

The complexity of the conceptual definition of company "character" increases as I 

could found interrelations among multiple dimension characteristics. Under these 

circumstances, I need to remind the objective of the study. The objective is to develop a 

descriptive model of advanced manufacturing technology use and implementation. It is 

not a normative or predictive model. A descriptive model would measure a degree of 

automation for a company depending on the company "character" and its sector. 1t 

freezes a moment in time and describes the expected degree of automation for a specific 

company. It does not predict it. It would simply demonstrate an expectation. Thus, it 
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can be argued that multiple dimension interrelations are i.rrelevant for a descriptive 

model. 

The descriptive model will be built under a general hypothesis. In general terms, 

the hypothesis holds the degree of automation as a dependent variable and the type of 

company as an independent variable. From now on, the degree of automation will be 

called AMT. Each of these two variables is formed from more than one concept. The 

type of company variable has multiple dimensions from which a number of independent 

variables will be defined. AMT comprises a number of advanced manufacturing 

technologies. The value of this study is to find the company dimensions that better 

describe AMT. The general hypothesis is: 

[ The use of AMT depends on the company type ] 

3.2 The use of advanced manufacturing technology 

The dependent variable represents the AMT of the company. This variable 

depends on the degree of use of each advanced manufactudng technology. It is the sum 

of all the degrees of use. It can be explained as a vector of all the AMT that are used in 

the enterpris~'s manufacturing processes. The AMT used in the manufacturing process 

were defined in chapter 1, figure 1.1. In this figure, AMT are organized under an 

integrated concept. The importance of this figure at this moment resides in the 

extensive and complete number of AMT shown. Here, advanced technologies are 

divided into five main groups: management and administrative information systems, 
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computer-aided engineering technologies (CAE), manufacturing databases, computer-

aided manufacturing technologies (CAM) and manufacturing resource-planning 

technologies (MRP 11). For the purpose of this study, AMT refers to the use of CAE 

and CAM advanced manufacturing technologies in the product production. AMT is 

related to the product/process design and manufacture. Table 3.1 shows the list of all 

advanced manufacturing technologies that define, for the purpose of this study, the 

AMT variable. 

CAD, or en2ineerin2 workstations Numerical control (NC) 
Computer numerical control (CNC) Direct numerical control (DNC) 
Flexible manufacturin2 svstems (FMS) Automated material handlin2 
Automated material stora2e Automated material trackin2 
Automated insoection Automated testing 
Automated process monitoring Automated process control 
Automated data entrv Numerical control part pro2rammin2 
Computer aided process plannin2 Machinabilitv data svstems 
Automatic Stora2e retrieval svstems Automatic Group/Blocks pro2rammin2 Svstems 
Robots Automatic Assemblv 
Automatic packing Automatic order entry 

Table 3.1 AMT Components 

3.3 The type of the company 

Toe type of the company is the independent variable. For the purpose of the 

study, this variable is composed of multiple dimensions. Each dimension specifies a 

general characteristic of the company. Before the study was defined, 1 observed in 

Mexican companies four major components utilized in the definition of the type of the 

company. I think it is important to define the type of the company based on these four 

dimensions. The first one includes variables from the business unit. It compromises 

general business characteristics, business strategies, management and human resources. 

The second one is related to previous experience with technology. It includes the use of 
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general technologies or concepts, information technology and information systems. The 

third one studies the type of company considering its surrounding environment. The 

fourth dimension measures general company attitudes towards technology justification. 

Figure 3.1 shows the four dimensions of the type of company variable. As each 

dimension consists of more specific variables, 1 will comment on the variables that 

finally formed all the group of independent variables. 1 think the aforementioned four 

dimensions are part of the descriptive model. Ea.ch dimension defines a number of 

variables to be méasured in order to produce a descriptive model. 

Technolo~ 
justificati~ 

Type of Company 

Figure 3.1 

3 .3 .1 Genen¡l business characteristics 

This dimension shows mainly quantitative data for r..ach company. It is general 

information that is obtained from the business definition and operation. The variables 

show the general objective description of the business. However, there are three 

exceptions that need to be mentioned. These exceptions are related to perceptions. The 
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variables that measure perceptions are, firstly, the one related to the managerial 

participation in strategic planning; next, one which measures the perception of the 

managerial support for AMT; and the last which looks at the employees' attitudes 

towards technology implementation. These three variables are related to human 

resources attitudes. The author thinks they are important. 11:. is why they are kept under 

this dimension. The list of all the variables, which the author decided to include in this 

dimension, is in table 3.2. 

Industrial sector Coroorate objectives Strategic planning participation 
Industrial activitv Marketing strategies Investment areas 
Production volume Order-Winning criteria Manufacturing oersonnel 
Number of workers Number of products Investment in manufacturing 
Number of emolovees Number of changes Personnel variation 
Total investment Employees' attitudes Exports 
Sales Education Incentives 
Maturity AMT Suooort Tumover 
Profits 

Table 3.2 General business characteristics' variables 

3.3.1.1 Industrial sector 

Under this topic, two variables will be discussed: industrial sector and industrial 

activity. For the purpose of this study, "sector" will be the term used to define the 

manufacturing branches that the Mexican National Institute of Statistics, Geography and 

Systems, (INEGI) uses. Table 3.3 shows the INEGI industrial divisions. 

The industrial sector and industrial activity seem to define the usage of AMT in 

industries. The argument is sustained under the concept that companies in the 

manufacturing sector seem to use AMT more often than companies from other sectors. 

Moreover, I have obseived that for years Mexico has experienced a lack of research 
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and technical development; however, sorne few specific: industrial branches have 

advanced. The auto part industry provides me with an example. In a short period of 

time, it has achieved recognition from the industrial market because, although the 

technological levels of this activity were low at the beginning, from 1987 on, the yearly 

growth average has been 24.5% higher than that presented by general industry. The 

Mexican car sector has demonstrated its ability to absorb, and in sorne cases, to 

improve technology and production processes (García, 1995). These arguments strongly 

suggest the inclusion of two variables: industrial sector and industrial activity, as 

independent variables within the definition of the type of company. 
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Division I Food products, drinks and tobacco. 

Division II Tanning and leather industry. 

Division 111 Timber industry and wood products . 

Division IV Paper, paper products, printing and publishers. 

Division V Chemicals, oil products, rubber and plastic products. 

Division VI Mineral nonmetal products, except those derived from oil & coal. 

Division VII Basic metal industry. 

Division VIII Metal products, equipment and machinery. 

Division IX Other manufacturing industries. 

Table 3.3 INEGI Industrial divisions 
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3.3.1.2 The size of the company 

Under this topic, five variables will be addressed: production volume, number of 

workers, number of employees, total investment and sales .. These variables were seen 

important in the definition of the size of the company. 

The size of a company is a decisive issue in selecting the type of technology that 

it must use, and, depending on its rentability, the investment that may be carried out. 

The use of robots is an example. Small companies are likely to need a different 

technology in order to improve productivity. It has already been stated that 

technologies, such as the use of robots, are not the only wa.y for increasing quality and 

productivity in industries. There are other means of automation (Rozenberg, 1996). 

Depending on the needs of the company there may be an altemate solution with a 

significantly lower cost. 

3.3.1.3 Maturity 

The maturity of the company is also an important characteristic since it refers to 

both, to the time in existence of a company in the market and to its experience. It is a 

factor that the history of the company itself possesses, and that in a certain moment can 

help me to explain the behavior of the company and its decisions. 

3.3.1.4 Profits 

As far as profit is concemed, 1 can say that it refers to a company's economic 

success. The amount of profits could describe investments in AMT. It could be argued 
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that profits allow companies to be less rigid with new investments. Companies with 

profits could be willing to take greater investment risks. 

3.3.1.5 Business strategies 

Here, three independent variables will be discussed: Corporate objectives, 

marketing strategies and order-winning criteria. These three variables concentrate their 

attention in business strategies. 

In this highly competitive world, the factors that justify the implementation of an 

automated equipment environment have become very complex. The existence of 

business, marketing and manufacturing strategies is likely to describe the use and 

implementation of AMT. For this study, business strategies are divided in three parts. 

These parts are corporate objectives, marketing strategies and order-winning criteria. 1 

define the corporate objectives, as those goals that the enterprise wants to reach like 

growth, survival, profits, retum on investment, and other financial goals. With respect 

to the marketing strategies, 1 define them as those strategies that the company uses to 

reach its objectives like product markets and segments, rank of products, mix of 

products, volume, standardization vs. client specifications, innovation and leader vs. 

competitor's altematives. Finally, 1 define the order-winning criteria as those strategies 

that a compél[ly uses to sell its products. It includes strategies like price, quality, speed 

on delivery, reliable delivery, market growth, range of colors, number of products, 

design leadership, and technical support. For the purpose of this study, order-winning 

criteria is a set of different competitive factors pursued by a company. 
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3.3.1.6 Process/product complexity 

Two independent variables are discussed under this tapie: number of products and 

number of changes. These variables try to represent characteristics of the process and 

product production. 

The use of AMT is likely to depend on process and product characteristics. They 

are d1rectly related to the production. Arguments for the inclusion of product and 

process characteristic variables include the need for AMT where there are severa! 

different manufacturing processes for one product, or products with a lot of attributes 

which are specified and must be present. As the process or product becomes more 

complex, it seems that stronger pressure for AMT implementation exists. Moreover, 

most experts in the manufacturing field agree that there are three factors contributing to 

the competitivity of a company: cost, quality and availability. Nevertheless, there is a 

fourth fundamental factor that is frequently forgotten or it is not considered obligatory: 

flexibility (Wohlmuth, 1994). The search for flexibility complicates any given process 

even more. 

The characteristics of production that a company requires in order to make each 

of its products are those that figure in the decision of acquiring components of 

automation. Although I may talk of thousands of attributes, 1 consider that the most 

representative for the purpose of the present study are the number of products, 

subassemblies, parts, new products per year, discontinuecla products per year and the 

number of engineering changes in the products per year. 
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3.3.1. 7 Employees' Attitudes 

Employees' attitudes refer to an independent variable. As mentioned, the 

implementation of advanced technologies is not such an easy task. 1 consider that the 

human factor is decisive in carrying out AMT implementation. What I refer to is the 

attitude that employees have toward the use of computers. Specifically, certain attitudes 

of fear, anxiety, or stress often exist among employees of a company regarding the use 

of computers . 

3.3.1.8 Education 

The education was included as an independent variable. The educational level of 

the employee influences the use of AMT. The educational level represents one of the 

comparative advantages for a company and there can be no doubt that I need to include 

this variable in the hypothesis. 

3.3.1.9 Business management 

Two independent variables were defined in order to address this issue: AMT 

support and strategic planning participation. These two variables measure managerial 

attitudes. The first one indicates the perceived managerial support for AMT. The 

second one refers to the managerial involvement in the strategic planning of the 

company . 
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3.3.1.10 Manufacturing focos 

The attention and focus that the business puts on its manufacturing area should 

affect the AMT implementation. This issue is measured by four variables: investment 

areas, manufacturing personnel, investment in manufacturing and personnel variation. 

Investment areas variable shows the priority that the company has given to 

investment in production equipment. Manufacturing personnel variable indicates the 

percentage of personnel in the manufacturing area. Investment in manufacturing 

variable refers to the total amount of investment in manufacturing equipment. Personnel 

variation variable addresses the yearly variation in manufacturing personnel in the 

company. 

3.3.1.11 Exports 

Exports need to be addressed by an independent variable. As it has been 

discussed, exports are important for Mexican companies. This variable is included 

because it is likely to explain sorne AMT behavior. 

3.3.1.12 Personnel 

Company policies are likely to affect AMT beha.vior, specially those policies 

related with the company personnel. Two variables were included to test this 

possibility: incentives and tumover. 
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3.3.2 Previous technological experience 

Two independent variables seem to be relevant in relation to the company's 

previous technological experience: the degree of computerization and operations 

support concepts. 

Previous experience in the use of technology is very likely to describe the AMT 

behavior of the company. Technology under this dimension is being used in a general 

sense. I need to emphasize that this dimension has a very important element, the use of 

information technology. 

Computers have become a necessity for increasing productivity and improving 

quality. A variable related to this technology should be included as it is wide spread in 

Mexico, and, as it is the tool for AMT integration. 

In the case of Mexico, even the smallest company has to invoice its products or 

services. The price of a simple computer to do this task is comparable to that of a good 

typewriter; yet it exceeds in its capabilities for correction, memory and automation. 

There is only one step in working with payroll, accounting or inventory. 

As Mr. Robert Rochés points out (1996), the issue is not whether the industry 

uses computing resources, but rather the degree of integration of these tools, the depth 

of utilization, and the amount of investments to implement and maintain them. In that 

way, computers have become indispensable for both the handling of finance and 

accounting information (payroll, financial accounting, cost accounting, forecast 

planning), as well as for product design model, simulation, instrumentation, process 
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operation and control of manufacturing processes, handling of inventories, and many 

other activities. 

In such a way, information technology also needs to be measured by sorne 

variable. The first information technology variable to be included is the degree of 

computerization. The degree of computerization shows the use of information 

technology and software. It represents the number of functions that have been 

computerized within a company. The list of the functions measured is in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Degree of computerization components 

Another issue that the author felt important to i.nclude is that of describing 

previous technological experience and how it relates with the presence of technological 

philosophies and concepts. 1 called this variable "operations support concepts" as it 

supports the operations of the company. These concepts influence the way information 

is used and transmitted. Also, these concepts confront people with organizational 

change and with change in the way in which work is accomplished. The concepts that 

measure this variable are shown in table 3.5. 
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General svstems theorv Data base management techniques 
Databases shared by multiple functional areas Local area networks 
Feedback control systems Distributed computer data processin~ 
lnter-computer communications Process quality systems 
Statistical process control Total quality systems 

Table 3.5 Operations support concepts 

3.3.3 Business environment 

The inclusion of the business environment is important because it is likely to 

affect the use of AMT. It could be done through perceived necessities. The necessities 

could be perceived due to AMT installations in the neighborhood or with the 

competition. One variable was defined for this purpose. The variable, "necessary 

components for the business", intends to measure an environmental perception. It needs 

to be done by asking about the AMT needs for the company. Also, the existence of 

AMT necessities shows sorne kind of AMT knowledge. The list of technology 

components for this variable is showed in table 3.6 

ar code, OCR, voice reco 'tion, etc. 

Automated testin AS/AR 
CAD, for desi 
CAPP 
Direct numerical control CNC 
GT, for cellular manufacturin 

MRP 
Process control ui ment 
Robots 
Sho floor data collection s stem 
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• 
3.3.4 Technology justification 

This dimension includes the perception of areas for improvement in the company, 

the investment evaluation methods and the influence of a number of different factors in 

the AMT justification. The name of the variables included are shown in table 3. 7 

Areas for imorovement 
Investment evaluation methocls 

Influential factors in AMT iustification 

Table 3. 7 Technology justification variables 

• 
The "areas for improvement" variable addresses the number of perceived areas 

that need to improve their productivity. This perception is likely to show how strong a 

need is perceived for company improvement. A large number of "areas for 

improvement" is likely to describe a perceived company crisis situation. A situation like 

that could influence the AMT implementation. 

The "investment evaluation methods" variable takes into account the number of 

different traditional evaluation methocls for technology justification. Toe "influential 

• 
factors in AMT justification" tries to evaluate the impact of non-traditional justification 

methods or components that pressure the company towards AMT implementation . 

• 
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3.4 The proposed bypothesis 

As this is a descriptive study using an exploratory approach to study the way 

Mexican manufacturers are handling the use and implementation of AMT, the final 

hypothesis should be seen as a working hypothesis. Figure 3.2 shows a diagram for the 

hypothesis. This diagram was drawn from the previous discussions in this chapter. This 

hypothesis needs to be studied in order to propose a descriptive model for AMT use and 

implementation. The hypothesis defines a general skeleton from which a body needs to 

be built. 

The degree of use of Ad1,1anced 
Manufacturing T echnologies 

CAD, or cnginccring work:,t;:ition:, 
· Numcric;:il control (NC) 
Computcr numcric;:il control (CNC) 
Dircct numcric;:il control (DNC) 
Flexible m;:inuf;:icturing "'"tcm" (FMS) 
Autom;:itcd m;:itcri;:il h;:indling 
Autom;:itcd m;:itcri;:il "tor;:igc 
Autom;:itcd m;:itcri;:il tr;:icking 
Autom;:itcd in"pcction 
Autom;:itcd tc"ting 
Autom;:itcd procc"" monitoring 
Autom;:itcd procc:,:, control 
Autom;:itcd d;:ih c,ntr, 
Numcrinl control p;:irt progr;:iinming 
Computcr·;:iidcd procc"" pl;:in11ing 
M;:ichin;:ibilit!,' d;:it;:i ,,,,,tcm" 
Autom;:itic :,tor;:igc rctrinl ,,,,,tcm:, 
Autom;:itic grouplblock progn,mming ,,,,,tcm:, 
Robot:, -
Autom;:itic ;:i:,:,cmbl!,I 
Autom;:itic p;:icki•g 
Autom;:itic ordcr cntr!,' 

(~ lnflucncc:, 

Figure 3.2 
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Chapter IV 

Research Methodology 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the research methodology. It includes descriptions of the 

way in which participant source firms were identified. lt also includes how the 

operational characteristics and technologies of these manufacturers were measured for 

the purpose of the research. Furthermore, it describes the process in which, the 

questionnaire was developed and administered. Finally, it explains the use of secondary 

sources of data, methods of data analysis, and presentation of the research 

methodology. 

A questionnaire was produced based on the different dimensions for the type of 

company and on the automation component. It included the technological aspect, 

characteristics of the industry, definitions of the company size, human resource issues, 

and even sorne open questions. The questionnaire measures a number of variables 

related to these issues. The questionnaire provided an advanced manufacturing 

technology (AMT) vector and a company matrix. The AMT vector was defined by a 

list of variables that measure different kinds of technology. As each technology is used 

in different degrees depending on the company, the sum of the magnitudes for each 

vector produces a total degree of the use of AMT. It is important to mention that 

vectors were also created for other kind of concepts that were defined as important for 

the research. The AMT vector was processed to calculate a magnitude that represents 
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the use of different AMT. Most of the variables were defined as continuous or with an 

infinite number of answers within a range, going from O to N. N was the total number 

of AMT defined. The AMT vectors for each company were composed of false and true 

values. A true value means that a specific AMT is in use by the company. A false value 

indicates that the company does not use that specific AMT. The sum of all true values 

will be the magnitude of the use of each group of technologies. Also, for sorne vectors, 

a degree of use was surveyed, which means that the respondent was asked to provide 

the percentage of use of a specific AMT in the company. 

At this moment it is important to mention that somt: technologies can be defined 

as integration technologies. They representa sub-set of all technologies. The sum of all 

the true values for this sub-set will indicate the manufacturing integration of the 

company. Basically, these technologies are related to information systems used for 

integration of other AMT's such as numeric control machines. 

The use of AMT within the type of company was obtained. Also, the 

questionnaire addressed the opinion of managers towards AMT. There were also study 

reports about Mexican manufacturing firms. These studk~s were done as a secondary 

source. They included an assessment in technology implementation in Mexican firms. 

The data were analyzed with multiple regression and correlation techniques. This 

process prodÜced a set of variables for AMT, which was the dependent variable. The 

set indicates the significant variables that explain AMT behavior. For a better 

interpretation, a factor analysis was run for the set of variables. Conclusions were 

drawn and the hypothesis test results obtained. 
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4.2 Source manufacturers 

Forty-one Mexican companies were included in this study. The way the 

companies were chosen will be described below: 

4.2.1 Identification of Source Manufacturers 

In order to identify the participating sources in the data collection process, a 

systematic stratified sample was used first. It consisted of locating those cities of 

interest for the study. The selected cities included the north and central part of Mexico: 

the most industrialized zone of the country. The bulk of the information used in this 

research was obtained from companies located in these cities. Once the companies were 

located, the questionnaires were used. This method was to produce a representative 

description for the Mexican manufacturing industry. The research was limited to the 

following main industrial cities: 

• Chihuahua 

• Tijuana 

• Mexicali 

• Monterrey 

• Mexico city 

The map in Figure 4.1 shows said areas, which can be found easily. 

After h'aving located these zones, corresponding companies were chosen. This 

process was based on choices made by students studying for a master's degree. 

Different student groups, each independent from the other, chose companies in which to 

administer the questionnaire. The student groups created tables of companies, and 

selected those that were feasible for their possibilities. The companies chosen by each 
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group depended on relationships each group may have had with these companies in the 

past. 

4.3 The Questionnaire 

Figure 4.1 Map of Mexico 
Source: Internet 

4.3.1 Sources of the questionnaire 

The model used to develop the questionnaire for this research was based on the 

one usecl by Barbara Fossum in her doctoral dissertation (Fossum, 1986). She took 

questions from questionnaires utilized in other research, most of which addressed 

advanced manufacturing technology. Initially, the focus of Fossum's research was on 

developing a profile of the strategies that manufacturers used to achieve extensive 

integration within computer integrated manufacturing systems, systems that compromise 
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the AMT integration and use. Later, she changed her mind, and decided to focus the 

research on the more timely and significant issues of computer integrated 

manufacturing, by studying business units in various stages of integration, and thereby 

increasing understanding of these issues. 

Although the objective of this current research is different from the one done by 

Fossum, the author decided to adapt the aforementioned questionnaire. Questions 

addressing issues that influence integration progress were developed and identified 

through the review of literature and through correspondence and conversation with 

manufacturers, general business, AMT vendors, consultants and researchers. It is 

important to note that the technological level of developed and non-developed countries 

is not the same. 1 cannot compare the technology in countries such as USA and Mexico 

in the same way. There is still an enormous gap. This is why the author decided to 

adapt said questionnaire to the needs of the current research. 

4.3.2 Characteristics of the questionnaire 

The main objective of the questionnaire is to recognize those characteristics that 

have any relation to the type of the company. Specifically, the fourth dimensions of the 

company's characteristics were surveyed and measured. This is the reason why the 

questionnaire_is divided into four main sections. There was a questionnaire section for 

each dimension. The questionnaire was constructed as follows: 

• General business characteristics (Named in the questionnaire 

as " the unit of business") 
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• Previous experience with technology characteristics (Named 

in the questionnaire as "your automation experience") 

• The business environment 

• AMT justification (Named in the questionnaire as 

"justification of CIM systems") 

Questions were placed within sections. Ea.ch section facilitates the search for 

information from the respondent. The sections help to assure the veracity of the 

answers. Also, each section and answer were placed in a way that facilitated the 

analysis of the variables. The manner in which the questions were posed was designed 

to reduce the number of doubts on the part of the respondents. 

The dimensions were composed of variables. Mult:iple questions addressed the 

same variable. More specific questions were developed to elicit further definition of 

particular aspects of a dimension and to enhance understanding of responses relative to 

a variable. The questionnaire can be observed in Appendix l. 

4.3.3 lmplementation of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire was implemented from August 1993 to August 1994. As 

mentioned, the questionnaire was designed to reduce doubts or questions, so that it 

could be answered independently. However, except for two questionnaires that were 

sent by fax, the rest of the companies always had a person available to answer 

respondent questions while it was being filled out. This was done with the purpose of 

receiving feedback and assuring the validity of the responses. Also, any respondent 

doubts could be answered. It is important to mention that the questionnaires were filled 
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out by one person only. Most times by the owner, general director, operations director 

or production director. If, for any reason, it was subsequently necessary to consult 

someone else in the company, whether for a specific doubt or for lack of information, 

this was done. 

4.4 Encoding of the variables 

Once the questionnaire was administered, the answers for each variable were 

collected. The database was created from the answers. The statistical data analysis was 

carried out from the database. The software used for this study was SPSS (Statistic 

Program for the Social Sciences) version 6.1.3. 

The questionnaire used three variable scales for measurement: nominal, ordinal 

and metric. To analyze data, sorne of the answers were added and nominal and ordinal 

scales were converted to metric scales. Tahles 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show the original 

classification of answer scales with the original name of the individual measure. Also, 

as mentioned before, the questioMaire had open-ended questions that were not codified. 

These questions were useful in helping me to verify sorne information and to find out 

more about a specific answer. Moreover, these open-ended questions were used to 

support and establish relationships to the conclusions. 

VENTAS GERENTES PERDIDAO INFORMAC IN FLU O RED CTO 
GERENTEO GERENTE6 PERDIDA! IN CREMEN RED TREM AU CON P - -
GERENTE! GERENTE? PERDIDA2 MEJORA E AU MZ PR MEJ CAL 
GERENTE2 GERENTES SEGURIDA AYUDA EN AU SUS C RESP DEM 
GERENTE3 OTROl REEMPLAZ AYUDA El AU RERUT MEJ JIT 
GERENTE4 SOPORTE2 DEMASIAD SEG COMP AU FLX V ACUERDO 
AU FLX M AU FL MP OTRA EST 

Table 4.5 Ordinal variables 
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The labels help to easily identify variables at the moment of performing any 

statistical analysis. The labels include the name of the variable, and depending on the 

case, the classification of the levels. There are cases in which the variable does not 

have a value. These cases are known as missing values. In the database, the missing 

value cases were codified with a dot. 

The total number of original variables was three hundred and ten (coded 

questionnaire answers). In order to avoid confusion for the reader, the term "variables" 

will be used each time the author refers to the original three hundred and ten variables. 

Those three hundred and ten "variables" represent the thirty-two working variables. 

Thus, the three hundred and ten "variables" really measured thirty-two hierarchically 

greater variables. Appendix 2 shows an alphabetical list of the "variables" . This 

appendix also shows the translation from Spanish to English of terms used in the study. 

In other words, this table provides the meaning of all the variables. It is important to 

mention that ali the research was done in Spanish. That is why this table is very useful. 

4.S Statistical data analysis 

In this part I shall see each of the statistical analysis used in reaching the final 

results. The analysis begins with a general description of variables. An interpretation of 

each of the _thirty-two variables was produced. This was supported by the initial 

variable definition. For example, for ea.ch advanced manufacturing technology, there 

was a "variable". The sum of all the answers for ea.ch AMT defined the variable that 

showed the use of AMT. After the "variables" were grouped and tallied they were 
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standardized. In this way, thirty-two standardized variables were obtained out of three 

hundred and ten. 

ID DISENO RANGO DE AUMENTOS OBJETIVO HAY BASE 
INVI SECTOR MEZCLA O RANGO_Dl EXISTE_A TIPO DEO 
INV2 ACTTVIDA VOLUMEN RANGO 02 EXISTE C MRPI 
INV3 CREACER ESTANDAR LIDERAZG EJECUTTV MRP 
INV4 SOBREVTV INNOVACI SO PORTEO J'USTIFIC CADO IS 
INV5 OB UTILI LIDER VS SERVICIO IMPLEMEN CADANA 
INV6 RETORNO PRECIO FACILIDA EVALUACI CADDIB 
INV7 METAS FI CALIDAD OTRO REVISI N CAPPI 
INVS NO_DEFIN VELOCIDA MANUFACT PROVISIO GTMC 
INV OP PRODUCTI CONFIABI EXISTE P COMPROMI GTCAD 
AREA FUN NC PER REC ACTTVID2 C:OMPROMI GTCAPP 
AREA FUI CNC RSI METAS CO LIDERAZI GTADMNT 
AREA FU2 DNC VPN CONTROL2 OTRA NCI 
AREA FU3 FMS TIR ENTRADA O EQ_AUT_E DNCI 
AREA FU4 MANEJO A ANA_EQUI NCPPI ROBOTS! CNCI 
USO DE T RASTREOO EST_ECON CAPP EN AUTO FMSI 
USO_DE_L INSPECCI EST_SIM DATOS DE SIST CTL EMPRO 
USO DE A PRUEBASO CALIDAD! AS RS COL DT P EQ_C_PRO 
BASES DE MONITOR! NINGUNO AGBS i;¡ MFT ASRS 
SISTEMAS CONT_CAL CONT_COS ROBOTS OP MFT AGVS 
PROCESAM ING DIS MKT ENSAMBLE TAM NEC RAS AUTO 
COMUNICA PLAN PRO VENTAS! EMPAQUEO TAM N FU EQ_AUT_P 
SISTEMA! FAB RH ENTRADAI CONT FIN EQ_AUT_I 
CONTROLO ENSAMBL COMPRAS! CONT PIS ALM MAT MAN PROD 
SISTEMA2 CONT INV RECEP MAN MAT IDIST 

Table 4.6 Nominal variables 

MADUREZ EXPORTA INV COMP VOL_PROD POR TALL @_CAD 
EMPLEADO UTILIDAD INV PROD PARTES PR LOTE @_NC 

OBREROS INV TOTA EMP PROD SUB ENSA P_LT_PQ @_CNC 

PERSON AS INV TOTI OBR PROD PRODUCTO P LT GR @_DNC 

ROTACI_N INV TOT2 EMP PVAR PRO ANO POR_CUAN @_FMS 

ROTACI_I INV TOT3 OBR PVAR PRO DESC A OS DEO @_MANEJO 

CONTABIL LINEAS ero PROD CAM ING A OS DEI @_RASTRE 

CONTABII LAYOUTSO PROGRAM2 PROD_INV A OS DE2 @_INSPEC 

N MINAS AN LISIS LIBERACI PROD ORO A OS DE3 @_PRUEBA 

PRON STI DIBUJO I FACTURAC FLUJO CO A OS DE4 @_MONITO 

ORDEN_DE DOCUMENT RASTREAD L ENSAMB A OS DE5 @_CONTRO 

ESTIMACI PLANEACI RASTREA! POR LOTE A OS DE6 @_ENTRAD 

COMPRAS NCPP MEDICI_N MOVIMIEN A OS DE7 @_NCPP 

INVENTAR PROGRAMA MONITORE ALMACENA A_OS_DES @_CAPP 

INVENTA! MRP CONTROL! MOVIMIEI A OS DE9 @_DATOSO 

DISE O O PLANEACI MANTENIM ALMACENI A OS DIO @_AS_RS 

DISE_O_l PROGRAMI EMBARQUE INSPECCI A OS DI! @_AGBS 

PLANEAC2 PLANEAC3 MANTENII PRUEBAS @_EMPAQU @_ROBOTS 

PROGRAM3 MAP BALANCEO DISE O P @_ENTRA! @_ENSAMB 

EXPLOSIO CAD ASEGURAM A O DEI 

Table 4. 7 Metric variables 
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Questionnaire 
implementation 

Questionnaire 
definition 

Research 
definition 

31 O variables measured 
41 observations 

32 variables Descriptive 
Statistics 

matrix 

List of relevant independent variables ~ 
for the dependent variable _J 

Diagra.m 4.1 First phase for the statistical analysis 

The objective of the research was to produce a descriptive model for AMT 

implementation. Statistical data analysis was then carried out including the multiple 

correlation matrix, multiple regression models and factor analysis. A multiple 

correlation matrix allowed me to find the variables that better describe the behavior. A 

relevant correlation was defined as a correlation with more than 95 % of confidence. I 

explained each relevant correlation in the matrix. 

A multiple regression model for the dependent variable was developed. The most 

significant independent variables for the dependent variable were obtained. Those 

variables were identified as the variables that describe the behavior of the dependent 

variable. In conclusion, there was a list of independent variables that explained the 

major part of the behavior. Diagram 4.1 shows the steps for the first phase of the 

statistical data analysis. 
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The list of significant independent variables produced factors that better describe 

the behavior of the dependent variable. The factors were obtained using a statistical tool 

called factor analysis. The use of this technique is independent from the multiple 

regression process. The regression was used to identify the relevant independent 

variables for the dependent variable. The factor analysis was used to create 

interpretative factors from the relevant independent variables. Each factor was then 

interpreted. The interpretation produced a conclusion about the dependent variable 

behavior. Finally, conclusions were drawn from factors. Diagram 4.2 shows the phases 

for this second part of the statistical data analysis. Furthermore, each one of the 

statistical steps is explained in the following part of this chapter. 

List of significant independent 
variables for the dependent variable Research 

definition 

Rclation between lhe 
dependent variable and 

~ relevant ractors 

T 
Hypothesis 

Factor analysis far the list of .. significant independent 
variables Factor interpretation and 

hypothesis cohclusions 

Diagram 4.2 Second phase for the statistical analysis 
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4.5.1 Descriptive analysis 

This analysis was carried out for ali variables with two main purposes. First, to 

verify that there were no anomalies among the data. Those anomalies could include, for 

example, any data that were wrongly typed. Secondly, it was intended to look for the 

behavior of variables in a general way to evaluate the first relationships. 

The descriptive factors with which I worked were th1~ following: 

• Mean 
• Median 
• Standard deviation 
• Variance 
• Minimum value 
• Maximum value 
• V alid cases 
• Missing cases 
• Frequency (if necessary) 

Appendix m shows the descriptive analysis that was generated for each of 310 

"variables" (questionnaire answers). 

4.5.2 Variable grouping 

After having checked that no anomaly existed in general among the 310 original 

"variables" (questionnaire answers), the "variables" were grouped. The grouping was 

carried out based on the thirty-two variables (Defined from the dimensions of the type 

of company). It was done based on the research definition and questionnaire design. 

4.5.3 Sum of variables 

Once the groups of original "variables" (questionnaire answers) were formed, the 

answers from the same group were tallied. They were codified according to the same 
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measurement scale. At this point the tallied variables took great importance. The results 

would not have made any sense if the variables did not have the same levels, as the 

observations could not be tallied. 

By adding the answers for the same variable, which were related, the same major 

hierarchical concept was measured. In this process, the observations for each of the 

thirty-two variables were obtained. The names given to these variables were in function 

of the needs that were created when the initial hypothesis was proposed. 

4.5.4 Standardizatioo of variables 

This process was very simple and consisted of standardizing each of the added 

variables. lt allowed me to work statistically with the same scale to compare and 

measure in the same way. The formula used to carry out this process is shown next: 

4.5.5 Multiple Regression Models 

To analyze the hypothesis, 1 ran a multiple regression model. The dependent 

variable was AMT. The independent variables were all the thirty-one independent 

variables. 

The purpose of running these regressions was to inquire about the variables that 

explained the behavior of the dependent variable. In other words, which variables were 

really meaningful to explain the variable of interest. The model was not restricted. 
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4.5.6 Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis refers to a variety of statistical techniques in which the common 

objective is to represent a set of variables in terms of a smaller number of hypothetical 

variables (Mueller, 1979). lt is a statistical technique used to identify a relatively small 

number of factors that can be used to represent relationships among sets of many 

interrelated variables (Norusis, 1988). 

Factor analysis is used as an expedient way of ascertaining the mínimum number 

of hypothetical factors that can account for the observed co-variation, andas a means of 

exploring the data for possible data reduction. Factor analysis is mainly used for 

exploratory research. Probably the majority of the applications belongs to the social 

sciences category (Jae-On, 1979). 

A huge number of variables could be used to describe a community. However, 

descriptions of what is meant by the term "community" might be greatly simplified if it 

were possible to identify underlying dimensions, factors, or communities (Jonassen and 

Peres, 1960). The basic assumption of factor analysis is that underlying dimensions of 

factors can be used to explain complex phenomena. The goal of factor analysis is to 

identify the non-directly observable factors based on a set of observable variables. 

Observed correlation between variables resulted from their factor sharing. The 

mathematical model for factor analysis appears somewhat similar to a multiple 

regression equation 

Initially, before beginning the factor analysis, the variables that explained the 

main hypothesis were examined. Factor analysis was applied to the hypothesis. This 
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process was very simple because of the use of the SPSS program. Factor analysis 

followed four steps: 

1. The correlation matrix for all variables was computed. Variables that did not 

appear to be related to other variables could be identified from the matrix and 

associated statistics. The appropriateness of the factor model could also be 

evaluated. The missing values were replaced with the mean. 

2. Factor extraction -the number of factors necessary to represent the data and the 

method of calculating them- must be determined. 

3. The third step was rotation. lt focused on transforming the factors to malee 

them more interpretable. 

4. In this step seores for each factor could be computed for each case. These 

seores could then be used in a variety of other analyses. 

The factor analysis finished with the analysis of the results. Results were 

compared to the theoretical hypothesis. This was the resea.rch methodology. 
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Chapter V 

Results analysis 

S. l Introduction 

In this chapter, the results obtained from the analysis will be discussed. Also 

analysis about the correlation matrix, hypothesis and the results of the use of the 

statistical tools will be drawn. As it has been stated, the implementation of advanced 

manufacturing technologies poses unique challenges to manufacturing organizations 

(Fossum, 1983). 

The presentation of the results follows the methodological sequence. During each 

of the methodological phases the results are analyzed. Two perspectives are discussed 

for each result. The first one is the result itself. The second one deals with an analysis 

of ':Vhat was found, what was expected to be found, a background discussion and a 

conclusion from the result. 

Throughout ali the correlation matrix analysis, the results are presented under 

different headings. Each heading was derived from a relevant concept for the author. 

The name was not always linked directly to a variable; however, the ideas were better 

organized under those headings. It was not possible to organize the correlations by each 

variable name as correlation appears among two or more variables. 
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5.2 Correlation analysis 

In order to explore and to find variable associations inside the Mexican industry 

context, a correlation matrix was developed for the thirty-two variables. This was the 

first step to enlighten the facts and events related to automation. Appendix VI shows the 

correlation matrix. As I was building a description model, discussions about each 

significant correlation were seen as important to the study. Discussions were not based 

on theoretical analysis but rather on relevant background for a specific result. As all my 

understanding about advanced manufacturing use and implementation was objectively 

based on foreign environments, each significant correlation was discussed and 

compared to previous foreign observations. Differences and similarities between 

Mexican and foreign companies' behavior were noted. A significant correlation was 

defined as a correlation with a p-value equal or less than .. 05 Appendix VI contains all 

the correlations and p-values for each intersection among two variables. 

This section is divided into main topics which the author, after personal 

observation and theoretical analysis, thinks is important for the reader. They are not 

dimensions or factors obtained from statistical analysis. Moreover, it is important to 

note that the correlation analysis was used as a contrast in order to verify expected 

theoretical connections among certain types of variables. Departing from this analysis, 

the author started the search for the most significant variables inside the Mexican 

business structure. 
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5.2.1 Company size issues 

The relationship between maturity and the number of employees in each firm 

seems to be obvious and logical. It gets a correlation of . 6496 It has been said in 

examples that the number of employees comes together with the age of the company 

(Machan, 1988). However, there have been other comments to the contrary. It has been 

said that corporate life cycles are defined by the interrelationship of flexibility and 

control and not defined by a company' s chronological age, sales or assets, or number of 

employees (Adizes, 1996). Also, this relationship can be put in doubt as sorne authors 

suggest that many old companies are downsizing and one of the means is by cutting the 

number of employees (Boeckner and Yorke, 1993). In this case, the data shows that 

both variables move together. Also, the same can be observed in the relationship 

between maturity and number of workers, which obtained a correlation of .4675 

It is also found that a strong relationship exists between the number of employees 

and the number of workers. In Mexico, such differentiation occurs as Mexican firms 

divide their personnel between the laborers and the office staff. The former is usually 

related to work in the production facility and the latter to the office, clerical, 

administrative and management aspects. As the labor force grows, so does the office 

staff. It is important to study this particular relationship as technology based industries 

seem to change this relationship by having more office staff than labor force. In this 

case, the correlation of O. 7986 is strong and the error approached O. This relationship is 

statistically strong for the case of my sample. 
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Sales become important in their relationship to seven other variables. It is found 

that the volume of sales has a relationship to the maturity of the firm (a correlation of 

0.3908) as with the number of employees (a correlation of 0.4017). It seems to be 

related to the variables conceming the size of the firm (Hansen, 1992. Traynor and 

Traynor, 1992). As a company gets larger, sales are larger and the maturity of the 

company increases. Also, the relationship between sales and number of employees 

seems to follow the same logic. There are examples in Latin America in which a sales 

reduction pressures an employment reduction (North, 1992). Sorne arguments can arise 

about the closeness of the relationship, as an increase in sales might not always cause 

an increase in employment. 

Regarding sales, a very interesting variable is found: exports (a correlation of 

0.3643). It seems that as exports exist, sales increase. The export variable is measured 

only as a discrete variable. Therefore, what this relationship shows is that exports are 

related to sales increase or that sales increase is related to exports. The behavior of the 

variable exports seems to be very important for Mexican firms as the principal force 

driving Mexico's recovery has been its exports (Weinberger, 1996). It has also been 

discussed and observed that a Mexican company's performance depends on its ability to 

switch to export markets (Crossborder Monitor, 1996. Lewis, 1996). Exports can 

support business strategies for Mexican firms and avoid a possible fleeting phenomenon 

which sorne authors fear (Global Finance, 1996). 

Total investment becomes relevant in relation to the number of employees in the 

company (a correlation of 0.5953). An important issue is that no research was found 
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regarding the relationship between these variables although it is always mentioned that 

new investments produce employment opportunities. It is important to notice that the 

number of workers does not have a strong correlation to total investment, only to the 

number of employees. On the other hand, the number of workers does not need to be 

related as it can be seen as an another resource. A lot of things carne from this 

correlation. Are the employees the know-how of the company? Are the workers just the 

force for production? At least, the data suggests that the latter could be the case for 

Mexican compariies. 

Total investment is also correlated with the production volume of the company (a 

correlation of 0.6967). This seems to be easily explained as investment increases could 

be based on a strategic decision to fulfill new market needs. On the other hand, as the 

market gets bigger, the company sells more products, which pushes production capacity 

beyond its limits. This situation justifies new investment. It can be seen as a growth 

cycle. It seems this relationship needs no further explanation. 

5.2.2 Company peñormance issues 

Perhaps the most interesting variable for a technology implementation model is 

profit. Profit shows correlation with maturity (0.4646), number of workers (.4632), 

order-winning criteria (0.5311) and employees' attitudes (0.5173). 

From the findings, it can be discussed that experience or perhaps learning is 

related to profit and that as the firm gets older, those years are transferred into 

experience and subsequently, into profits. Comments have been made along these lines 

by saying that companies must have an effective work-force to ensure that the 
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businesses remain up to date and competitive. lt is also suggested that an effective work 

force needs business experience. Experience that derives from company age (maturity) 

and tradition (Talbott, 1994 ). 

The number of workers can be thought of in economic terms. It seems that labor 

cost is a competitive factor for Mexican firms. It is especially true as a result of the 

peso's devaluation, and it has been argued that low labor makes products more 

competitive (Palmeri, 1995). Moreover, the discussion over the efforts needed to meet 

intense competition from low-cost global manufacturers, leads to a reduction in 

manufacturing costs by "rationalizing" their production activities. It must be 

understood that "rationalization" consists essentially of the shifting of the firm' s 

productive activities and resources to the regions of the world where greatest 

competitive advantage can be gained. Also, it must be pointed out that the shifting of 

labor-intensive activities into Mexico's maquiladora industry has become increasingly 

popular mainly for its low labor cost (Fawcett, 1993. Fawcett and Vellenga, 1992). An 

empirical study showed that British manufacturing had a competitive advantage over 

German and French manufacturing in 1993, primarily dueto devaluation of the Sterling 

Pound. It followed a period, from 1989 to 1992, when unit labor cost in British 

manufacturing was generally close to that of Germany and France (O Mahony, 1995). 

Another example could also be found in Canada where "labor cost increases are 

accelerating; selling price gains are slowing; and, overall, Canadian competitiveness in 

international markets continues to slide. These developments indicate that profitability 

will be squeezed sharply in 1990 and that Canadian firms will not be able to rely on 
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gains in their US market share to moderate the coming wage-price crunch" (Vasic, 

1990). It can then be said that there is certain logic in thinking that a company that uses 

large amounts of this factor (labor) gets a competitive advantage that increases its 

profit. 

On another issue, · it seems that many manufacturers think they will gam a 

dominant market share for their products by being market-driven and concentrating 

exclusively on the requirements of prospects and customers they currently are serving 

and on their order-winning criteria and on earning customer satisfaction. It now has 

been pointed out that besides what they think, other factors exist in making a business 

decision (Buggie, 1993). Toe need for important, timely decisions to be precipitously 

made based on partial information, inadequate facts, and other unknowns and risk 

taking suggests the importance of not concentrating only on partial order-winning 

criteria factors but also to be broader in scope. It seems that a large number of 

important order-winning criteria are related to greater profit. It does not mean that 

many order-winning criteria factors are better than justa few but that the perception of 

a complex market is important to a company. It also seems to mean that the company 

was aware of and interested in different ways of selling a product. Price, variation in 

colors, quality, variation in the product, timing, design, reliability, technical support, 

increments iñ demand, service and financing strategies are the order-winning criteria 

studied. 
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5.2.3 Employee attitudes toward inf ormation technology 

A relationship between technology implementation and attitudes has been 

established (Hebert and Benbasat, 1994). There are sorne arguments that suggest 

opposition and resistance towards technology implementation. However, a study about 

the attitudes towards computers on the part small business owners and their staff shows 

that both owners and staff have positive attitudes regarding computers. 

lt has been pointed out that both groups believe that computer technology has had 

a positive influence on their firms. lt has also been found that owners see the computer 

as a contributor to efficiency and profitability (Ray, Harris and Dye, 1994). In my 

sample, I find that employees' attitudes variable has a significant relationship with the 

profits variable (0.5173). This variable measures different perceptions about how 

employees feel about the implementation of technology and more specifically, 

computers. The issues measured are shown in table 5 .1 

Perce tion of loss of wer 
Mistrust of technolo due to belief in the absence of secrec and discretion 
Feelin of loss of control 
Threats to · ob certaint and distrust of im lementation ob · ectives 

Performance at work 

Table 5.1 Issues measured in employees' attitudes towards I.T. 

It is found that as the attitude becomes more and more positive towards the 

implementation of computer technologies, the company performs better in terms of 

profits. In brief, if the implementation of technology is perceived to be good in and of 



itself, the company's performance will increase not really because of the technology per 

se but, rather, because of its mere implementation alone. 

There is also a correlation between personnel variation and employees' attitudes 

(0.5781), which seems to indicate that positive attitudes towards computer technology 

come together with an increase in the number of office staff (employees) and number of 

workers (laborers) involve in manufacturing in the last years. However, this correlation 

is not clear due to the fact that there are too few valid cases from the sample (23) and 

the relationship does not have any possible reference. 

S.2.4 Investment in computer and production technology 

In another kind of investment, defined as investment in manufacturing, correlation 

is found with four variables. The first three come together and could be grouped into a 

company type characteristic. Toe variables are maturity, with a correlation of O. 6048, 

number of employees (office staft), with a correlation of 0.5675, and number of 

workers (laborers) with a correlation of O. 7100. Toe fourth variable was the degree of 

computerization with a correlation of 0.4851, which rneasures the percentage of 

computerized company functions. 

The first correlation with maturity of the company and number of employees and 

number of workers suggests investments in computer technology for human resource 

management. Investments in manufacturing can not be explained easily with the number 

of employees and number of workers variables, but it can, somehow, show sorne 

relation with the maturity of the company. Investment in manufacturing is studied 

without differentiating computer and production investments. This relationship is not 
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totally understood. However, the correlation with the degree of computerization and the 
1 

absence of a correlation with AMT suggest that the relations between investment in 

manufacturing and maturity, number of employees and number of workers are 

supported mainly by the computer technology investment. As a conclusion, it seems 

that Mexican industries having larger numbers of employees (office staft) and numbers 

of workers (laborers) and with greater maturity have different computer technology 

investment patterns than the rest of the industry. It also suggests that investments have 

mainly been made in computer technology. 

5.2.S Marketing strategy 

It has been said that manufacturing needs to support a product all the way through 

the whole life cycle (Hill, 1989). It is then necessary to give insights into the role that 

business strategy plays in the implementation of manufacturing technology and what the 

marketing strategy implications are in the process. lt has been pointed out that 

manufacturing strategy must be defined based on market planning, control units, 

situational analysis of product markets and on target rnarkets (Hill, 1989). In this 

research, the corporate objectives variable does not show a relationship to any but two 

other variables: marketing strategy (0.3886) and number of changes (-0.4229). Tr:::'se 

results sugges.t that the relationship between corporate objectives and marketing strategy 

also remained true in Mexican firms. The most interesting thing is that marketing 

strategy resulted correlated with the variables related to manufacturing strategy and 

AMT. This concept will be discussed later. The Hill ( 1989) argument seems to be 

present in Mexican firms. About the number of changes variable, it can be said that 
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non-existent corporate objectives definition such as growth, survival, profits, retum on 

investment and other financia! measures can complicate the production process. 

Marketing strategy was studied under the existence and definition of product 

markets and segments, range, mix, volumes, standardization versus customization, 

leve! of innovation and leader versus follower altematives (Hill, 1989). The sum of al1 

existing marketing strategies is measured in the variable marketing strategy. A value of 

zero means a non-existence marketing strategy and a value greater than 1 means more 

than one marketing strategy for the company. The findings from the statistical analysis 

indicate first that marketing strategy has correlation of O .4810 with total investment in 

the company. lt has been discussed that implementation of marketing strategies often 

requires company investments (Virden, Livingston, Sippl and Rudden, 1995), and that 

having lots of different manufacturing strategies can lead to larger total investments in 

the company. 

Two other relevant correlations for marketing strategy are with manufacturing 

personnel (0.3620) and personnel variation (0.4225). As I have discussed, one of the 

main competitive advantages for Mexican firms is low wages. This issue can define a 

marketing strategy based on high labor-intensive production having the price as order

winning criteria. lt this case, other marketing strategies like product development in 

which innovation tums employees out of the manufacturing area by allowing 

outsourcing as seen in examples (Garrett, 1994) are not used by Mexican firms. This 

issue can explain the correlation between marketing strategies and manufacturing 

personnel and personnel variation. This is the only explanation that comes to mind; 
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however, it somehow does not look too convincing. 1 need to conclude that this result 

warrants further analysis. 

The last two correlations with marketing strategy are with the degree of 

computerization and with AMT. These two correlations are strong, the first one with a 

p-value of 0.008 anda correlation of 0.4144 the latter one with a p-value of .000 anda 

correlation of 0.6483. As one of these correlations occurs with the dependent variable 

of the study, further analysis and explanatory conclusions are forthcoming in this 

chapter. 

5.2.6 Number of Unes,. parts and subassemblies 

The variable number of products can be seen as the variable that measures the 

complexity of the production process. lt includes the number of lines, parts and 

subassemblies. This variable is found correlated with the variable number of changes, 

to which this was its only relevant correlation with a correlation of 0.5377. It can be 

argued that the complexity of the production processes is related to greater number of 

product changes and to complex market needs like flexibility. Another significant 

correlation is to corporate objectives with a correlation of -0.4229, which suggests a 

greater importance than expected for this variable. As "complexity" increases, the 

number of different corporate objectives decreases. It seems that a very complex 

process comes together with only one corporate objective. 

Exports also come to the surface in the study with the number of products. It is 

also found that the number of products is correlated with exports. This relation has a 

correlation of 0.4420. Interesting thing if I remind that export markets by definition are 
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more competitive and need faster response regarding issues like product design and 

tlexibility. This relationship just shows what seems to be true for Mexican companies. 

5.2. 7 Industrial sector 

Here I have the inclusion of the industrial activity in which the company is doing 

business and its corresponding industrial sector. First, the two variables were correlated 

for obvious reasons, by definition from the Mexican Institute of Statistics, Geography 

and Information Systems (INEGO; the industrial activity depends on the industrial 

sector. The other correlations are much more interesting. First let's note that both 

variables seem to have the same behavior in relation to the other variables with the 

exception of the employee attitudes. Here the industrial activity has stronger correlation 

than the industrial sector. However, the industrial sector could be included if I had 

decided to allow a correlation as valid with a p-value of .054. The first correlation 

found was with the variable personnel variation. It has already been discussed that there 

are job differences among similar management jobs in different organizations and that 

two of the factors that causes those variations are job-related characteristics and 

environmental factors, two aspects that are likely to depend in sorne way on the 

industrial sector (Feldman, 1989). Moreover, a cross-sectional examination of business 

services sug~sts that 3 distinct groups can be identified as related to employment 

(Wilson and Smith, 1996). However, specific studies in job variation between 

manufacturing arcas in different industrial sectors are not found. For Mexican 

industries, the correlation suggests differences in personnel variation among industries. 
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This result is to be expected. However, there is no evidence previous to this analysis 

j ust as has been the case in most of the correlations found in this study. 

The industrial activity and the industrial sector of the company are also correlated 

with the strategic planning participation with a correlation of 0.4046 and 0.4263 

respectively. Strategic planning participation measures the participation of the managers 

from different functional areas of the company in the strategic planning process of the 

company. This correlation suggests managerial participation differences among 

industrial sectors in Mexican companies. For example, managers in the textile industry 

seem to participate less in the strategic planning of the company than managers in the 

automotive industry. 

Again, no study is found in which these variables are studied together; however, 

sorne examples like one in the retail business in which strategic decisions such as the 

selection of an attractive location are found (Durvasula, Sharma and Andrews, 1992). 

In addition, the importance of managerial participation fo:- change implementation 

( Rosow, 1990), for systems design (Doll, 1987) and its impact on performance (Parnell 

and Menefee, 1995) have been discussed. As a last comment on this relationship, it 

seems that the correlation shows different levels of managerial strategic planning 

participation among industries and, according to the literature, it just indicates 

inefficient sti'ategic planning by sorne industry sectors in Mexico. 

Another finding shows that there are differences between industrial sectors in the 

way management support advanced manufacturing technology implementation (AMT 

support). This variable measures the perception of managerial leadership, 
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understanding, support and interest in computer integrated manufacturing systems (an 

integration of AMTs). Studies in the United States show that CIM use and 

implementation is closely related to information systems, and that poor management 

information systems support could hinder the information systems proper involvement 

in CIM (Attaran, 1995). Specially, it has been pointed out that the information resource 

management should support CIM as information resource management must provide an 

effective fit between information system resources and the information system needs of 

the automated factory (Udo and Sightler, 1993). It has also been suggested that in order 

to achieve successful CIM implementations, top management support must be obtained 

(Eckerson, 1991. Lammert and Ehrsam, 1987). The correlation among these variables 

malee me conclude something similar to the relation between the industrial sector and 

strategic planning participation. This correlation seems to show those different levels of 

managerial support for CIM among industries, which just indicates possible variations 

in CIM success in diverse industry sectors in Mexico. 

As it has been discussed before, employees' attitude is likely to appear correlated 

to industrial activity. This correlation became true. The correlation among employees' 

attitudes and industrial activity is of -0.3560 with a p-value of .039. The p-value among 

employees' attitudes and industrial sector is .054. This is the only case in which 

industrial acfivity and industrial sector are not correlated together with a third variable 

with less than a p-value of 0.05. However, the short differences here and the results in 

other correlations malee me conclude that these two variables, industrial activity and 

industrial sector, come together. Employees' attitude includes perceptions about 
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reaction to the implementation and use of computers in the company. As it has been 

found, attitude affects company performance from many sources; one is its reaction 

towards innovation (MacNulty, 1986). Its correlation with industrial activity just 

suggests that the employees in sorne industrial sectors and. industrial activities perceive 

the implementation and use of computers differently. It can be explained with another 

correlation between employees' attitude and education. Which also became relevant 

with a correlation of 0.5262. Also, another explanation come from the observed 

differences in salaries among industrial sectors which, is likely to cause different 

employees' attitudes among industrial activities and industrial sectors (Sefton, 1993. 

Langley, 1987. Scoville, 1986). 

5.2.8 Strategic planning participation. 

The variable "strategic planning participation" measures the sum of the degree in 

which each area manager participates in the strategic planning of the company. The 

findings correlate this variable to the maturity of the company, number of employees, 

sales, industrial sector, industrial activity, operations support concepts, degree of 

computerization, AMT and necessary components for business. Table 5.2 shows the 

correlation values of the strategic planning participation to the latter variables. The 

correlation ~th the industrial sector and its industrial activity have been already 

discussed and analyzed in this chapter. The correlations with operations support 

concepts, degree of computerization, AMT and the necessary components for business 

(technological components or technologies perceived as needed in the firm business) 

will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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Maturitv 0.4220 
Number of employees 0.3696 
Sales 0.4691 
Industrial sector 0.4046 

I Industrial activit}'. 0.4253 
I Operation suQport conceQtS 0.5345 

Deeree of computerization 0.6520 
AMT 0.4008 
Necessarv components for business 0.4721 

Table 5.2 Correlations to strategic planning participation 

The first three correlations, maturity of the company, number of employees and 

amount of sales suggest a relationship to the size of the company concept. Although it 

has been difficult to make a company size definition (Peacock, 1993), these variables 

are commonly linked to company size. lt seems that as the company increases in terms 

of employees, amount of sales and age (maturity), the managers become more involved 

in strategic planning. lt can be linked to greater number of functional areas in the 

company and to a complex administration process. It is also important to mention that 

while sorne studies have related managerial participation to commitment for change, in 

this case, it seems not to be the explanation. lt can be suggested that Mexican 

companies must promote managerial participation in order to subsequently produce 

commitment, and not just because sorne non-dependent variables like maturity of the 

company, number of employees and sales seem to have historically produced 

commitment. 

5.2.9 Managerial support for AMT implementation (AMT support) 

The variable AMT support measures eleven ( 11) support issues linked to 

advanced manufacturing technologies implementation, use and dissemination. The 
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support is not only from the managerial area but also from corporate strategy definition, 

dissemination of concepts among employees, definition of changes in managerial roles, 

commitment from the CEO's and managers, budget assignments, etc. That is why it has 

been pointed out that corporate strategy plays the first major sequential step for a 

successful evaluation and control of advanced manufacturing technologies (Motteram 

and Sizer, 1992). Moreover, it has been discussed that manager attitude towards 

advanced manufacturing technologies (AMT) is the single factor likely to have the 

greatest bearing on the increasing profitable application of AMT (Bellis-Jones, 1987). 

The significant correlation of this variable with total investment of the company (a 

correlation of 0.4551) is somehow obvious as it can be argued that AMT support 

should increase investment commitments in technology and that adoption of AMT 

involves major investment (Sambasivarao and Deshmukh, 1995). This result suggests 

that the AMT support exists in companies with greater total investment rather than in 

co,'lpanies with lesser total investmenJ. Another interesting thing is that the variable is 

not linked to other company size-related variables. The only possible explanation can 

come from a study by Boyer, Ward and Leong (1996) that reveals four distinct groups 

of companies with respect to their approaches toward investing in AMT: traditionalists, 

generalists, high investors and designers. These four groups are mapped against three 

general types- of AMTs that are identified: design, manufacturing and administrative. 

The result shows that traditionalists do not invest heavily in any of the three types of 

AMT. Generalists have moderate investments in each technology type. High investors 

have the highest investment in each of the three te.chnology types. In addition, 
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designers, who have low investments for manufacturing and administrative AMTs, have 

the second highest investment in design-related AMTs. For the Mexican companies, it 

suggests that the companies who support AMT are either traditionalist or generalist, 

which could be understood for Mexican firms. Moreover, it also suggests a possible 

change in the Mexican industry towards AMT. However, this results and its discussion 

must be taken with sorne reservation, as the number of valid responses was 22, too low 

compared with the total sample of 41. 

Another correlation of this variable is with marketing strategy (a correlation of 

0.3386) and order-winning criteria (a correlation of 0.3481). It has been said that 

toda y, the customer needs to perceive adequate goods differentiation in order to buy a 

certain product (Mather, 1993). Advanced manufacturing technology definition and 

implementation need to be linked to marketing strategies and order-winning criteria. 

Order-winning criteria and logistics are an excellent example of a symbiosis between 

Marketing strategy and AMT. Gaining a competitive edge involves goals like 

availability when desired, fast response to market changes, reduction in assets, 

flexibility in the supply chain. Toe aforementioned are ways to delight customers with 

quick responses, changed layouts, fast set-ups, partnering with vendors, etc. (Mather, 

1993). AMT support is likely to be correlated with marketing strategy and with order

winning critc-ria. Sorne objective issues that can be understood as a company strategy 

must support any selling of AMT to the company. Financial justification of investments 

in AMT has not been easy as benefits from AMT implementation cannot be measured 
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before the implementation. Justification must involve other additional issues (Ramasesh 

and Jayakumar, 1993. Sohal, 1991, Moerman, 1988). 

As a conclusion, it can be said that Mexican firms that support AMT tend to have 

marketing strategies as well as defined order-winning criteria. 

5.2.10 Education 

This variable measures the average number of years of study of employees (office 

staft) and workers (laborers) in the company. This is correlated with total investment, 

manufacturing personnel, marketing strategy, employees' attitudes, degree of 

computerization and AMT. The correlations to each variable are showed in table 5.3. 

Total investment 0.5700 
Manufacturing personnel 0.5363 
Marketing strateev 0.5541 
Emolovees' attitudes 0.5262 
Deeree of computerization 0.4772 
AMT 0.4969 

Table 5.3 Variables' correlation to Education 

The importance of this variable resides in its definition as a key indicator in 

success (Kobayashi, 1990). In addition, this variable is important for system 

implementation (Ledbetter, Cox, Snyder and Weber, 1986), its relation to productivity 

(IIE Solutio.rrs, 1995), and its definition as a competitive advantage (Porter, 1980, 

1989). 

Unfortunately, this variable gets few valid cases in the sample. 1t seems that this 

information is neither very well established nor available in Mexican companies. 

Besides the comments that it seems that a higher skill level is needed and that, the 
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existence of a marketing strategy can lead to higher requirement in the educational 

leve!. lts correlation with total investment, manufacturing personnel and marketing 

strategy appear to have no explanation. 

lts relationship to employees' attitudes does make sense. As employees become 

more educated, their attitude towards computer technology tends to be more positive. It 

seems this correlation is valid for Mexican firms. 

5.2.11 Areas for improvement 

The variable named "areas for improvement" measures the perception of where 

in the company a productivity improvement is needed. lts results suggest that as more 

areas are identified for productivity improvement, the company has a larger number of 

defined order-winning criteria. The areas for improvement and order-winning criteria 

correlation of 0.3800 support the latter. Also, the same seems to explain its relation 

with the intluential factors in AMT justification (a correlation of 0.4300) and with the 

investment evaluation methods (a correlation of 0.5990). An interesting issue is that the 

last two variables come together in this correlation and they do not appear in any other 

significant correlation with any other variable but only with a weak link. This result 

suggests their exclusion from the model. It seems that these variables do not explain the 

use and imp~c.mentation of advanced manufacturing technologies. 

5.2.12 Necessary components for business 

The amount of AMT knowledge creates new requirements and needs for the 

company. Not all of those needs are required but the extent in which the company 
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demonstrated its need for sorne advanced manufacturing technologies shows 

technological awareness. It has been said that, "Technological awareness 1s an 

important factor for a CIM organizational infrastructure" (Fossum, 1986). 

It was also important to find any relationship between what has been thought to be 

needed and the type of business itself. Such relationship can give sorne insights into 

industry technological differences. Finally, this variable could show perceived needs for 

investment by linking its results to the perceived need for productivity. 

One section of the questionnaire intended to measure the number of different 

advanced manufacturing technologies that are perceived as important for the business 

sector. Table 5.4 shows the results from this variable. Here I can see the components 

that are perceived as necessary for the company. Overall, the result shows that this 

variable became relevant first with strategic planning participation with a correlation of 

0.4 72 l, which suggests that strategic planning participation developed a greater number 

of .advanced manufacturing technologies needs. It can also be linked to a process in 

which technological awareness permeates the company managers, as they are involved 

in strategic planning. One of the conclusions drawn is that managers should be involved 

in the strategic planning process in order to raise technological awareness. 

The need for productivity improvement measured by the variable "areas for 

improvement;:, is indeed correlated with the necessary components for business with a 

correlation of 0.3315. It suggests that both variables can lead to the resource allocation 

for investment in a strategic planning process. It can be defined as part of the planning 

process. 
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Concept Imoortance 
CAD for drawing 73.2 
CAD for desi1rn 65.9 
MRP 53.7 
Automatic data entry 48.8 
Process control Muioment 41.5 
Process monitoring eouioment 39.0 
Automatic insoection eouipment 36.6 
CAPP 31.7 
FMS 31.7 
CAD for analvsis 29.3 
ManufacturinE! Optimization svstems 29.3 
CNC 26.8 
ManufacturinE! simulation svstems 26.8 
Automatic test eQuipment 24.4 
GT for mat. Management suooort 24.4 
Floor shoo control svstems 22.0 
NC 22.0 
Automatic assembly eouipment 19.5 
Automatic material tracer 19.5 
ASRS 17.1 
Floor data collection 14.6 
DNC 12.2 
GT for CAPP suppart 12.2 
GT for CAD suppart 7.3 
GT for cellular manufacturing 7.3 
ROBOTS 7.3 
AGVS 2.4 

Table 5.4 Necessary components for business 

A correlation of 0.3431 is also found with the operations support concepts. The 

use and knowledge of concepts and theories that support business operations are 

measured here. Those concepts range from the use of general systems theories to the 

use of databases or total quality management. This issue suggests another correlation 

between two variables that somehow measure technological awareness in the company. 
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Finally, the necessary components for business resulted linked to the degree of 

computerization in the company with a correlation of 0.4075. This relationship suggests 

one road that goes from technological awareness to the use of information technology. 

This link is important as it suggests not only the importance of technological awareness 

but also the importance of managerial involvement in strategic planning. 

5.2.13 Operations support concepts. 

This variable measures concepts and theories that ha.ve been used in the company. 

This variable is found to be correlated with 13 other variables, which reflects a strong 

role in the descriptive model. The correlations of the thirteen (13) variables are shown 

in table 5.5. 

Maturity 0.3663 
Number of emplovees 0.4936 
Number of workers 0.4596 
Sales 0.5578 
Exports 0.3742 
Industrial sector 0.3613 
Industrial activitv 0.3500 
Manufacturin2 personnel 0.4341 
Strategic plannin2 oarticioation 0.5345 
AMT suooort 0.4797 
Degree of computerization 0.7099 
AMT 0.5570 
Necessary components for business 0.3431 

Table 5.5 Present Correlations for operations support concepts 

The concepts that this variable measures reflect knowledge and technological 

awareness in the company. The concepts can be classified into three groups: use of 

information technology, theoretical concepts for business organization and 

communication and quality-related concepts. 
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Its relation to a group of variables that are likely to represent the size of the 

company is strongly supported by the statistical analysis. All but one of the variables 

that seem to retlect company size get a correlation with a p-value lower than .027 

which means a 97% confidence. Interestíngly, protits and total ínvestment were not 

correlated. However. the 24 and 22 out of 41 of valid cases for these last variables 

suggest the need for further research into those cases. 

The use of a greater number of theories and information concepts in large 

organizations seems to be explained by communication theories and organizational 

structures. The correlation with maturity, number of employees and number of workers 

suggest complex organizational structures and communicational needs. Here the 

conception of theoretical systems, the use of computational networks, database 

management, shared functional databases, distributed computer processes and electronic 

mail are needed and justified. This evidence suggests that Mexican firms use these 

concepts as they grow in size. 

The variable sales and the variable exports become also correlated. The sales 

variable has normally been seen as a company size variable. However, its correlation to 

operations support concepts is better explained by the use of total quality process 

systems. Exports can follow the same explanation, as sales in foreign markets require 

competing oñ more factors than in the domestic Mexican market. Foreign markets do 

not even ask for quality, rather they take it for granted. It is something that must be 

there. If you sell products in foreign markets, those products must be of good quality. 
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As a partial conclusion from these correlations, 1 can say that the use of these 

concepts to support operations is likely to increase sales and exports, but not necessarily 

profits. It seems that profits must be tackled from a different perspective like process or 

product cost reduction. 

The use of these kinds of concepts is also correlated with the industrial activity 

and industrial sector. Said correlation seems to indicate that different industries use a 

different number of concepts and that an industry that produces automotive parts uses 

more of these concepts than one that bottles beverages. 

The correlation with the manufacturing personnel can be explained by saying that 

as the manufacturing personnel increases, the company uses more concepts. lt suggests 

that, as the company is more focus in the manufacturing area the use of the concepts to 

support operations increases. 

Two other correlations with strategic planning participation and with AMT 

support suggest technological awareness and a focus on manufacturing activities. 

The last correlations of this variable are with the degree of computerization of the 

company and with AMT. Both correlations will be addressed later in this chapter. 

5 .2 .14 Degree of computerization 

From 1 list of different functional computer software applications, each 

respondent was asked to choose the software applications in use in his company. Those 

applications included from financia! accounting software to capacity planning. This 

variable could be studied for each software technology. 
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It is found that Mexican companies have implemented basic computational 

software for their main administrative activities. The average percentage of 

computerization (See table 5. 7) shows that the main computerized functions in the 

Mexican companies are the payroll, cost accounting, financia! accounting, work order 

invoicing and shipping, finished product inventory and cost estimation. 

Former findings seem to indicate that Mexican companies have adopted 

information technology mainly for administrative functions. Said findings somehow 

concurred with correlations to maturity, number of employees, total investment and 

sales, which have been seen as company-size variables. Ali the correlations that appear 

with the degree of computerization variable are shown in table 5.6. 

Correlations are found with the industrial sector and industrial activity. With the 

industrial sector the correlation is 0.3946 and with industrial activity of 0.4001. This 

seems to indicate the same as with the operations support concepts, different industries 

use. different percentage of computerized functions (degree of computerization). This 

could be due to different manufacturing activities and focus, as well as an explanation 

for its correlation with total investment in manufacturing (a correlation of 0.4851). As 

more software to support functions is installed and use, more computer power is 

needed; and, therefore, more investment is made in that area. 

Anothe-r correlation is with manufacturing personnel, a correlation of 0.6132. 

This correlation seems to indicate that as the company has a greater percentage of 

employees and workers assigned to the manufacturing area, the degree of 

computerization increases. There does not seem to be a specific explanation for this 
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correlation; however, the theory that the use of labor cost as a competitive advantage 

could somehow explains it. 

There have been examples of the use of computer programs to increase 

competitive advantage (Cabanas, 1992). Such examples suggest definitic- • strategies 

to get the best from the information technology for the business. Those strategies come 

basically under the strategic approach to marketing. It's use has been demonstrated in 

an example in which information technologies help with communications and marketing 

strategies (Johnson, 1989). 

It is interesting to find a strong correlation between the degree of computerization 

and marketing strategies in the Mexican firms with a correlation of 0.4144. This result 

suggests the definition of the marketing strategy to get a better percentage of 

implementation of computer applications. 

Maturitv 0.3416 
Number of emolovees 0.3977 
Sales 0.4953 
Total investment 0.6486 
Industrial sector 0.3946 
Industrial activity 0.4001 
Investment in manufacturin2 0.4851 
Manufacturimr nersonnel 0.6132 
Marketin2 strate2ies 0.4144 
Strate2ic olannin2 oarticioation 0.6520 
AMT suooort 0.4903 
Education 0.4772 
Influential factors for AMT justification 0.3632 
Qperations suooort conceots 0.7099 
AMT 0.7001 
Necessarv companents for business 0.4075 

Table 5.6 Present correlations for the degree for computenzat1on 
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Functíon Mean Std. Minimum Maximum Valid cases 
Dev. 

P:ivroll .806 0.364 .000 1.000 40 
Cost accounting .693 0.379 .000 1.000 40 
FinJncial accounting .684 0.40:! .000 1.000 40 
work ,.>rder invo1ce and shiooine 658 0.446 000 1.000 40 
Finishcd prnJucts invcntorv .609 0.4'.!0 .000 1.000 40 
C.Jsl cslimauon .533 0.409 000 1.000 40 
Engmecring Drawings .499 0.423 000 1.000 40 
Buymg r,rocess .494 0.414 .000 1.000 40 
\1RP .493 0.438 .000 1.000 40 
Work process inventorv .478 0.416 .000 1.000 40 
Salt:s orders ( for oroduction) .466 0.451 .000 1.000 40 
Interna( material storage .4:.4 0.440 000 1.000 40 
Sale: forecast .415 0.426 .000 1.000 40 
Eneineerine documentation 392 0.438 .000 1.000 40 
Production programming & planning .381 0.4'.!8 .000 1.000 40 
ProJuct design .366 0.414 .000 1.000 40 
Shipment 360 0.447 .000 1.000 40 
Bill of materials (Boom) .355 0.456 .000 1.000 40 
Plant lavout .330 0.430 .000 1.000 40 
Master oro!.!ramming .306 0.411 .000 1.000 40 
Process planning .:!91 0.403 .000 1.000 40 
Capacity planning .283 0.398 .000 1.000 40 
Material process storagc .'.!75 0.375 .000 1.000 40 
Interna) equipment movement .274 0.363 .000 1.000 40 
Qualitv assurance .'.!74 0.367 .000 1.000 40 
Work orders (relcascd) .'.!71 0.410 .000 1.000 40 
plant material movement .'.!64 0.373 .000 1.000 40 
Sample oro2ramming .260 0.389 .000 1.000 40 
Engineering analvsis '.!38 0.355 .000 1.000 40 
Interna) equioment Maintenance .:!OS 0.346 .000 1.000 40 
Work orders tracker svstem .'.!03 0.373 .000 1.000 40 
Work process tracker svstem .173 0.348 .000 1.000 40 
Workm, ,oad orogramming .156 0.314 .000 1.000 40 
NC oarts orogramming .153 0.349 .000 1.000 40 
\1anufacturing activities olanning .151 0.318 .000 1.000 40 
Process control .145 0.268 .000 1.000 40 
Machine work)oad orogram. .145 0.305 .000 1.000 40 

lnsoc:ction .143 0.'.!46 .000 1.000 40 

Molds and tools design .140 0.315 .000 1.000 40 

lnstalled croduct maintenance .138 0.306 .000 1.000 40 

Time and movement measurcs .130 0.300 .000 1.000 40 

Process monitoring .l'.!4 0.'.!51 .000 1.000 40 

Equipment olanni~ & design .123 0.'.!79 .000 1.000 40 

Tests .108 0.254 .000 1.000 40 

Line balancine .080 0.207 .000 0.850 40 

Facililv planninJ? .055 0.163 .000 0.800 40 

Table 5. 7 Degree of computerízatíon for the company 

The existence of methodologies based on decision support systems has been 

discussed. Such methodologies recognize the importance of involving company staff 
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fully in a strategic improvement process (Hughes, 1996) and help to perform important 

strategic analysis of that information (McElreath, 1996). It has been said that, 

.. involvement improves ownership and commitment to the solutions generated" and that 

these kinds of system "develop and train the management team in new manufacturing 

tools, techniques and technologies'' (Hughes, 1996). Moreover, it has been discussed 

that the strategic planning process is interdisciplinary and that it should involve cross

functional teamwork as it often calls for a multiple-obj(~tive planning environment 

(Godfrey, Leitch and Steuer, 1996). The managerial involvement process will require 

somehow efficient communications and methodologies for strategic planning. Those 

methodologies will usually require sorne kind of decision-support system or at least an 

executive information system which is a "computer-based information systems that 

provide executives with easy access to high-level strategic information about a 

company's current status" (Frolick, 1994). These kinds of system enable management 

to view complex planning, budgeting, and, more importantly, opinions and ideas from 

their peers. All this process at the end will malee use of information that can not have 

been gathered on time without efficient information systems and usually those systems 

are computerized. The process itself will also permeate computer technology into the 

company as the problems in terms of its objectives are well addressed, and the 

methodology-llild technology will help out by not becoming swamped by the detailed 

operating decisions necessary to implement actions. Obviously, at the end, strategic 

planning participation is likely to be linked somehow to AMT support and to the degree 
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of computerization of the company. These three variables can be visualized together 

and the correlation model just shows me that they are correlated. 

As I have discussed before, the concepts to support operations reflect knowledge 

and technological awareness in the company. 1 also have said that those concepts can be 

classified in three groups in which one of them relates to the use of information 

technology. As a corroboration of this thought, 1 find that the degree of computerization 

of the company is strongly correlated to the use of concepts to support operations in the 

company. This- relationship in sorne way upholds the theoretical discussions of 

technological awareness that seems to occur in Mexican companies. 

In correlation with the degree of computerization of the company an almost new 

variable previously only mentioned in one other correlation appeared. This variable 

measures non-traditional factors that influence AMT justification. The theory behind 

this variable supports the idea that as more ways of justification exists; more 

implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies will occur. The relationship 

found is not with the implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies but with 

the degree of computerization. By thinking further about this relation, and after 

studying the overall results, it seems the use of information technology precedes the 

implementation of advanced manufacturing technology. 

Going ·iñ the same direction as the last paragraph, the use advanced manufacturing 

technologies (AMT), has a correlation of a p-value of .000 with the degree of 

computerization of the company. Again, this result suggests the need for information 

technology over which the AMT can be mounted. lt also suggests the existence of 
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information technology for integration and information technology for administration. 

Advanced manufacturing technology seems to need advanced information technology 

and the administration of the company with AMT appears to need information 

technology that enables the integration of the other two technologies. 

Finally, the last correlated variable with the degree of computerization is 

education. 1 have already discussed this variable and I have seen that the use of 

information technology requires better education on the part of employees (office staff) 

and workers (laborers) in the company. Furthermore, This variable is important for 

system's implementation (Ledbetter, Cox, Snyder and Weber, 1986); and, therefore, 

this correlation shows me theoretical behavior in Mexican companies. 

This variable becomes correlated with 13 variables out of the 32 in the model. 

This situation occurs as expected, as this variable seems to support the AMT of the 

company. 

5.!.15 AMT 

This variable measures the use of each separate advanced manufacturing 

technology in Mexican firms. Table 5.8 shows the number of companies that has the 

technology and the percentage of use of that specific technology. From this table, 1 can 

conclude tha! it seems Mexican firms have CAD systems and production control 

systems as their main available AMT. Although this variable does not become 

correlated with necessary components for business, the first advanced technology that 

they have available and that they think is necessary for the business is the same: 

computer aided design (CAD). The strongest correlation found with this variable is of 
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. 70 and it is with the degree of computerization of the company. This correlation has 

already been discussed in this chapter. 

The operations support concepts also become correlated with a 0.5570. As this 

last variable measures concepts that support operations, this correlation is expected. 

Also, the variable is found correlated with education (with 0.4969), strategic planning 

participation (with 0.4008) and AMT support (with 0.6302). All these relations suggest, 

as in the case of the degree of computerization, a knowledge base platform of 

technological awareness that includes information technology, support concepts and 

technology diffusion in the company upon which the AMT will be built. It seems that 

this is the case in Mexican firms, which have implemented and used advanced 

manufacturing technologies. 

Moreover, this variable is also linked to the definition of the marketing strategy 

with a correlation of 0.6483. This correlation is likely to occur due to the strategic 

vis:ons created in the marketing strategy process definition. Those visions would 

enhance the search for technology to meet the needs. This correlation suggests again the 

need for a marketing strategy in order to implement AMT. 

The manufacturing personnel variable is correlated to the AMT with 0.5414. 

Although the size of the manufacturing area in the company could be due to the type of 

industry, this correlation suggests a key factor in Mexican advanced manufacturing 

implementations. It was observed in conversations and visits to companies that critica! 

difficulties in manufacturing were first treated by involving more personnel until the 

management changed its vision and looked for innovative solutions in advanced 
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manufacturing technologies. It can explain such a correlation. Furthermore, a 

correlation with the production volume of 0.4021 possible indicates that the AMT 

occurs in companies with large production volumes in which pressure to meet such 

volumes is likely to produce a crisis that would eventually lead to advanced 

manufacturing technology implementa.tion. 

AMT description A vailability % of Cases Use Std Cases 
freouencv comoanies degree dev 

Comouter aided design 25 61.0 41 .365 .391 39 
Computer numerical control 10 24.4 41 .115 .258 40 
Automatic process control 10 24.4 41 .146 .314 40 
Numerical Control 9 22.0 41 .135 .310 40 
Automatic data. entry 9 22.0 41 .184 .375 40 
Automatic monitoring orocess 8 19.5 40 .132 .309 39 
Computer aided orocess olanning 6 14.6 40 .080 .224 40 
Automatic material tracer 6 14.6 41 .100 .273 40 
Flexible manufacturing svstems 5 12.2 41 .079 .243 40 
Automatic material handling 5 12.2 40 .095 .286 39 
Automatic assembly 4 9.8 41 .050 .201 40 
Automatic oacking 4 9.8 40 .056 .204 39 
AS/RS 4 9.8 41 .068 .240 40 

Automatic orders entrv 4 9.8 41 .071 .254 40 

ROBOTS 3 7.3 40 .009 .040 39 
Automatic test 3 7.3 41 .015 .080 40 

Direct Numerical control <DNC) 2 4.9 41 .000 .000 39 

NCPP 2 4.9 41 .025 .158 40 

Automatic inspection 2 4.9 40 .026 .160 39 

Machinebility data. systems 1 2.4 40 .000 .000 39 

AGBS o o 40 .000 .000 40 

Table S.8 Use of advanced manufacturing technology 

The last three variables that have correlation with the AMT refer to number of 

employees with a correlation of 0.5034, sales, with a correlation of 0.4580 and total 
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investment with a correlation of 0.6688. These correlations support the former thesis 

that AMT occurs in large firms on a greater scale than in small firms. 

5.3 Hypothesis analysis 

The hypothesis was analyzed with a regression model and a factor analysis. The 

results show a definition of significant variables far AMT of Mexican companies. 

5.3. l Regression model 

The regression model ran with the 31 independent variables and the dependent 

variable. The dependent variable was AMT. A backward variable elimination was used 

in the regression model. lt is important to note that the r-square obtained surpass any 

expectations as it was of O. 76769. The statistical model behaved very well and it did not 

show any irregularity. 

The AMT of the company is defined by seven variables. This result comes from 

the multiple regression analysis. The variables included in the equation are shown in 

table5.9 

Results from the regression model indicate that the variable AMT or use of 

automation technologies seems to be related to the way in which firms evaluate the 

implementation of technology automation. Also, it seems to be important if the firrn is 

-
investing in - production equipment. Other issues that arise are the existence of 

manufacturing strategies, the experience level in information technology of the firm, 

and, finally, the volume and complexity of the production. 
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Variable B SE B Beta T Sig T 

1 

1-.25-~822 I Investment areas -.425332 .142586 -2.983 .0053 

¡ 
I Marketing strategies 
i 

.869707 .178563 .511708 4.871 .0000 
1 

I Degree of computerization .082450 .019323 .406767 4.267 .0002 
1 

I Order-winning criteria .264924 .112163 .210897 2.362 .0242 

Investment evaluation methods -.284505 .127018 -.197712 -2.240 .0320 

Corporate objectives -.669805 .248201 -.259269 -2.699 .0109 

Production volume 6. l 1654E-09 2.1255E-09 .255452 2.878 .0070 

(Constant) .834669 .653670 1.277 .2106 

Table 5.9 Variables in the equati.on 

The regression model has a R square of O. 76769 and an adjusted R square of 

. 71841 with a standard error of . 91338 The SPSS output is in appendix IV. The 

analysis of variance is in table 5.10 

DF Sum of Squares Mean Square 
Regression 7 90.97629 12.99661 
Residual 33 27.53058 .83426 

F= 15.57861 Sie:nif F= .0000 

Table 5.10 Analysis of variance 

-A maintained assumption while running step-wise regression is that the errors are 

homoscedastic (in such a way that the t-values are correct). The correlation analysis 

addressed somehow this issue and, the result shows, under the author's judgement, a 

coherent finding that has been deeply analyzed and theoretically supported. 
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The interpretation and analysis from significant variables included in the equation 

are discussed next. 

5.3.1.1 lnvestment areas 

This variable measures the company priority in investment for production 

equipment. In the questionnaire, it was asked to prioritize seven different investment 

areas. The question also allowed the inclusion of a not specified area. The areas needed 

to be prioritized from one to eight. One means that the area has had the major 

investment in the last three years. Eight means that the area has been the last in 

receiving investment during last three years. The 1umber that was chosen for the 

investment in production equipment represents the priority that the mentioned area has 

had in the last three years. 

lt can be noticed that the scale goes from eight to one. It means that as the result 

gets smaller a better priority for the area is obtained. The coefficient in the equation for 

this variable is negative. It then can be interpreted that a decrease in the variable result 

increases the AMT. Now, a decrease means an increase in priority for investment in the 

production equipment. Therefore, an increase in priority for the area increases also the 

AMT. 

The vapable has a strong impact in the AMT. lt has a beta of almost minus .26, 

which gives the variable the third place in impact. This result corroborates sorne logic; 

however, it is not a panacea. Company knowledge is likely to be needed in order to 

obtain this result. In Mexican companies, a priority investment in producti.on equipment 

is expected to increase the AMT of the company. 
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5.3.1.2 Marketing strategies 

This variable measures the numbers of different marketing strategies. In the 

questionnaire, seven different marketing strategies were shown. The marketing 

strategies can be seen in table 5 .11. The question asked to select the marketing 

strategies pursued in the business. The variable could take a value from O to 7 

depending on the company. 

Products and See:ments market 
Product ran2e 
Product mix 
Volume 
Standardization VS client soecification 
Innovation 
Leader VS follower altematives 

Table 5.11 Marketing Strategies 

This variable has a beta of .511708, which represents the most important variable 

in ~he equation. lt has the bigger impact in the result for the AMT. The coefficient is 

positive which means that an increase in the number of different marketing strategies 

produces an increase in the AMT. 

It was important to find this variable as it has been defined as necessary for the 

definition of the manufacturing strategy (Hill, 1989). The finding suggest that the 

search for a-multiple marketing strategy produces an increase in the AMT in the 

company. 
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5.3.1.3 Degree of computerization 

Table 5. 7 shows different information technologies that automate different 

company functions. In the questionnaire, the respondent was asked to indicate which of 

different company functions have been automated. A larger number would indicate a 

greater degree of software technology use. This variable was expected to affect the 

AMT of the company as it reflects information technology experience. This variable 

has the second best impact as it has a beta of .406767, which represents its impact on 

the equation. 

During all the study, it has been said that the AMT needs an information 

technology as the base for the integration. The result indicates validity for theoretical 

constructs. This is an important finding as it could be said that for Mexican companies 

the use of advanced manufacturing technologies (automation technologies) seems to be 

proceeded by the implementation of information technology. 

5.3.1.4 Order-winning criteria 

This variable measures the numbers of order-winning criteria. In the 

questionnaire, nine different order-winning criteria were shown. The order-winning 

criteria can be seen in table 5.12 The question required the selection of order-winning 

cri teria. The- variable could take a value from O to 10 depending on the company. 
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Price 

Table 5.12 wining orders 

lt has been said that order-winning criteria are part of the marketing strategy 

(Hill, 1989). The effect of this variable in the equation seems to suggest the same thing 

discussed in the marketing strategy variable. The finding suggests that pursuing 

multiple order-winning criteria produces an increase in the AMT in the company. As 

more order-winning criteria are defined for the company, more advanced 

manufacturing technology is been used. It is understood that as more order-winning 

criteria are utilized, there is pressure for complex products and processes, which 

thereby increase the necessity for advanced manufacturing technologies. 

5.3. l.S Corporate objectives 

This variable measures the numbers of corporate objectives. In the questionnaire, 

five different corporate objectives were shown. It was also asked if there was any 

corporate objective defined in the company. The corporate objectives can be seen in 

table 5. 13. The question required the selection of the corporate objectives. The variable 

could take v~es from l to 6 depending on the company. 

This variable obtained a beta of minus .259269, which indicates a negative effect 

in the equation. It indicates that as more corporate objectives are defined, less AMT is 

obtained. This relationship seems to suggest that the search for multiple corporate 

objectives produces a lack of focus in the business. It can also be said that firms with 
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multiple corporate objectives do not have a clear idea of what they are pursuing and 

what their goals are. 

I Growth Survival 
I Profits Retum on investment 
I Other financia! goals 

Table 5.13 corporate objectives 

5.3.1.6 Investment evaluation methods 

The number of investment methods used in technology justification affects 

negatively the use of advanced manufacturing technologies defined in the AMT 

variable. This variable is the variable with the least impact in the equation with a minus 

.197712 beta. 

Table 5.14 shows the different types of investment methods asked about in the 

questionnaire. The variable could take an observation from l to 8. 

Payback period Breakeven anal vsis 
Retum on investment Econometric studies 
Net oresent value Simulation studies 
Interna! rate of retum None of the these 

Table 5.14 Investment methods 

The finding suggests that investment methods need not be used or need to be very 

focused in º!der to justify automation technolog1es. A large number of investment 

methods seem to suggest a tria! and error method in technology justification. It is the 

author' s opinion that this variable is mainly employed in a negative approach to 

technology justification. This result supports the idea that the aggregated value for 
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automation technologies is difficult to measure and that any traditional investment 

method would impact negatively on its use and implementat:ion. 

5.3. l. 7 Production volume 

This variable represents the production volume in units per year. The significance 

m the equation suggests that a greater unit volume produces a greater degree of 

automation in the company. The beta was .255452 and has a müd effect on the AMT 

compared with the other significant variables. 

It could be said that the production volume measures large or small operations. It 

seems that large operatíons lead to automation technology use and implementation. 

5.3.2 Factor analysis 

Using the significant variables from the regression equation, a factor analysis was 

used in order to produce fewer factors upon which attention should be placed regarding 

the AMT of the company. Four different factors were found based on factor analysis. 

The variables in each factor are shown in table 5.15. Appendix V contains the SPSS 

output for the factor analysis. 

In the factor selection and rotation, first, a decision on which factors would be 

retained was made. A criterion with face validity or theoretical validity was searched. 

A mathematical criterion for determining which factors to retain was used. The SPSS 

default was selected. It kept any factor with an eigenvalue larger than l.O because it 

explained greater variance tilan the original variable. It was diverging. A factor with an 
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eigenvalue less than 1 explains less variance and could be n!jected. It can be interpreted 

as if the original variable converged. This is how the number of factors was defined. 

The relation of each of these factors to the four theoretical dimensions defined in 

chapter III, which explain the statistical relationship to the AMT of the company, can 

be drawn from all former discussions. For the first factor, 1 can see variables related to 

manufacturing strategies. The second factor deals with the degree of computerization of 

the company. The third factor relates to the way automation implementation is being 

justified and evaluated. The fourth relates to the definition of priority areas for 

investment in production equipment. 

Factor 1 

Factor 2 
Factor 3 

Factor 4 

lncluded Variables 
Corporate Objectives 
Marketing Strategies 
Order-winnin2 criteria 
Degree of computerization 
Investment evaluation 
methods 
Production volume 
Investment areas 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

lil
1

illil
11

1lllllllil1

i! :~;1;~ -.-:il~ -}~;f; 
i):<&M67t-::: -.09883 .32802 .37181 

.04250 \?19:tlól\J .00503 .06995 

::::: -.·::::: • ~::;: 
-.03122 .09542 -.11329 ]]}169.lt{i 

Table S.15 Factors definition 

As a conclusion, I can say that AMT in Mexican firms is explained by the way 

automation implementation is been justified and evaluated, the existence of 

-
manufacturiñg strategies, the degree of computerization of the company and the 

demonstrated priority in production equipment investment. 
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5.3.2.1 Factor 1 

The variables grouped m factor one exactly match the theoretical discussions. 

Terry Hill ( 1989) in his book ·• Manufacturing Strategies" defines the process in which 

the manufacturing strategy needs to be formed. The three variables that come together 

in this factor are the ones defined by Hill. It has been discussed that a manufacturing 

strategy needs to begin with a corporate objective. From the corporate objective, 

narketing strategies are defined. Afterwards, marketing st:rategies set the order-winning 

criteria for the products. 

The fact that the three variables come together all the way from a regression 

equation and are grouped together in the factor analysis shows its importance and 

relevance in defining the AMT. There is no doubt that this factor can be named 

"Manufacturing Strategy". 

5.3.2.2 Factor 2 

The second factor is formed only from one variabl1~. The variable seems to be a 

strong descriptor for the AMT of the company. This variable represents the use of 

computational software for operational and functional support in the company. Toe 

inclusion of this variable was not only expected but also required. It seems impossible 

to find a rel.atively large AMT without a large computational support. This factor is 

named after the computational degree variable. 
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5.3.2.3 Factor 3 

This factor includes two variables. The first of these variables measures 

investment evaluation methods. The second one shows the production volume of the 

company. Both variables can be related to the implementation justification. Production 

volume is likely to justify the implementation of AMT in Mexican firms. A larger 

production volume seems to indicate the use of AMT. Few if any investment methods 

eliminate the implementation barriers for automation technology. This discussion leads 

me to name this factor "Technology justification", as employed either with investment 

methods or with production volume. 

5.3.2.4 Factor 4 

This factor is formed, as the second one is, only from one variable. The variable 

that represents the area priorities for investment has been largely discussed already for 

its appearance in the regression analysis. The inclusion of this variable was expected as 

it directly relates to investment in production equipment. This factor is narned after the 

... investment areas" variable. 
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Chapter VI 

Conclusions, study limitations and further research 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, general conclusions, study limitations and further research issues 

are presented. The chapter is divided in two sections. The first one refers to the 

research conclusions and the second one to the limitations and further research. 

6.2 General conclusiom 

6.2.1 Correlation analysis 

The relations between variables in the study show a descriptive model of 

advanced manufacturing technology implementation. Multiple relations suggest 

important issues in the model. The importance of the variables with respect to their 

number of appearances defines directions in the behavior. Important issues arose in the 

discussion of variables correlation. 

In table 6.1 all the variables that have any meaningful relation to another variable 

(a p-value of 0.05 or less, to assure at least 95 % of the confidence interval) can be 

observed. The different numbers that appear for each variable depend on the number 

of times that the variable became correlated. The greater the total correlation number, 

the more times a specific variable appears related to others. From this table, the 

variables that have greater impact on describing the behavior of the model can be seen. 
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The first main conclusion is that exports play an important role by increasing total 

sales of the company; however, exports are not directly related to profits and make the 

production process more complex for the average general Mexican firm's behavior. 

Also, the existence of profits usually relates to company experience in terms of 

maturity. Moreover, the identification of large number~; of important order-winning 

criteria factors increases the possibility of profits. Finally, it is also relevant to 

comment that employees' attitudes toward technology are important to the company 

performance. 

The main investments in technology in Mexican firms have been made in 

information technology, and it seems that those investments are likely to be made in 

relatively larger amounts for human resource management. 

Relationships between corporate objectives and marketing strategy are found for 

Mexican companies. The relevance of a defined corporate strategy is crucial in 

ma.nufacturing technology use and implementation in Mexican firms. In terms of 

strategic planning, it can be suggested that more managerial participation in Mexico is 

necessary to produce commitment. Additionally, Mexican firms that support AMT tend 

to have ample marketing strategies as well as defined order-winning criteria. 

As expected, the industrial sector plays an important role in the model. It seems 

that in Mexfcan companies the participation of managers differs among industrial 

sectors. Different levels of managerial strategic planning participation among industries 

are found which indicates inefficient strategic planning for sorne industries and lack of 

technological awareness. Both suggest that managers should be involved in the strategic 
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planning process. The same evidence from the study suggests the idea that technological 

awareness is a way to increase the use of information technology. Moreover, the 

existence of different levels of managerial support for A.MT among industries has been 

discussed, which suggests possible variations in AM'T among industry sectors in 

Mexico. Furthermore, evidence suggests that employees in sorne sectors and activities 

perceive the implementation and use of computers differently. 

Unfortunately, there were few valid cases for conclusive evidence related to the 

educational level of employees, suggesting a lack of information availability regarding 

the said level in Mexican companies in general. 

The use of theoretical concepts to support operations increases as the companies 

grow in size. The use of these concepts to support opera.tions is likely to increase sales 

and exports, but not necessarily profits as profits seem to be tackled from a different 

perspective such as process or product cost reduction. The kind of concepts used in 

eac;h industry varies from sector to sector. 

The behavior of the degree of computerization of the company is affected by, or 

become relevant to, a large number of variables in the model. Table 6.1 shows the 

number of correlations for each variable. Enough correlations are found to suggest that 

the use of this technology depends on a function of the type of company. Also, an 

important fiñding is that an information technology base is needed for the 

implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies. 
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Variable Total 
correlation 

Emolovees' attitudes 4 
Industrial activitv 8 
lnvestment areas .., ,_ 

Areas for imorovement 4 
Product chane:es per year 3 
Number of oroducts 1 
AMT 11 
Necessarv components for the business 4 
Number of emoloyees 9 
Marketine: stratee:v 8 
Exports 3 
Dee:ree of comouterization 15 
Order-winnine: criteria 3 
Stratee:ic olanning oarticioation 9 
Incentives 
Influential factors for AMT iustification 1 
Total investment 7 
Investment in manufacturing 4 
Maturitv 8 
Investment evaluation methods 1 
Education 6 
Coroorate obiectives 2 
Number of workers 5 
Manufacturine: personnel 5 
Tu mover 
Industrial sector 7 
lüoerations suooort concepts 13 

AMT suooort 8 
Profits 4 

Personnel variations 4 

Sales 7. 
Production volume 2 

-- Table 6.1 Number of correlation appearances per variable 

6.2.2 Regressioo 

The seven variables discussed previously describe the behavior of the AMT of the 

company. Diagram 6.1 shows schematically the effect of each significant independent 
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variable on the dependent variable. The importance of this finding resides in the 

possibility of calculating an expected AMT using the seven independent variables and 

then comparing it with the observed dependent variable. Different degrees in regional 

AMT can be found in regional studies. 

By reading the independent variables, 1 can grade the expected AMT and compare it 

with the observed AMT. Differences can produce areas of opportunity in the company. 

Moreover, by working on the development of independent variables, the way to the 

implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies c:an be paved. Moreover, this 

result opens different research lines. Further studies can be combined or formed from 

three or more groups of variables in order to discover or illustrate structures, from 

which causal relations can be drawn based on the structure models theory. 

Diagram 6.1 Significant variables for AMT 
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6.2.3 Factor analysis 

Four critica! factors describe the use and implementation of advanced 

manufacturing technologies in Mexican firms. fhese factors represent well-defined 

manufacturing strategies, strong computational support, well-focused technology 

justification methods and investment priorities in production equipment. 

The critica! factors that best describe the AMT of the company are shown in 

diagram 6.2. 

During the hypothesis development, theoretical discussions led to a proposed 

descriptive model for the "character" or type of company. The hypothetical descriptive 

model consisted of four dimensions. As can be remembered, the hypothesis proposed 

that the AMT was a function of the type of company. The type of company, which was 

argued to include a company "character", contains general business characteristics, 

previous technological experience, technology justification, and business environment. 

After the quantitative analysis, four dimensions also appeared. 

After analyzing the hypothetical description model and the subsequent obtained 

description model, the relationship existing between the original hypothesis and the 

obtained results must be emphasized. 

It is interesting to discover that the hypothetical dimension "previous 

-
technologicaf experience" become explained by the degree of computerization of the 

company. The Mexican firms need technological experience to support AMT. 
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Manufacturing 
strategy 

AMI 

Technology 
justific ation 

( lnvestment l are as 

Diagram 6.2 Factors affecting the AMT 

The hypothetical dimension of "general business c:haracteristics" appears in the 

descriptive model in two factors; "Manufacturing strategy" and "investment areas 

priority". This result, although it did not come exactly as expected, pointed out the 

importance that these two factors have, as they were arrived at separately. It is still 

important to notice that "general business characteristics" appears in these two separate 

factors. This is a very important finding for further research. 

Similarities have been proved between the hypothetical model and the result, 

nonetheless, the differences also need to be noted. The hypothetical model supposed the 

existence ofi "business environment" dimension in the descriptive model for the type 

of company. In the results from the factor analysis of the significant regression 

variables this dimension does not appear. If, as proposed, it is defining the type of 

company, it does not become relevant in explaining the AMT. Therefore, 1 must 
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conclude that the "business environment" as defined in this study, does not form pan 

of the type of company characteristics that explain the AMT. 

The last factor .. Technology justification", matches the hypothetical dimension. 

The important thing to comment on is that technology justification appeared in two 

variables, the first was originally defined in the hypothetical model as part of the 

resultant factor. However, production volume was defined originally as general 

business characteristics but in the end results, it appeared. together with the investment 

evaluation methods. Why the factor was defined as technological justification has 

already been explained. The importance of this result resides in the fact that production 

volume seems to be used to justify technology implementation. 

Finally, it must be noted that an important contribution of this research resides in 

the exploratory analysis done with the variables association. As pointed out previously 

in this study, there have been neither descriptions nor bibliographic observations about 

the. behavior of Mexican companies in the implementation of advanced manufacturing 

technologies. 

6.3 Limitations and furtber research 

6.3.1 Number of questionnaires 

Since this research was done on two different Mexican macroeconomic situations, 

the number of questionnaires was limited to the obtained questionnaires before 

December of 1994. As it has been pointed out, 41 questionnaires were obtained. As 

each questionnaire measures 310 variables, and as the number of questionnaires was 
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41, it was not possible, as a variable reduction technique, to run a factor analysis at 

early stages. A factor analysis for 41 observations with 310 variables was not 

statistically valid. Adding the values of sets of variables that were intended to measure 

the same concept reduced the number of variables. By doing this, the study lost detailed 

results for specific advanced manufacturing or information technologies. However, 

aggregated conclusions were possible. 

6.3.2 The questionnaire definition 

As I have said before, Barbara Fossum developed the questionnaire in her 

doctorate dissertation. As the questionnaire was developed for United States firms, it 

had to be adapted to the Mexican environment. In Mexico, there were few insights into 

manufacturing technology implementation. Therefore, possibilities for defining different 

dimensions existed. 

This situation was not seen important, as one of the main objectives of the 

dissertation was to describe and explore those dimensions in Mexican firms. As an 

exploratory research, the dimensions defined in the questionnaire were drawn from 

different environments and personal observations. Therefore, it just marked a start. 

What was important was to explore as extensive a number of variables as possible. 

It was _not statistically possible to run a factor analysis with those variables as the 

number of observations was forty-one. lt was not possible even with the thirty-two 

tallied variables. The factor analysis was run only for the significant variables from the 

equation that explains the automation degree of the company. The factors obtained 

define only the dimensions for the significant variables of the equation. Those factors 
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are only related to the degree of automation (AMT). This is a limitation of the study as 

well as an opponunity for funher research. 

6.3.3 The structured model 

The logical next step from this study is the use of structured models in order to 

find causalities. Grouping variables in a specific way could help to discover structures 

that could lead to a causality model. As a final result, a complete normative model 

could be drawn for the implementation of advanced manufacturing technologies. 

6.3.4 Profits 

The study considers the use and implementation of advanced manufacturing 

technologies important and necessary for Mexican companies. This is an idea based on 

foreign studies that relates AMT with performance (profit is taken as a performance 

variable in such studies). In Mexico there has not been any study that corroborates the 

latter. This is an opportunity for further research as it is a limitation of this study. 

In this study, the profit variable was only included as an independent variable. 

Therefore, nothing has been concluded about the impact that AMT have on company 

profits. Further research is needed in order to malee conclusions about profits and the 

use of AMT in Mexican companies . 
..,.. 

6.3.5 Advanced Information Technologies 

Recently, a new term has appeared. This term is related with the concept of 

information technologies for operational and functional integration. The new term is 

called "advanced information technologies". 
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During this study, the importance of information technology as a platform for 

advanced manufacturing technologies has been pointed out. In fact, the degree of 

automation (AMT) of the company is, in part, explained by the use of information 

technology in the company. 

The term ·• advanced information technologies" involves only those technologies 

that are directly related with the integration and support of connectivity. In this 

research, all kinds of information technologies were grouped in the variable that 

measured the degree of computerization. Therefore, the degree of computerization took 

a broader approach and sorne specific and interesting conclusions about advanced 

information technologies or information technologies for the support of operational and 

functional integration were not possible to elaborate. This is a limitation of the study as 

well asan opportunity for further research . 

... 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
RESPONDENT DATA 

l. Name: _____________________________ _ 

2. Telephone: __________________ ·---------~ 

3. Title: ------------------------------

Brief description of your responsibilities: ____________________ _ 

5. Length of time in this job: ___ years and/or ____ months 

6. If you bave been in your current job position less than one year, please provide the following 
information. 

a. Previous job title: -------------
b. Brief description of your responsibilities with this job title: 

c. Length of time in this job: ___ years and-or __ months 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS RESEARCH 

NAME OF THE COMPANY: 

ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY: 
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PART 1: YOUR BUSINESS UNIT 

Characteristics of the Business Unit (17 Ouestions) 

l. l. - How many years has this business unit been operational? 

Years. 

1.2. - How many employees has or has have your business? 

Toda y: 
Estimated 1993 average: 

___ employees 
___ employees 
___ employees Estimated 1992 average: 

1.3. -What is the annual sales for your business? 

Under N$250,000 
N$250,000 to N$500,000 
N$500,000 to N$750,000 
N$750,000 to l million of new pesos 
From l million to 2.5 millions ofnew pesos 
From 2.5 millions to S millions of new pesos 
From S to 10 millions of new pesos 
From 10 to 25 millions of new pesos 
From 25 to SO millions of new pesos 
More than 50 millions of new pesos 

What percentage of your sales carne from exports?_ % 

workers 
workers 
workers 

l. 4. -What was been your profit as percentage of your sales in the last three years? 

1993 
1992 
1991 

% ----____ % 
% ----

1.5. - What is the total investment in the company? How much was been invested in the last years? 
Which areas have received the mayor part of those investments in the last three years? (In the areas, 
select by importance from l to 8 where 1 is where most has been invested and 8 in where less) 

Investment: 

Total 
1993 
1992 
1991 

N$ -
NS _____ _ 
NS _____ _ 
N$ _____ _ 

Areas: 

a) Buildings and fumiture 
b) Marketing 
e) Human development 
d) Product development 
e) Equipment for production 
t) Equipment for distribution 
g) Storage equipment 
h) Hardware and software 
i) Others (specify): 
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1.6. - What investment has been done in computational equipment (Software and Hardware)? 

Application software Development software OS and control Hardware 
Total N$ N$ N$ N$ 
1993 N$ N$ N$ N$ 
1992 NS N$ N$ N$ 
1991 N$ N$ N$ N$ 

l. 7. - What investment ahs been done in production and manufacturing equipment for your products? 

Total N$ ------
1993 N$ ------
1992 N$ ------
1991 N$ ------

1. 8. - What is the percentage and variation of employees and workers in manufacturing? 

__ % of employees % ofworkers 
% of variation in 1993 % of variation in 1993 

1. 9. - What is your percentage cost of your manufacturing department 

% 

l. 10. - Does your business design its products? 

SI NO 

1. 11. - How mane persons design? 

1. 12. - List the major product lines of your business and the number of months that each line has been in 
production. 

Mayor Product Lines Months Annual volume % ofexport. 
}. ___________ _ 
2. ___________ _ 
3. ___________ _ 
4. ___________ _ 
5. __________ __ 

1.13. - What are the numbers of active component parts, active subassemblies, and products in this 
business unit? -

l. Parts ---
2. Subassemblies 
3. Products 

1.14. - How many changes to product structure are done in products, and engineering changes in this 
business unit? 

l. ___ Number of new products per year 
2. __ Number of discontinued products per year 
3. ___ Number of product engineering changes processed per year 
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1.15. - How would you define the programming production operation types in you business? 

Made to stock 
Made to order 

% 
% 

100% 

1.16. - Which types or production processes occur in your business? If more than one type occurs, 
estimate each type's percentage of volume output. 

__ Continuous tlow processes 
__ Assembly line production 
__ Batch production 
__ Job shop production 

% 
% 
% 
% 

100 % 

a) If batch production occurs, what are the following lot sizes? 
a. Average lot size 
b. Smallest lot size 

c. ----------- Largest lot size 

1.17. - Which types of manufacturing activities occur your business? 

F abrication 
__ Assembly 

Both 

Manufacturing Strategy (8 Ouestions) 

1.18. - What are your corporate objectives? 
Grow 
Survive 
Profits 
Retum on investment 
Other financia! goals 
It is not defined 

1. 19. - What is your marketing strategy? 
Products and Segments market 
Productrange 
Product mix 
Volume 
Standardiution VS client specification 
Innovation 
Leader VS follower altematives 

1.20 - How do you win orders for your products? 
___ -Price 

Quality 
Fast delivery 
Reliable delivery 
Demand growth 
Color ranges 
Product ranges 
Design leadership 
Technical support 

Other. Specify: --------
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1.25. - To what extent are the following managers involved in the strategic planning process for this 
business unit? Circle the rating that applies. 

Is not Is 
directly extensively 
in volved In volved 

1. Design engineering manager l 2 3 4 5 
2. Financia! manager 2 3 4 5 
3. Information systems manager 2 3 4 5 
4. Logistics manager 2 3 4 5 
5. Manufacturing engineering manager 2 3 4 5 
6. Manufacturing 2 3 4 5 
7. Marketing manager 2 3 4 5 
8. Materials manager 2 3 4 5 
9. Quality assurance manager 2 3 4 5 
10.other (please specify) 2 3 4 5 

Management (3 Ouestions} 

1.26. -What is the title of the highest-level executive in your business? 

Title (Position) 

a) How well does this highest-level executive understand the concept of automated 
integration of functions in a CIM system? Circle the rating that applies. 

2 3 4 5 

No understanding Understands well 

1,27. -What are the title and department of the highest-level executive in your business unit who has 
sufficient knowledge of CIM technology to understand its capabilities applied to your manufacturing 
strategy? 

Title (Position) Department (Business Function) 

1.28. - In what ways has top management supported the CIM project in this business unit? Check each 
item that applies. 

__ Acquisition of knowledge of CIM technology 
__ Direct involvement formulating specifications 
__ Direct involvement selecting CIM components 
__ Dil&t involvement in the justification 
__ Direct involvement in the implementation 
__ Direct involvement in the evaluation of operational components 
__ Review of work performed by subordinates 
__ Provision of direction to subordinates relative to compatibility of CIM efforts with business 

strategy 
__ Budget conunitments 

Personnel commitments 
__ Leadership 
__ Other (The researcher would appreciate greatly a brief but specific example of management 

support.) 
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Human resources (6 guestions) 

1.29. - To what extend the workers and employees from your business support the objective of 
productivity improvement in manufacture? 

2 3 

Do not support 

4 5 

Support 

1.30. - Does incentive programs exist in your business for: 

Cooperation activities between functional areas 

Progress towards corporate long term goals 

1. 31. - How do you describe the business environment for a high leve! change? 

a) How do you describe the business environment for an operational level change? 

l.32. - To what extent do the following attitudes exist, among the employees of your business unit, 
toward the use of computers in the business unit? Circle the rating which best generalizes the status of 
each attitude. 

Attitude 
Is 
Prevalent 

1. Results in loss of power 1 2 
2. Results in loss of discretion 1 2 
3. Results in loss of control 1 2 
4. Threatens job security 2 
5. lntroduced to replace people 2 
6. Requires too much learning of new job method 1 2 
7. Aids tbrough more accurate and timely info. 1 2 
8. Aids through increased control 2 
9. Aids in individual job performance 2 
10. Aids in achievement of corporate goals 1 2 
11. Aids in achievement of personal goals 1 2 

l.33. - Wbat is the workers and employees turnover in your business? 

Workers 
Employees 

Attitude 
does not 
exist 

3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 s 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 s 

1.34. - What is the average study level (Formal education) in years of study of workers, employees and 
executives for each functional area? 

Production 
Distribution 
Administration 
Sales 

Workers and operative per. Intermediate managers 
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SECOND PART: YOUR AUTOMATIZATION EXPERIENCE 

(6 Questions) 
2. l. - In what year did your business unit install its first computer to support automated data 

processing? 
Year ---

a) List the first five functional areas in which computers were used in the business unit 

!. _____________________ ~ 

2. --------------------~ 3. _____________________ ~ 
4. ----------------------5. ----------------------

2.2. - Are any of the· following concept and-or technologies to the support of its business operations used 
in your company? Check ali items that apply and specify the number of years of experience the business 
had, 

Concept-Technology 

__ General systems theory 
__ Data base management techniques 
__ Databases shared by multiple functional areas 

Local area networks 
__ Feedback control systems 
__ Distributed computer data processing 
__ Inter-computer communications 
__ Process quality systems 
__ Statistical process control 
__ Total quality systems 

Y ears of Experience 

____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 
____ years 

2.3. - Indicate the extent to which each of the following business functions was computerized in your 
business and if they are use in real time (N/E meaos the function is not being done. lt case it is done in 
manual form, it most be answered with 0% of computerii.ation). 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

Financial accounting 
Cost accounting 
Personnel payroll 
Sales forecasting 
Order entry 
Cost estimating 
l?urchasing 
Receiving 
Raw material inventory 
Work-in-process inventory 
Finished goods inventory 
Product design 
Plant layout 
Engineering analysis 
Engineering drafting 
Engineering documentation 
Process planning 
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% of computerii.ation 
___ % 

% ----
% ----
% ----
% 
% 
% ----
% ----
% ----
% ----
% 
% ----____ % 

___ % 
___ % 
__ % 
__ % 

Real time? N/E 



18. NC parts programming % 
19. Master scheduling % 
20. Material requirements planning ____ % 

21. Capacity planning (rough cut) ____ % 

22. Manpower loading scheduling ----% 
23. Machine loading & scheduling ____ % 

24. Order release % 
25. Dispatching % 
26. Shop order-tracking % 
27. Work-in-process tracking % 
28. Time & attendance % 
29. Process monitoring % ----
30. Process control % ----
31. Maintenance of in-plant equipment % ----
32. ln-plant material movement % 
33. In-plant material storage % ----
34. Warehousing material movement % 
35. Warehousing material storage % 
36. Inspection % 
37. Testing % 
38. Quality assurance % 
39. Shipping % 
40. Maintenance of installed products % 
41. Lines balancing % 
42. Planning/Design of equipment % 
43. Molds/Tools design % 
44. Facility planning % 
45. Production programming and planning % 
46. Manufacture activity planning % 
47. Boom of materials % ----

2.4. :Had your business unit implemented any of tbe following components of factory? Check ali items 
that apply and specify the number of years in the company and its degree of use. 

Component 
__ CAD, or engineering workstations 
__ Numerical control (NC) 
__ Computer numerical control (CNC) 

Direct numerical control (DNC) 
__ Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 
__ Automated material handling 
__ Automated material storage 
__ Automated material tracking 
__ Automated inspection 
__ Automated testing 
__ Automated process monitoring 
__ Automated process control 
__ Automated data entry 
__ Numerical control part programming 
__ Computer aided process planning 
__ Machinability data systems 
__ Automatíc Storage retrieval systems 
__ Automatic Group/Blocks System programming 
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Yc::ars Use 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 



Component Years Use 
Robots % 

__ Automatic Assembly ---- % 
__ Automatic packing % 
__ Automatic order entry ---- % 

2.5. - Does the business have computerized databases to support sorne of the business functions? 

YES NO 

a) What kind of database support those functions? Choose the concept that applies. 

Central located unique database 
Physically distributed unique database 
Centrally located multiple database 
Physically distributed multiple database 

b) If your business has multiple databases, list them by supporting area 
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PART3:BUSINESSENVIRONMENT 

Suppliers ( l question) 

3.1 Please cite any impact, either positive or negative, which your suppliers or war material, parts, 
components, etc. have had on any aspect of your technology implementation effort. 

Customers ( l Ouestion) 

3.2 Please cite any impact, either positive or negative, which your customers have had on any aspect 
of your technology implementation effort. 

Vendors of CIM Components (2 Ouestions) 

3.3 In what ways have vendors (suppliers) of technology (Computer suppliers) contributed most to 
your technology implementation effort? 

3.4 What, if any, are the most significant obstacles vendors of any of your technology have posed to 
your technology implementation effort to date? 

Labor A vailability ( 1 Ouestion) 

3.5 What types of education, skills, and/or experience of individuals, important to your business 
fulfillment of its objectives? 
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l.21. - Is manufacture considered in the planning process in your business? 

YES NO Sometimes 

1.22. - Is there a formal manufacturing strategic planning process within your business? 

Yes No 

a) If yes, what are the title and department of tbe individual responsible for this process? 

Title (Position) Department (Business Function) 

1.23. - Does your business have a formal commitment to improving manufacturing productivity? 

Yes No 

a) If yes, how long has your business had this formal commitment? 

Y ears and-or months ----
b) If yes, what are tbe measurable objectives that support this commitment? 

e) If your business has this formal commitment, what are the title and department of the 
individual responsible this commitment? 

Title (Position) Department (Business Function) 

1.24. - Is your business up to date with technological advances in manufacture and engineering? 

YES NO 

a) If yes, What are the title and department of the individuals within your business unit wbo 
are responsible for remaining current with tecbnological advances in manufacturing and 
engineering? 
Title (Position) Department (Business Function) 

b) I¡ this responsibility formal or informal? 

Informal 
Formal 

e) What is the relationship of this function to strategic planning for this business unit? 
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Consultants (2 Ouestions) 

3.6 In wbat ways bave outside consultants contributed most to your tecbnology implementation effort? 

3. 1 Wbat additional roles do you believe outside consultants migbt assume relative to tbe technology 
implementation? 

Competitors ( 1 Ouestion) 

3.8 Please cite any impact, either positive or negative, wbicb your competitors bave bad on any aspect 
of your technology implementation effort. 

Commercially Available Technology (4 Ouestions) 

4.12 In the list of tecbnology components below, circle the numbers of those components that you think 
are necessary for your business. 

(1) MRP 
(2) CAD, for design 
(3) CAD, for analysis 
(4) CAD, for drafting 
(S) CAPP 
(6) GT, for cellular manufacturing 
(7) GT, for support of CAD 
(8) GT, for support of CAPP 
(9) GT, for support of materials management 

(10) Numerical control (NC) 
(11) Direct numerical control (DNC) 
(12) Computer numerical control (CNC) 
( 13) Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) 
( 14) Process monitoring equipment 
(15) Process control equipment 
(16) Automated storage/automated retrieval system (AS/AR) 
(17) Automated guided vebicle system (AGVS) 
( 18) Automated material tracking 
( 19) Automated testing equipment 
(20) Automated inspection equipment 
(21) Automated assembly equipment 
(22) Robots 
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(23) Automated data entry (bar code, OCR, voice recognition, etc.) 
(24) Shop floor control system 
(25) Shop floor data collection system 
(26) Manufacturing simulation system 
(27) Manufacturing optimization system 

3.10 What advances in the development of commercially available computer software would be most 
important to improve your productivity and competitivity? 

3.11 What advances in the development of commercially available computer hardware would be most 
important to improve your productivity and competitivity? 

l. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

2 .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
3. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

3.12 What advances in the development of commercially available communications hardware would be 
most important to improve your productivity and competitivity? 

l. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

2 .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
3. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

CIM in Y our lndustry ( 4 Ouestions) 

3. 13 Of wbat importance do you believe the following media are relative to tbe diffusion of tecbnology 
within the industry of your business? 

Least Most 
lmportant lmportant 

l . popular press 1 2 3 4 5 
2. trade literature 2 3 4 5 
3. trade shows 1 2 3 4 5 
4. supplier publications 1 2 3 4 5 
S. manufacturing/engineering consultants 1 2 3 4 5 
6. membership in professional societies 2 3 4 5 
7. profess'ional development seminars 2 3 4 5 
8. academicexperts 2 3 4 5 
9. published research by the govem.ment 2 3 4 5 
10.other manufacturers in the industry business 2 3 4 5 
11. manufacturers in other industries 2 3 4 5 

3.14 Do you believe manufacturing advanced tecbnology and its integration is currently a competitive 
necessity within the industry of your business? 

_ Yes (check one: _ domestically _ globally) 
No 
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a) If no, do you believe manufacturing advanced technology and its integration will be a 
competitive necessity within the industry of your business within the next five years? 

_ Yes (check one: _ domestically _ globally_ 
No 

3.15 In what ways do you believe academic institutions could provide assistance to industry relative to 
the justification, implementation and/or evaluation of Computer Integrated Manufacturing systems? 

3.16 In what ways do you believe the government could, and/or should, erovide assistance to industry 
relative to the justification, implementation and/or evaluation of Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
systems? 
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PART 4: JUSTIFICA TION OF CIM SYSTEM 

(4 Ouestions) 

4. l Which are the major functional areas were you consider it is necessary to improve productivity and 
operative efficiency. 

4.2 

__ financia! accounting 
__ cost accounting 
__ marketing 

sales 
__ human resources/ personnel 
__ purchasing 
__ receiving 
__ quality control 
__ design engineering 

__ process planning 
fabrication 

__ assembly 
__ inventory control 
__ shop floor control 
__ material handling 
__ material storage 

distribution 
__ product maintenance 

Which, from the factors below, would you think influence the justification of the implementation 
components of a Computer lntegrated Manufacturing System? 

Least Most 
Influence Influence 

l. Follow competitors 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Product cost reduction 1 2 3 4 5 
3. Increase industrial process control 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Increase product quality 1 2 3 4 5 
5. Meet demand for sophisticated products 2 3 4 5 
6. Increase ability to meet delivery dates 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Increase order fill rate 1 2 3 4 5 
8. Decrease overall innovation lead time 1 2 3 4 5 
9. Increase product mix flexibility 1 2 3 4 5 
10. Increase component substitution 2 3 4 5 
11. Increase rerouting flexibility 2 3 4 5 
12. Increase volume flexibility 2 3 4 5 
13. Increase modification flexibility 2 3 4 5 
14. Increase material flexibility 2 3 4 5 
15. Oher (please specify) 2 3 4 5 

4.3 Which of the following investment and/or analysis methods consider you can be used for justifying 
the advanced manufacturing technology implementation? 

_ payback period 
retum on investment 

_ net present value 
intemal rate of retum 
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_ breakeven analysis 
econometric studies 
simulation studies 
none of the these (Which? _____ ~ 



4.4 "JUSTIFICATION [OF ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES] MUST BE A 
MATTER OF CONVICTION ANO NOTA MATTER OF ACCOUNTING. PUT IT IN 
ANOTHER WAY, JUSTIFICATION IS A POLICY DECISION, NOTAN INVESTMENT 
DECISION." 

Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the above statement. 

Strongly 
disagree 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly 
agree 
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Appendix II 

Variables by alphabetic order 

Variable N11111• af llle Jallel What dOH lt mean V1lue ar llle Jevel 

lnEngllsh? Spanlsh ,En¡Jlsh 

LAGBS Grado de AGBS DegrN ol AGBS 

LAS_RS Grado de ASRS Degree ot ASRS 

4LCAD Grado de usa de CAD Oegree ot CAD 

4LCAPP Grado de usa de CAPP Oegree ot CAPP 

4LCNC Grado de usa de CNC Degree of CNC 

4LCONTRO Grado de control automático de Oegree of automatie control ol 
procesas -

LDATOSO Grado de sistemas de datos de DegrN ot data systems of 
maquinabiMdad maehinery 

LDNC Grado de usa de DNC Degree ot DNC 

LEMPAQU Grado de empaque automitieo Oegree ol automatie pac:king 

LENSAMB Grado de ensamble automitieo OegrN ot automatie assemble 

4LENTRA1 Grado de entrada automitiea de Degree ol automatie orders 
órdenes 

LENTRAD Grado de entrada automática de Oegree ot automatie input ot data 
datos 

4LFMS Grado de usa de FMS Oegree ol FMS 

4LINSPEC Grado de inspeca6n automática Oegree ol automatie inspeebon 

LMANEJO Porcentaje de uso de maneio Pereentage ot automatic 
automático de material• handling ol materials 

4LMONITO Grado de mon1toreo automitieo Oegree ol automatic: monitoring 

LNC Grado de usa de NC OegreeolNC 

LNCPP Grado de usa de NCPP DegreeolNCPP 

LPRUEBA Grado de pruebas automáticas Oegree ot automatic: tests 

LRASTRE Grado de Rastreo Automitieo de Oegree ol automatic: lollowing 
material• handling 

4LROBOTS Grado de usa de rollo1s Oegree ol rollo!s 

A_O_DE_I Afto en el que se ,nal6 la primera Year ol first eomputer 
computadora installment 

A_os_D10 Nivel promedio de allos de estudio A-age level ol study years ol 8 Primaria Primary school 
de los directillos de lldminis!Jaei6n adm1nistration directoos 

- 9 S.Cundaria Seeondary sehool 

12 Prepa High sehool 

17 Universidad College 

A_OS_D11 Nivel promedio de aftos de estudio Average level ot study years ot 8 Primaria Primary school 
de los direetillae de ventaa sal• directors 

9 S.Cundana Seeondary sehool 

12 Prepa High sehool 

17 Universidad College 
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Varl1bl1 Minia of lile lll!IM Wllat don lt mean VIIIUII oftM IIIVII 

lnEnglish? Spanlsh Englillh 

A_os_OEO Nivel promedio de años de estudio Average level of study years of 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los obreros y personal opera!No employees and ...,rkers of 
de producción production 

9 Secundaria Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_os_OE1 Nivel promedio de aftos de estudio Average level of study years of 8 Primaria Primary school 
de los obreros y personal operativo employees and ...,rkers of 
de distribuaón distribution 

9 Secundarla Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_OS_OE2 Nivel promedio de años de estudio Average level of study years of 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los obreros y personal operativo employees and ...,rkers of 
de administración administration 

9 Secundaria Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_os_OE3 Nivel promedio de años de estudio Average level of study years ol 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los obreros y personal operativo employees and ...,rkers of sales 
de ventas 

9 Secundaria Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_os_OE4 Nivel promedio de aftos de estudio Average level of study years of 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los mandos intermedios en middle managers of production 
producción 

9 Secundar,a Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_OS_OE5 Nivel promedio de años de estudio Average level of study years of 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los mandos intermedios de middle managers of disbibution 
disbibución 

9 Secundaria Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_OS_OE& Nivel promedio de aftos de estudio Average level of study years ol 6 Primaria Primary school 
de l8's mandos intermedios de middle managers ol 
administración administration 

9 Secundaria Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 

17 Universidad College 

A_os_oE7 Nivel promedio de aftos de estudio Average level ol study years ol 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los mandos intermedios de middle managers of sales 
ventas 

9 Secundaria Secondary school 

12 Prepa High school 
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Varl•bl• NIIIN of lhe llbel WhaldDH it lllellll va1u11 ot:IM IIIY•I 

• 

lnEngllBh? Spanlsh tngllSh 

17 Universidad College 

A_os_oEa Nivel promedio de años de estudio Average level ol study years ol 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los directivos en produccoón production directors 

9 Secundaria Secondary sc:hool 

12 Prepa High sc:hool 

17 Universidad College 

A_OS_DE9 Nivel promedio de años de estudio Average level of study years or 6 Primaria Primary school 
de los directivos de distribución distribution directors 

9 Secundana Secondary sc:hool 

12 Prepa High sc:hool 

17 Universidad College 

ACT_MANU Activ,dad en la manufactura Activity in the manufacture 1 Fabricación Production 

2 Ensamble Assemble 

3 Fabricación y ensamble Production and assernble 

ACTIVID2 Existen programas de incentivos Are there any incentives lor o Noe1isten No 
para las actividades de cooperación cooperation activities in lunctional 
entre áreas funcionales? a reas 

1 Sí existen Yes 

ACTIVIDA Actividad de manufactura Manutacturing activitin 

ALMACEN1 Almacenamiento de matarial en Stotage ol materials in procesa o No ha sido Not computerized 
proceso computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compumrized 

ALMACENA Almacenamiento intemo de lntemal storage ol materials o No ha sido Not computerized 
materiales computarizodo 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarized 

AN_LISIS Análisis ingenieril Engineering analysis o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compumrized 

ASEGURAM Aseguramiento de la calidad Quality o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compumrized 

AUMENTOS Aumentos en demanda lncrease in demand o Asl no ganan órdenes en el mercado los productos 

1 Asi ganan órdenes en el mercado 10& productos 

AYUDA_E1 Grado en que los empleados Degree of employees helping to 1 Exagerado Exaggerated 
ayudan a obtener las m- obtain personal goals 
personal• 

- 2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco AlilUe 

5 Nada Nothing 

AYUDA_EN Grado en que los empleados Degree ol employees helping to 1 Exagerado Exaggerated 
ayudan a obtener las m- obtain OQfJIOrate goals 
co-rativas 

2 Mucho Alot 

3 Regular Regular 
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V1rl1b11 NI- afll11 llbll Whlll dllft lt fflllllt VBIUI ofthtl :lélitl ·: 

lriEnglliah? Spanl1h Englllh 

4 Poco Alitlle 

5 Nada Nothing 

BALANCEO Balanceo de lineas Line balance o No ha sido Compubtrized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Not computerized 

BASES_DE Bases de datos compartidas por Data base shared by several o No se aplica Do not apply 
varias áreas funcionales functional areas 

1 SI se aplica Apply 

CALIDAD Calidad Quality o Asi no ganan órdenes en Do not use to get orders 
el mercado los productos 

1 Así ganan órdenes en el Use to get orders 
mercado los productos 

CAPITAL Inversión total Total investment 

COMPRAS Compras Purchasing o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computllrized 

COMPROM1 Compromiso de personal Personal commitment o Así no soporta la Do not support the 
implementación de implementation of AMTs 
tecnología avanzadas 

1 Así soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de ofAMTs 
tecnología Avanzadas 

COMPROMI Compromiso de presupu•to Budget commitment o Asi no soporta la Do not support the 
implementación de implementation of AMTs 
tecnología avanzadas 

1 Así soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de for AMTs 
tecnología. avanzadas 

COMUNICA Comun,cac:,ones por computadora Compuar communications o No se aplica Do not apply 

1 Si se aplica Apply 

CONFIABI Confiab~idad de entrega Oelivering o Asl no ganan órdenes en Do not use to get orders 
el mercado los productos 

1 Así ganan órdenes en el Use to gel orders 
mercado les pn>ductos 

CONTABlt Contabilidad de c- C- accounting o No ha sido Not canputerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se canpularizó Compubtrized 

CONTABIL Contabiidad financiera Financia! accounting o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computllrized 

CONTROLO Control estadístico de pracesos Statistic control proces& o No se aplica Do notapply 

-
1 Si se aplica Apply 

CONTROL1 Control de procesos Control process o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compubtrized 

CRECER Objetivo corporativo de crecer Grow o No No 

1 Si Yes 

CTO_PROD Porcentaje del coslD de manufactura Percentage o manufacturing cost 
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V•rtable N81M aftll• l•llel Wflat daa lt IMilll: VIIUI ofthíli 14i!i•I 

lnEngll1h? Spe11l•h ~lllh 
. 

DEMASIAD Grado en que la actitud de Attitude of employ._ by using 1 Exagerado Exaggerated 
demaiado aprendizaje existe entre computers 
los empleados hacia el uso de comp. 

··-
2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alittle 

5 Nada Nothing 

DIBUJO_! Dibujo ingenieria Engineering drawing o No ha sido Not computerized 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarized 

DISE_0_1 Diseño de mold• y herramientas Design of molds and tools o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compulllrized 

DISE_o_o Diseño de productos Products design o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compumrized 

DISE_O_P Diseño y Planeación de equipo Design and planning of o No ha sido Not computerized 
equipment computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compulllrized 

DISENO Diseña productos? Do you design your products? o No Not 

1 Si Yes 

DOCUMENT Documentación de ingeniena Enginffring documentalion o No ha sido Nol computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compulllrized 

EJECUTIV Ejecutivo de mayor nivel Name d lhe top manager 

EMBARQUE Embarque Shipment o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compulllrized 

EMP_PROD Porcentaje de empleados en Percentage of manufacturing 
manufactura employNS 

EMPLEADO Número de empleados Number of employees 

ENTENDIM Qué tan bien enbende el ejecutivo el Howwell da. !he eX8Cllli';e 1 Nada Nolhing 
concepto de inlllgración understand lhe concept of 
automatizada de las funciones en un automation uaing CAM lunclions? 
sistema de CAM? 

2 Poco Alitlle 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Bien Good 

5 Muy bine Verygood 

ESTANCAR Estu¡darización vs especificación Standardization vs. specification o No es una estrategia de Nol a strategy 
del diente of lhe c~ent mercadotecnia 

1 Si es una estrategia de A stralegy 
mercadotecnia 

ESTIMACI Estimación de costos Costs approximation o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó ComputBrized 

EVALUACI lnvolucramientD direcm en la Direct invohlement in lhe o Asl no soporta la Do not support lhe 
evaluación operac,onal de los operational evaluation of the implementación de implementation of AMTs 

componentes components tecnología. avanzadas 
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V•rt•ble NIIIH of !he 1•11111 Wllat d- lt IMllll .. Villue oftllil 1ev•1 · :· . 

.. ' .. 

inEll!I.Uah? Spanl9h Ell!lli.tl 

1 Asi soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de of AMTs 
tecnologia avanzadas 

EXISTE_A Su empresa se mantiene actualizada Does your cornpany update ol !he O No No 
de los avances tecn en manufactura manufacturing advances in 
e 1ngenieria enginHring? 

1 Si Yes 

EXISTE_C Tiene la empresa Qlrnpromiso Does the cornpany have a formal o No existe compromiso No cornmilment 
formal para mejorar la productividad commilment to irnprove the 
en la manufactura? manufacture? 

1 Si existe compromiso Commilment 

EXISTE_P Existe una planeación estrategia There is a formal strategy o No existe No 
formal de manufactura? planning in manufacture 

1 SI existe Yes 

EXPLOSIO Explosión de materiales Matenals explosion o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computerized 

EXPORTA Porcenta¡e de exportación Exports percentage 

FACILIOA Facilidad de pago Facilities in payments o Asi no ganan órdenes en Do not use to get orders 
el mercado los productos 

1 Asi ganan órdenes en el Use to get orders 
mareado los productos 

FACTURAC Facturación y despacho de órdenes lnvoice and input of orders o No ha sido Not eomputerized 

1 Ya se computarizó Computerized 

FLUJO_CO I Porc.entaje de proeeao de flujo I Percenlage of eontinue flow proeess 
continuo 

FORMULAC lnvolucramienlD directD formulando Direct involvement lormulating o Asi no soporta la Do not support the 
especificaciones specifications implementación de implementation of AMTs 

teenologla. avanzadas 

1 Asi soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de of AMTs 
teenologla. avanzadas 

OERENTEO Gerente de ingenieria Engineering manager 

OERENTE1 Gerente financiero Financing manager 

OERENTE2 Gerente de sisll!mas Syslllms manager 

OERENTE3 Gerente de loglstiea Log1stic manager 

OERENTE4 Gerente de disefto Des1gn manager 

OERENTE5 Gerente de manufactura Manufacturing manager -
GERENTE& Gerente de producción Produetion manager 

OERENTE7 Gerente de mercadotecnia Marketing manager 

OERENTEB Gerente de matenales Material manager 

HAY_BASE Existen bases de datos Databa .. o No existe en el negoc:io No 
computarizadas 

1 SI existe ,,n el negocio Yes 

IMPLEMEN lnwlucramienlD direetD en la Direct involvement in the o Asi no soporta la Do not support tha 
Implementación irnplementation implementación de implementation of AMTs 

teenologia. avanzadas 
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V•rlable NIIIH ofUl• l•IMII Wllal don it milM, . V•IU• ofU!m lev•I 

In Engllsh? Spanj1h ,EflllUlh· 

1 Así soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de of AMTs 
tecnología. avanzadas 

INCREMEN Grado en que los empleados requieren ayuda para incrementar el 1 Exagerado Exaggeratad 
control hac:ra el uso de computado1a1 

2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Aliltle 

5 Nada Nothing 

INFORMAC Grado en que los empleados Requiring aid to increase control 1 Exagerado Exaggerated 
requieren ayuda para tener tawan:I using computers 
inlormación. confiable y al dia haaa 
el uso de computadoras 

2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alitae 

5 Nada Nothing 

INNOVACI lnnovac1ón lnno1111tion o No es una estrategia de Not a strategy 
mercadotecnia 

1 Si es una estrategia de A strategy 
mercadotecnia 

INSPECCI lnspeecrón lnspection o No ha sido Not computerizad 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarizad 

INV_COMP Inversión en cómputo lnvestment in computers 

INV_PROD Inversión en producción 

INVENTA1 Inventario de producto terminado Product invento,y o No ha sido Not computerizad 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó ComputBrizad 

INVENTAR !Inventario de tnlbajo en proceso Praduct in p,- inventory o No ha sido Not computerizad 
computari.:ado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarizad 

JUSTIFIC lnvolucramienl:I direel:I en la Oiract involvement in he o Asi no soporta la Do not support the 
justificaaón justification implementación de implementation of AMTs 

teenologia avanzadas 

1 Asl soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de of AMTs 
tecnologla. avanzadas 

-L_ENSAMB Porcentaje de producción en linea Peruntage of product in the Mne asemble 
de ensamble 

LAYOUTSO Layout de planta Layout of the plan! o No ha sido Not computerizad 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarizad 

LIBERACI Liberación de ón:lenes de trabajo Oelivering of the work on:ters o No ha srdo Not computerizad 
computanzado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compute rizad 
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Variable Nema oftlla l•bal. • WhatdONitlllellft Valua óflhtll8Vill •• · 

IIIER!lllstl? •• .$panlllh·• . 11191111h 
.... 

LIDER_vs Llder vs alternativas del seguidor Leadership vs lollowing o No es una estrategia de Not a strategy 
mercadotecnia 

, Si es una estrategia de A strategy 
mercadotecnia 

LIDERAZ1 Liderazgo Leadership vs following o Así no soporta la Do not support the 
implementación de implementaban of AMTs 
tecnología. avanzadas 

, Así soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de of AMTs 
tecnología. avanzadas 

LIDERAZG Liderazgo en disefto Leadership in the design o Asl no ganan órdenes en Do not use to ;et orders 
el mercado los produetos 

, Así ganan órdenes en el Use to gel orders 
mercado 'as productos 

LINEAS Número de líneas de productDs Number of lines of produets 

MADUREZ Aftas de operación Ye•rs of operaban 

MANTEN11 Mantenimiento de productos Maintenance of installed produets o No ha sido Not computerized 
instalados computanzado 

, Ya se con,putanzó Comput8rized 

MANTENIM Mantenimiento interno de equipo lntemal maintenance of o No ha sido Not computerized 
equipment computanzado , Ya se computarizó CompUlllrized 

MANUFACT Considera la manufactura en la Do you consider the manufacture o No considera la No 
planeación del proceso de su in the proceu planning? manufactura 
empresa? 

1 SI considera la Yes 
manufactura 

MAP Planeación de acbvidades de Manulaeturing activities planning o No ha sido Not computerized 
manufactura computarizado 

, Ya se computarizó Comput8rized 

MEDICI_N Mediaón de tiempos y movimientDs MNsure of times and o No ha sido Not computerized 
mcwements computarizado , Ya se computarizó Compuwnzed 

MEJORA_E Grado en que los empleados Degree of the improvement ol lhe , Exagerado Exaggerated 
mejoran la actuación del trabajo activities of lhe employees by the 
individual hacia el uso de use ot axnputers 
computadoras 

2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alitlle 

- s Nada Nothing 

METAS_CO Existen programas de incentNos Are there incentive programs lar o No elllsten No 
para el progreso hacia metas the progress IOMlrd corporate 
corporativas a largo plazo? goals? 

, SI existen Yes 

METAS_FI Objetivo corpora!MI de otras metas Corporate objective ot other o No No 
financieras finance goals 

, Sí Yes 

MEZCLA_D Mezcla de productos Blend of produets o No es una estrategia de Not a strategy 
mercadotecnia 
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1 Es una estrategia de A strategy 

mercadolecnia 

MONITOR E Monitoreo de Procesas Process monitoring o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computanzó Computarized 

MOVIMIE1 MCMm1ento de material en la planta Material movement inside the o No ha sido Not computenzed 
plant computanzado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarized 

MOVIMIEN Movimiento interno de mab!rial Material movements o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se con,putarizó Computarized 

MRP Planeacoón de requerimientos de Material Requirements planning o No ha sido Not computerized 
materiales computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarized 

N_MINAS Nóminas de personal Payroll o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compumrized 

NCPP Programación de partes por control Programming ol parts by o No ha sido Not computerized 
numérico numerical control computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compumrized 

NO_DEFIN No estin definidos los objetivos Delinition ol lhe corporate o No estin definida,; No 
corporativos objectives 

1 Estan definidos Yes 

OB_UTILI Objetivo corporabvo de otrtener To get prolits o No No 
utilidades 

1 Si Yes 

OBJETIVO 

OBR_PROD Porcentaje de obreros en producción Percentage ol production workers 

OBREROS Numero de obreras Number ol wookers 

ORDEN_DE Orden de ventas Sale order o No ha sido Not computerized 
computanzado 

1 Ya se computarizó Computerized 

OTRA Otra opción para sopo,tar la An other option ID support the o Así no soporta la Do not support the 
Implementación de tecnologías implementation ol AMTs implementación de implementation ol AMTs 
avanzadas tecnología. avanzadas 

1 Así soporta la Support the implernentation 
implementación de olAMTs 
tecnología. avanzadas 

OTRO Otro Other o Así no ganan órdenes en Do not use to get orders 
el mercado los productao -

1 Asl ganan órdenes en el Use to get orders 
mercado los productos 

OTR01 Otro gerente Other manager 

PARTES Número de partes 

PERDIDAO Grado en que la actitud de pérdida Lost ol paNer 1 Exageraoo Exaggerated 
de poder existe entre los empleados 
hacia el uso de comp. 

2 Mucho Alot 
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3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alitlle 

5 Nada Nolhing 

PERDIDA1 Grado en que la actitud de pérdida Lost of direcbon 
de discrec,ón existe entre los 

1 Exagerado Exaggerated 

empleadas hacia el uso de comp. 

2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alittle 

5 Nada Nothing 

PERDIDA2 Grado en que la actitud de perdida Lost ol control 1 Exagerado Exaggerated 
de control ••iste entre los 
empleados hacia el uso de comp. 

2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alitlle 

5 Nada Nothing 

PERSONAS Personas en disello Number ol persona in design 

PLANEAC1 Planeación da capacidad• Planning ol c:apab~ities o No se ha computarizado Not computerized 

1 Ya se computarizó Computerized 

PLANEAC2 Planeación da lacibdades Facilities planning o No se ha computarizado Not computerized 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarized 

PLANEAC3 Planeación y programación de la Planning an programrning ol o No se ha eomputarizado Not computerized 
producción production 

1 Ya se computarizó Computarized 

PLANEACI Planeacoón da p- Processes planning o No se ha computarizado Not computerized 

1 Ya se computarizó Compu111rized 

POR_CUAN Cuánto tiempo ha eiólllido el Time wilh the commi1ment d 
compromiso de mejorar la productivity improvement 
I productividad? 

POR_LOTE P01Centaje de producción por lot9 Percentage ol production by 

1 
NlcMS 

POR_TALL P01Centaje de producoción por talar Percentage of production 
byworkshop 

PRECIO Precio Price o Asi no ganan órden• en Do not use to gel orders 
el mercado los productos -

1 Así ganan órdenn en el UN ID gel orders 
mercado las produc:IDs 

PROCESAM Procesamiento da datos Computarizad data process o No se aplica No 
computarizados 

1 SI se aplica Yes 

PROD_INV Porcentaje de la producción de Percentage ol production 
producir para Inventario lor inventory 

PROD_ORD Porcentaje de la producción de Percentage ol production 
producor para orden de venta lor order sales 
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PRODUCT1 Mercados de producto y segmento Product mark• and segm-,t o No es una estrategia de Not a strategy 
mercadotecnia 

1 Si es una estrategia de A strategy 
mercadotecnia 

PRODUCTO Número de productos Number ol parts 

PROORAM1 Programación de cargas de lrabaJO Programming ol the charges ol o No ha sido Not computerized 
por hombre work by man computanzado 

, Ya se computarizó Compulltrized 

PROORAM2 Programación de cargas de lrabaJO Programming or the charges ol o No ha sido Not computerized 
por máquina work by machine computanzado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compulltrized 

PROORAM3 Programación y mu- Prograrnming and sample o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

, Ya se computarizó Compulltrized 

PROGRAMA Programación maestra Master scheduling o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

, Ya se computarizó Compulltrized 

PRON_STI Pronóstico de ventas Seles loreeat o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

, Ya se computarizó Computerized 

PROVISIO Provisión de dirección de Provision ol direetion ol o Asl no soporta la Do not support the 
subordinadm relacionada eon la eubordinates related to eapabllity implementación de implementation ol AMTs 
compatibiidad de los esfuerzos de ol CIM ellorts teenologia. avanzadas 
CIM eon la estrat de neg. , Asi soporta la Support the implement.ation 

implementación de ol AMTs 
teenologia. avanzadas 

PRUEBAS Pruebas Samples o No ha sido Not computerized 
computarizado 

, Ya se computarizó Compulltrized 

RANGO_D1 Rango de colores Color range o Asl no ganan órdenes en Do not use to gel orders 
el me,cado los productos 

, Así gan"n órdenes en el Use to gel orders 
mercado lal productos 

RANGO_D2 Rango de productos Products range o Asl no ganan órdenes en Do not use to gel orders 
el mercado los productos 

1 Asi ganan órdenes en el Use to glll orders 
mercado los productos 

RANGO_DE Rango de productos Product ranga o No es u11a estrategia de Not a atrategy - mercadotecnia 

, SI es una estrategia de A strategy 
mercadoteaiia 

RASTREA1 Sistema rastreador de trabajo en FoilONing syatem d proeess work O No ha sido Not computerized 
proceso computarizado 

, Ya se computarizó ComputBrized 

RASTREAD Sistema rastreador de órdenes de FollONing system d work orders o No ha s,do Not computerized 

trabajo computarizado 

1 Ya se computarizó Compulltrized 
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REEMPLAZ Grado en que la actitud de Oegree 1n the attitude ol , Exagerado Exaggerated 
reemplazo de gente existe entre los replacement ol people among 
empleados haaa el uso de comp. employees IONards using 

computen; 

2 Mucho A lot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco A litUe 

5 Nada Nothing 

RETORNO Objetivo corporativo de retomo a la Retum of investment o No No 
inversión 

, Si Yes 

REVISI_N Revisión del trabajo hecho por los Work revision done by o Asi no soporta la Do not support the 
subordinados subordinates implementación de irnplementation ol AMTs 

tecnología. avanzadas , Asi soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de arAMTs 
tecnología. avanzadas 

ROTAC1_1 Rotación de empleados en la Percentage ol ernployees rotation 
empresa 

ROTACI_N Rotación de obreros en la empresa Percentage ol workers rotation 

SECTOR Sector manufacturero Manulacturing sector 

SEGUR IDA Grado en el que la actitud de Oegree in the atlitude ar work 1 Exagerado Exaggerated 
seguridad de trabajo existe entre los secunty among employees 
empleados hacia las comp. IONards using computen; 

2 Mucho Alot 

3 Regular Regular 

4 Poco Alitlle 

5 Nada Nothing 

SELECCIO lnvolucramientD directa Oirec:t invoiw,ment selecbng CIM o Así no soporta la Do not support the 
selecaonando componm,tes de CIM ccmponents implementación de implementation ar AMTs 

tecnologi a. avanzadas 

1 Asi soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de ol AMTs 
tecnologla. avanzadas 

SERVICIO Servicio 5eMCe o Así no ganan órdenes en Do not use to gel orders 
el mercado los productos 

, Asi ganan órdenes en el Use to gel orders 
mercado los productos -

SISTEMA1 Sistema de calidad en el procego Quality system 1n the process o No se aplica No 

1 Si se aplica Yes 

SISTEMA2 Sistemas de control total de calidad Total quality control system o No se apica No 

1 Si se aplica Yes 

SISTEMAS Sistemas de control de retro Feedback control system o Nose aplica No 
alimentación 

1 SI se aplica Yes 

SOBREVIV Objetivo corporativo de sobrevivir Surviw o No No 
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, Si Yes 

SOPORTEO Soporte técnico Technical support o Así no ganan órdenes en Do not use to get orders 
el mercado los productos 

, Asi ganan órdenes en el Use to gel orders 
mercado ks productos 

SOPORTE1 Capacitación en tecnología de CIM Technological CIM training o Así no soporta la Do not support the 
implementación de implementation of AMT s 
tecnología. avanzadas 

, Así soporta la Support the implementation 
implementación de of AMTs 
tecnologia. avanzadas 

SOPORTE2 Grado en que los obreros v Workers and employees degree , No lo soportan Nothing 
empleados soportan el objetivo de in which they support the goal of 
mejorar la productividad en productivity improvement 
manufactura 

2 Lo soportan muy poco Alittle 

3 Lo sopor1>1n regular Regular 

4 Lo soportan lo suficiente A lot 

5 Lo soportan totalmente Totally 

SUB_ENSA Número de subensambles Number ol sub-assernbles 

TIPO_DE_ Tipo de bases de d-que Type ol data base , Base de datos única. Centralize database 
soportan las funcion• del negocio centralmenlll localizada 

2 Base de datas única, Only one database, 
fisicamente distribuida physicallv distributed 

3 Base de datos múltiple. Multiple database, centrally 
centralmenlll localizada localized 

4 Base de datos múltiple. Multiple database, 
fisicamente distribuida physically distributed 

uso_DE_A Uso de tcnicas de administración Use of management techniques o No seapü:a No 

, Si se aplica ves 

uso_DE_L Uso de redes computacionales de Use of local compulllr nets o No se aplica No 
área local 

1 Si se aplica Yes 

uso_DE_T T eoria general de sislllmas General systems lheory o Nose apHca No 

, Si se aplica Yes 

UTILIDAD Utilidad/ventas Profits/sales 

-
VELOCIDA Velocidad de entrega DeliYery speed o Así no ganan órdenes en Do not use to get orders 

el mercado los productos 

1 Asi ganan órdenes en el Use to get orders 
mercado los produáos 

VENTAS Ventas Sales forecast 

VOL_PROD Volumen de producción Production volume 

VOLUMEN Volumen de producción Production volume 
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MADUREZ Alillldo~ 
Meen ~.9SO Medien 23.500 SU!dov 19.476 
Variuxm 379.331 Minimum 2.000 MIWIIIIIIII 90.000 
Vo.lidcua 40 Miuin&- 1 

EMPLEADO Nlimm, de ... plmdm 
Mean :m.2so Median 90.000 Slddov 381.332 
VaÑD<le 145414.244 Minim.mi 3.000 Mwmum 3l00.000 
Yo.lid auea 40 Mi11in¡ cuc:. 1 

OBREROS Nlimero de obr...,. 
Mean 670.359 Median 
Vari.anoo 1882324.39 Minimwn 

230.000 
.000 

Slddsv 1371.978 
Muimum 7000.000 

Valid cueo 39 Miuin&"'""' 

VEl'(f AS Ranp do venias 
Yo.lid CLID 

Vo.lue Label Value Frequen<y Pel'Clelll ,C-nl "'-"' 
Menao do 250,000 poo 1 1 2.4 2.5 2.5 
ds 2S0,000 o S00,000 2 1 2.4 2.S 5.0 
ds S00,000 • 1SO,OOO J 3 7.3 1.5 12.S 
de 7S0,000 • 1,000,0 4 3 7.3 1.5 20.0 
de 1,000,000 • 2,SOO s 2 4.9 s.o 25.0 
de 2,S00,000 • S,000 6 1 2.4 2.S 27.5 
do S,000,000 • 10,00 7 1 2.4 2.S 30.0 
do 10,000,000 a 25,0 8 4 9.8 JO.O 40.0 
do 25,000,000 a so.o 9 8 19.5 20.0 !50.0 
mu do S0,000,000 JO 16 39.0 40.0 100.0 

1 2.4 Miuin& 
---- ---- ---

TOIOI 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 
Variuxm 
ValidCONO 

1.115 
7.717 

40 

Median 
Miaim11111 
Miuinc-

9.000 
1.000 

1 

EXPORTA Porcen.ie do exporladtln 
Mean .lOJ Median .100 
V11'ianfz .087 Minimum .000 
Validcuea 37 Miuin&- 4 

TILIDAD UUJJdadlnnlal 
Mean .160 Median .IIIS 
Variants .025 MinimLID .000 
ValidCUOII 24 Miuinc- 17 

INV TOT A lnVfflllon Jolal 

Sld clov 
Muim11111 

Sld clov 
Muimmi 

2.778 
10.000 

.295 
1.000 

.159 
.500 

M..;; 14636434.8 Median 3800000.00 
VaÑD<le J.JJ6E+JS Minima.m 130000.000 

Std dov 33698202.4 
Muim11111 156000000 

Yo.lid cua 23 Miuin& - 18 

INV _ TOTl, lnvenhln en lffl 
Meaa 108~2071.4 Medim 1000000.00 
Variuxm 9.1118E+ 14 Mini.mum .000 

Std dov 30146570.2 
Muim11111 1 SOOOOOOO 

Valid..... 211 Miuin&- 13 

INV Ton lnvwohln en 1"2 
M..;; 85243!50.00 Median 450000.000 Std dov 25403531.3 
Vari.ua 6.4S3E+ 14 Minimum .000 MuimLID 120000000 
Vo.lidcua 25 Miuin&- 16 

INV TOTJ ln.....wn on 1"1 
M..,"; 7'178454.SS Median 47SOOO.OOO Sld dsv 21253053.6 
Vari.ua 4.SJ7E+J4 Minimum .000 Muimm 90000000.0 
Yo.lid - 22 Miuia¡- 19 

INVI lnvenhln on odllldao y mol11llarlo 
Yo.lid Cum 

Value Label Vo.luo Frequonoy Pe- Pe..,.nl ,,,_,. 

Preferencia 1 1 8 19.5 25.0 25.0 
Prefe..,acio 2 2 _ 7 17.1 21.9 46.9 
Preferencia J J S 12.2 JS.6 62.5 
Prefereacio 4 4 3 7 .J 9.4 71.9 
Pn,fereacio S 5 2 4.9 6.3 78.J 
Preferencia 6 6 1 2.4 3.1 81.J 
Preferencia 7 7 3 7 .J 9.4 90.6 
Preferencia 8 8 J 7 .3 9.4 100.0 

9 22.0 Miuin& 
---- --- -----

Ta1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Meen 3.438 Median 3.000 Sld dov 2.382 
Vari.ua S.673 MinimLID 1.000 Mu.im1m. 8.000 
Valid- 32 Miuin&- 9 

INV2 lnvenhln en moraadolemlll 
Yo.lid CLID 

Vo.lue Label Vo.11& f,..quency Pe_,. ,,,..,.,. Peree• 
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Preferencia I 1 12.2 211.8 20.8 
............ ncia 2 2 4.9 8.3 29.2 
Preferencia J J 4.9 8.3 37.5 
P ... rerencia 4 4 2.4 4.2 41.7 
Preferencia 5 s 12.2 20.8 62.5 
Preferencia 6 7.3 12.5 15.0 
Preferencia 7 7.3 12.5 87.5 
Prefereacio 8 7.3 12.5 100.0 

17 41.5 Miuin& 

Tou.l 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 
Vari.anoo 
Yo.lid-

4.458 
6.172 

24 

Median 
Minimum 

Miuin¡cuea 

S.000 Sld dev 
J.000 Muimum 

2.484 
8.000 

17 

INVJ lnvonhln en c:apidlad6n 
Yo.lid Cum 

Value Label Vah& Frequency Penzaa Pc-111 "'""'ni Preferencia I 1 J 7.3 9.7 9.7 
Prefereacio 2 J 7.3 9.7 19.4 
Prelerencia J J 7.3 9.7 29.0 
Prefen:ncia 4 •I J 7.3 9.7 38.7 
Preferencia S 7 17.J 22.6 61.3 
Prefe ... ncia 6 6 8 19.5 25.8 87.1 
Prefe..,acio 7 ., 

2 4.9 6.5 93.S 
p..,ferencia 8 2 4.9 6.S 100.0 

JO 24.4 Miuia¡ 
------- ---

TOIOI 41 100.0 100.0 

Meen 4.613 Median S.000 Sld dov 1.995 
Vari.ua 3.978 Minim11111 1.000 MuimLID 8.000 
Yo.lid- JI Miuin&.,._ JO 

INV4 lnvenhln en daarrollo de producloa 
Yo.lid c .... 

Vo.lue Label Value Frequenoy Pe..,... Per<enl Pcr<enl 
Preferencia I 1 s 12.2 18.S 18.S 
Prefereacio 2 2 4 9.8 14.8 33.3 
Preferencia 3 3 4 9.8 14.8 48.J 
Prefereacio 4 4 9.8 14.8 63.0 
Prefe ... ncia 5 4 9.8 14.8 77.8 
Prer.rencia 6 2 4.9 7.4 85.2 
Prefereacio 7 2.4 3.7 88.9 
Preferencia 8 8 7.3 11.1 100.0 

14 34.1 Misoin& 
--- --- ------

Ta1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Meen 3.852 Median 4.000 Sld dev 2.265 
Variua S.131 Minirn1.m 1.000 Muimum 8.000 
Yo.lid- 27 Miui111 ..... 14 

INV5 lnwrohln on equlpoa de produa:loo 
Volid CLID 

Vo.lue Label Vo.luo Frequenoy Pcnzaa Pcta0111 Per<enl 
Prefe ... acio 1 1 19 46.J 52.8 52.8 
Prefereada 2 2 11 26.8 30.6 83.3 
P,.li,..,ada 3 3 3 7.3 8.3 91.7 
Prefio"'ncia 4 4 2 4.9 S.6 '17.2 
Prelereacia 6 6 1 2.4 2.8 100.0 

S 12.2 Miuin¡ 
---- -- --·-

TOIOI 41 100.0 100.0 

Meaa 1.778 Median 1.000 Sld dev 1.124 
VlrimKe 1.263 Mínimum 1.000 Muimum 6.000 
Yo.lid- 36 Miuin&- s 

INV6 lnvenhln en equlpoo de dlslrlbuc:16n 
Yo.lid c .... 

Vo.lue Label Val.e Frequenoy Pe- Per<elll Pcraolll 
Prefe ... ncia I 1 2 4.9 8.3 8.3 
Prefereacio 2 2 1 2.4 4.2 12.5 
Prefe ... acia 3 6 14.6 25.0 37.5 
p..,re...acia 4 4 2 4.9 8.3 45.8 
Prefereacio S 5 1 2.4 4.2 so.o 
Preferencia 7 7 6 14.6 25.0 15.0 
Preferencia 8 8 6 14.6 25.0 100.0 

17 41.S Miuin& 

TOIOI 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 5.208 Median 6.000 Std dev 2.S02 
Vori.anoo 6.259 Minim11111 1.000 MuimLID 8.000 
Yo.lid.,._ 24 Miuin& euea 17 



INV7 ln-,o141n ., .. ulpm do almannamla,18 
Va.lid c..., 

Vlh& Label v11 .. fn,quency Penzni Permn1 Pera,111 
Preferencia 1 1 1 2.4 4.2 4.2 
Preferencia 3 3 2 4.9 8.3 12.S 
Preferencia 4 4 6 14.6 2S.O 31.S 
Preferencia S S 9.8 16. 7 .54.2 
Preferencia 6 6 2.4 4.2 S8.3 
Preferencia 1 7 12.2 20.8 79.2 
Preferencia 8 8 S 12.2 20.8 100.0 

17 4U Miuin& 

Tcw 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean S.SOO Median S.000 Std dev l. 978 v.- 3.913 Mínimum 1.000 Muimum 8.000 
Valid- 24 Miuin¡cueo 17 

INVII lnwnl<ln en hard_,.. y lOl\wwe mmpula 
Val.id Cum 

Valuo Label Valuo Frequency Per-.i Penzn1 Permlll 
Preferencia I 1 s 12.2 16.1 16.1 
Preferencia 2 2 6 14.6 19.4 3S.S 
Preferencia 3 ) 6 14.6 19.4 S4.8 
Preferencia 4 s 12.2 16.1 71.0 
Preferencia S 3 7.3 9.7 80.6 
Pn,ferencia 6 6 3 7.3 9.7 90.3 
Pn,ferencia 7 7 1 2.4 3.2 93.S 
Preferencia 8 8 2 4.9 6.S 100.0 

10 24.4 Miuin¡ 
-···- --- ---

Tcw 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 3..S81 Median 3.000 Stddev 2.046 
Vari.moo 4.18S Minimum 1.000 Maximum 8.000 
Va.lid- 31 Miuin&- 10 

INV_OP lnwn141n en otra opcl<ln a •poclllmr 
Va.lid Cum 

Val1&l..abel Vol1& fn,quency Pe.- PenzDI l'era,111 
Preferencia I 1 1 2.4 2S.O 2S.O 
Preferencia 3 3 1 2.4 2S.O so.o 
Pn,íen,ncia 8 8 2 4.9 so.o 100.0 

37 90.2 Miuin¡ 
--- ---- ---

Tcw 41 100.0 100.0 

Meon S.000 Median s.soo Stddev 3.SS9 
Varianm 12.667 Minimum 1.000 MOXÍIIIIIIII 8.000 
Va.lid- 4 Miuill&- 37 

INV _ COMP lnwnl<ln ., c6mpule 
Meon 2111176.60 Median 112266.000 Sld clcv 64S913S.06 
Vuwa 4.173E+13 Minimum .000 M- 28400000.0 
Valid- :JI Miuin&- 21 

INV _PROD lnwn141n., produa:16n 
MCIII IS383846.S Median 1000000.00 Sld clcv .54:Jl96SI .4 
Varilla 2.939E+IS Miai.mum .000 M- 28SOOOOOO 
Val.id- 28 Miuin&- 13 

EMP_PROD p......,laJ, do omplmdm., manulK!ura 
Mean .2SS Median .:JIO Stddev .214 
Vatianao .046 Minimum .000 Mulmum .ISO 
Valid- JO Miuin¡- 11 

OBR PROD .._,laJ, do ollnrm., produaddn 
Mean- .SSS Median .61S Stdclcv .308 
Vuwa .095 Minimum .000 MIXimlD 1.000 
Vllid - 32 Miloill&- 9 

EMP PVAR Varlad6n., 1111 ompl- 111 manufllctura 
Mean- .173 Mediaa .OSO Sld dov .304 
Variua .092 MlalmlD ·.160 MuimlD .IOI 
Val.id- 24 Miloin¡- 17 

OBR PVAR Varlad6n • ... olor-., manulK!ura 
Mean- .243 Median .l:JI Slddov .3SS 
Vlrianm .126 Minimlft ·.300 Mulmum 1.000 
Val.id- 26 Miuin¡- IS 

CTO PROD Pan:enlaJo del a.lo de manulK!ura 
MQn- .490 Median . .SOO Std dov .:JIS 
Variua .042 MinimlD .OSO Mulmum .IOI 

Va.lid - 2S Miloin¡ - 16 

DISENO Dl1olla produc:taa? 
Val.id c..., 

Valuo Label Val1& Frequency Pe.- Peraolll Permnl 
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no o 11 26.8 26.8 26.8 
1i 1 30 73.2 73.2 100.0 --- --· -··--

Toial 41 100.0 100.0 

MMII .732 Mediar. 1.000 Stdclcv .449 
Vuianae .201 Mínimum .000 Muim\A'D 1.000 
Valid- 41 Miuin¡¡cua o 

PERSONAS Pononu III dl1ello 
MNII .119 Median .04S Stdclcv .161 
Vari.moo .026 Minimum .000 Muimum .670 
Va.lid- 36 Miuin¡- s 

ACTMDA Ac:IMdad lnd~1lrlal 
Va.lid Cum 

Vlluo l..abel Val.,. Frequeacy Pen>Olll Perao111 Penz111 

2049 2.4 2.6 2.6 
2072 2.4 2.6 S.I 
2317 1 2.4 2.6 7.7 
2321 2 4.9 S.I 12.8 
2411 1 2.4 2.6 IS.4 
2414 2.4 2.6 17.9 
2433 2.4 2.6 211.S 
2Sl9 2.4 2.6 23.1 
2711 2.4 2.6 2S.6 
2822 2.4 2.6 28.2 
JOSO 2.4 2.6 30.8 
3061 2.4 2.6 33.3 
3062 2.4 2.6 3S.9 
3211 4.9 S.I 41.0 
3219 2.4 2.6 43.6 
3322 2.4 2.6 46.2 
3341 2.4 2.6 48.7 
33SI 2.4 2.6 Sl.3 
3Sl2 2.4 2.6 Sl.8 
3S20 2.4 2.6 S6.4 
3S31 2.4 2.6 S9.0 
3S92 2.4 2.6 61.S 
3639 2.4 2.6 64.1 
369S 2.4 2.6 66.1 
3710 2.4 2.6 69.2 
3721 2.4 2.6 71.8 
3723 2 4.9 S.I 16.9 
3791 1 2.4 2.6 79.S 
3793 2 4.9 S.I 84.6 
3811 1 2.4 2.6 87.2 
3813 2 4.9 S.I 92.3 
3817 2.4 2.6 94.9 
3891 2.4 2.6 97.4 
3992 1 2.4 2.6 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 
---- ---- --· 

Tcw 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 323).282 Median 33SI.OOO Sld dev S91.931 
Vari.moo 3S0382.839 Mlnimum 1049.000 MoximlD 3992.000 
Va.lid- 39 Miuill&- 2 

SECTOR Sol:lor lndmlrlal 
Va.lid Cum 

Vlh&Label 
Prad- alimomici 
Textilol, ~ clc 
ID! .. lria y pradUOIO 
Papol, praductm clc 
Sumlallciu quimieu 
Prad_mino ..... 
Prad..,... motalicm 
0t,u ied .. lrial 111111 

v11 .. Fn,quency Pe.- PerooDI Penzlll 
1 2 4.9 S.I S.I 
2 7 17.1 17.9 23.1 
3 1 2.4 2.6 2S.6 
4 1 2.4 2.6 28.2 
S 6 14.6 IS.4 43.6 
6 3 7.l 7.7 Sl.3 
8 18 43.9 46.2 97.4 
9 1 2.4 2.6 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

Tcw 41 100.0 100.0 

M- S.744 Median 6.000 Sld uv 2.613 
Vatianao 6.827 Minimum 1.000 Muimum 9.000 
Valid- 39 Miuin&- 2 

LINEAS N6m ... do lln- do productm 
MNII 3.308 Median 3.000 Stddev I.SS9 
Variua 2.429 Minimum 1.000 Mulmum S.000 
Va.lid cueo 39 Miuill&- 2 

VOL PROD Volumen do produa:1611 
Mean- IIM02S26.7 Median 180000.000 Sld dov 83006906.1 
Vuwa 6.890E+ IS Minimim 2S.OOO Muimum 462600000 
Va.lid- 31 Miuill&- 10 



PARTES Ndmero do puúl 
Man 9713.524 Malian 180.000 Sld dcv 27028.539 
Varianoe 730541933 Minimum .000 Mu.imum 100000.000 
Valid - 21 MiHin¡ c:o.o :!O 

Sl11 _ ENSA Nllmero de 1u1Hnsambl• 
Meon 3807.864 Maliaa 11.000 Slddcv 12119.754 
Varianoz 146888440 Miaimum .000 Muimwa 50000.000 
Valid - :?2 MiHin¡ cuca 19 

PRODUCTO Número do produclm 
Mean 632.143 Maliaa 2S.OOO Sld dcv 2117.847 
Varianao 448S2n .83 Minimwu 1.000 Muimum 10000.000 
Valid a1!C8 JS MiHin¡ c::uca 6 

PRD _ ANO Produeleo nuevm par año 
Mean 14.924 Malian 4.000 Std dcv 22.486 
Varianao 505.627 Minimum .000 Muinua 100.000 
Valid cueo 33 MiHin¡ .,._ 

PRD _ Dli:SC Produclm d-,tlnuadm par año 
Mean 8. 742 Malian 3.000 Std dcv IS.660 
Varianoz 245.248 Miaimum .000 Muimum 70.000 
Valid - 31 Mmin¡ .,._ 10 

CAM _ ING Camblm do lnpnlorla"' produeleo par a 
Mean 34.SSO Malian I0.000 Std dcv 63.682 
Varianoo 40S5.4S2 Miaimum .000 Muimum 300.000 
Valid c:ua 2S MiHin¡- 16 

PROD _ INV Pon:,onll\Jo do la produa:141n de producir 
Mc.an .306 Median .3>0 Sld mv .321 
Varianoo .103 Miaim1m .000 Muimum 1.000 
Valid cua 40 MiHin¡ COMO I 

PROD _ ORD Pon:,onlaje de la produa:ldn de producir 
Mc.an .694 Median .800 Sld <kv .321 
Varianoo .103 Miaim1m .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Valid - 40 Mi.uin¡ - 1 

FLUJO_ CO l'oranll\l• de p..- do nujo mntlnuo 
Mean .300 Maliaa .000 Sld mv .411 
Varianoo .169 Miaimum .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Valid .....,. 38 MiHin¡ - 3 

L ENSAMB l'oranll\Je de produa:lon on llna do fflisamble 
M~ .180 Median .000 Stdmv .312 
Varianoo .098 Minimum .000 Mulm1m 1.000 
Valid - 38 MiHin¡ ._.. 3 

POR LOTE Pon:enlaje de produaf• par lote 
M_;- .374 Malian .12S Stdmv .423 
Varianco .179 Miaim1m .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Valid .,._ 38 Mi.uin¡ ..,_ 3 

POR_ T ALL l'oranll\Je de produa:lon par laller 
Man .163 Median .000 Stdmv .341 
Varianao .116 Minimum .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Valid cuco 38 Mi.uin¡ oum 3 

PR LOTE Promedio del lamallo del !ole 
M~ ,om .014 Median 16.000 Sld..., 32378.903 
Varianoe 1048393359 Minimllm .000 Mu.imum 120000.000 
Valid.,.... 22 Mi.uinc .,._ 19 

P L T PQ Prmnodlo del lamallo del !ole pequelo 
Mc.an - zm.ooo Median 5.soo Slddev 6651.434 
Variam» 44241570.S Minimum .000 Muimwn 2.S000.000 
Valid- 22 MiNinccua 19 

P L T GR Prmnodlo del lamallo de !ole p-ando 
Meu - 24S484. 773 Median 212.soo Sld c1ov 1063497. U 
Varianoo 1.131E·.-12 Mlllhmm .000 Muimum 5000000.00 
Validcua 22 Miaaia¡cum 19 

ACT MANU Actividad do manur-..:tun 
- Valid Cum 

Vali& Lab::I Vah& F-acy PefflODI Peraolll Penzlll 
Fabric:acioa 1 13 31.7 3S.I 35.1 
cnoamb• 2 S 12.2 13.S 48.6 
Fabric:aaon y cnmat, 19 46.3 SI .4 100.0 

• 9.8 MiNia¡ 

TOl&l 41 100.0 100.0 

Meen 2.162 Median 3.000 Std dcv 
Varianoo .862 Minimum 1.000 Mulmum 
Valid..- 37 Miaain¡c:aac:a 4 

CRECER Objotlw -pontlw do a--

.928 
3.000 
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Valid Cum 
Vali&Lab::l Valuo F-iuc- PefflODI Penz111 Penzat 
DO O 9 22.0 22.0 22.0 
si 32 78.0 78.0 100.0 

----- ----· 
TOlal 41 100.0 100.0 

Meon .780 Malian 1.000 Stdmv .419 
Variancc .176 Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Valid..- 41 Missing- o 

SOBREVIV ObJotlw cnrporatlw do IObrevlvlr 
Valid Cum 

Vali& Lab::I Val.., Frequc- Peraca1 Penz111 Penznl 
DO O 40 97.6 97.6 97.6 
si 1 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 

.024 
.024 

41 

TOl&l 41 100.0 100.0 

Mcdw, 
Minimw:a 
MiHin¡c:aac:a 

.000 
.000 

o 

Std mv 
Mu:imum 

OB _ IJl1LI ObJotlw cnrporatlw de obtener utllldad 
Valid Cum 

.IS6 
1.000 

Vah& Lab::l Valuc F-- PefflODI Pera:111 Penzn1 
DO O 17 41.S 41.5 41.S 
si 24 S8.S S8.S 100.0 

TOia! 41 100.0 100.0 

Meu .SBS Median 1.000 Std dcv .499 
Varianoo .249 Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Valid c:aac:a 41 Miuin& c:aacs O 

RETORNO ObJetlw cnrpontlw do relamo a la ln--a.ln 
Valid Cum 

Valuo Lab::I Val,., Fn:quc- Peroo111 Pe..,.at Penzat 
DO o 3S 8S.• 85.4 as.• 
si 1 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 

TOl&l 41 100.0 100.0 

Meu .146 Median .000 Sld dav .3S8 
Variam» .1211 Minimum .000 Mulmum 1.000 
Valid - 41 Mi.uin¡ cuca O 

METAS _n ObJotlw -poratlw do olr'u motas nnananclons 
Valid c..., 

Valuo Lab::l Vah& Frequcacy Peraonl Penzlll Penzat 
DO O 38 <f2. 7 92.7 <f2. 7 
si 1 3 7.3 7.3 100.0 

TOl&l 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .073 Median .000 Std dav . 264 
Vorianoo .070 Miaimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Validc:aaca 41 Mi.uia¡cua O 

-:o _DEnN No atan d.nnldm i.. obJetl- c..-pontl-
Valid Cum 

Valuc Lab::l va1 .. F-acy Pe.....a Penz111 Penz111 
dañaid.. O 41 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Meu 
Miaimum 
Validcuco 

.000 
.000 
41 

TOlal 41 100.0 100.0 

Std dcv .000 
Muim..., 

Vorianao 
.000 
o 

.000 

PRODUCTI Meraulm do producto y .....,.., ... 

Valuo Lab::l 
No a IU e1tn1e¡ia 
Ea oucalnk,l,Íadc 

Valid c..., 
Vol .. Frequc- Pe....at l'enzal Pe..,.at 

O 26 63.4 63.4 63.4 
I IS 36.6 36.6 100.0 

TOl&l 41 100.0 100.0 

Meu 
Variam» 
Valid.,._ 

.366 
.238 

41 

Median 
Minimum 
Miasincc:aac:a 

.000 
.000 

o 

Std dcv .488 
Mulmum 1.000 

RANGO _DE Ran(IO de prod-

Valuc Lab::I 
No ee 1u eetnte&,i d 
Ea su cetnte&ia de 

Valid Cum 
Val .. Frequc- Peroo111 ,e..,.111 Pera:at 

O 36 87.8 87.8 87.8 
5 12.2 12.2 100.0 

TOl&l 41 100.0 100.0 



M- .122 Median .000 Std dov .JJI 
V""""'"' .110 MinimLm .000 Muimum 1.000 
Volid cua 41 Miuin¡CIMI O 

MEZCLA_D M- de produc:lol 

Valw: 1..a1io1 
No a su cetnte&ia 
El ,u cotral&p do 

Mean 
VarianDe 
Validcua 

.19S 
.161 

41 

Volid CLm 
Vaha f,..quoaoy Pe.- Pe..,.111 Peroeat 

O 33 IIO.S IIO.S IIO.S 
8 19.S 19.S 100.0 

Total 

Median 
MinimLID 
Miuin¡cua 

41 100.0 100.0 

.000 Stddov 
.000 Muimum 

o 

.401 
1.000 

VOLUMEN Volumen 

Valw: 1..a1,c1 
No ee su C1trs1e&,ia 

E, su catni&gia do 

Mean .341 
V1rim::e .230 
Valid- 41 

Valid Cum 
Valw: F"'quoaoy PeRIIIII Peroeat Pe..,.111 

O 27 6S.9 6S.9 6S.9 
1 14 34.1 34.1 100.0 

·-·- --- ---
TOia! 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stddov .480 
Mínimum .000 Muim11:n 1.000 
Miuin&- o 

ur ANDAR Es1andar1-16n w •p«lllad6n del diente 
Volid Cum 

Vaha Labcl 
No a una eslnle&ia 
El ,.. atratsp • 

Man .268 
Vuwx,o .201 
Valid- 41 

Valw: Fn:quoncy Pe.- Pe..,.111 PeroeDl 
O JO 73.2 73.2 73.2 
1 11 26.8 26.8 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 .100.0 

Median .000 Std•• .449 
Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuin¡- o 

INNOVACI lnlNIWd6n 

Vaha l..abcl 
No• ..._ eetnle&,ia 
E, - atntsp do 

M- .293 
Varianoe .212 
Valid- 41 

Volid Cum 
Vaha Fn:quoaoy Pe.- Peroeat Pe""'at 

O 29 10.7 10.7 10.7 
12 29.J 29.3 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dov .461 
Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuin&- O 

LIDER_VS Llder w a1 ....... u..,.. de sepldor 

va1w: 1..a1,c1 
No m una eelnle¡ia 
Ea um eetrase&it, da 

M""" .195 
Varianoe .161 
Valid c:uca 41 

PRECIO PrKlo 

Valw: Labcl 
Aslno-nó*ID 
Asl--cn 

Mean .634 
Varianoe .238 
Valid- 41 

CALIDAD Calidad 

Valuo Labcl 
Aslnopnanó*ra 
Asl--en 

Mean .927 
Varianoe .010 
Valid- 41 

Volid Cum 
Vaha Fn:quoaoy Peroelll Peroe111 Pe .... 111 

O 33 80.S 80.S 80.S 
19.S 19.S 100.0 

Tocal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std •• . 401 
Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuin¡- O 

Valid C.... 
Valw: Fn:quoaoy PeRIIIII ......... l's""'DI 

O IS 36.6 36.6 36.6 
1 26 63.4 63.4 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mediar 1.000 Std dov .488 
Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
MÜ!lin¡- O 

Valid Cum 
Val,a Fn:quoncy Peroe111 Peraoat Psroeat 

O 3 7.3 7.3 7.3 
38 92.7 92.7 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Std dov .264 
Mínimum .000 Mwmum 1.000 
Miuin¡- O 

VELOCIDA Veladdad de enlrtp 
Valid Cum 
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va1 ... 1..a1io1 
Aslno¡om.nó*"'" 
Asl--en 

Valuo Fn:quoncy Pe,- PeraoDl Peroen1 
O 26 63.4 63.4 63.4 
I IS 36.6 36.6 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .366 Median .000 Std dov .488 
V""""'"' .238 Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Valid cuai 41 Mil•in& - O 

CONTIABI CCNlllabllldad de enlrep 

Valuo Labcl 
Aslno-nó*nc, 
As!¡om.n-cn 

Mean 

V""""'"' 
Volid-

.488 
.256 

41 

Volid Cum 
Val .. Fn:quoncy Pe.- Peroe111 Pe""'ni 

O 21 Sl.2 Sl.2 Sl.2 
1 20 48.8 48.8 100.0 

Total 

Median 
Minimum 
Missin¡coaea 

41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 

o 

Stddov 
Muimum 

.S06 
1.000 

AUMENTOS Aumenlm III demanda 

Valw: Labcl 
Aslno-nó*ra 
Asl-órdo,acn 

Mean .098 
Vanmao .090 
Volid.,._ 41 

Valid Cum 
Valuo fn,quoncy Pe,-u Peroo111 Peroolll 

O 37 90.2 90.2 90.2 
1 4 9.8 9.8 100.0 

TOia! 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dov .300 
Mínimum .000 Mwmim 1.000 
Millin¡- O 

RANGO_Dl Ran., doailor• 

Valuo Labcl 
As{ DO -n órde
,\sf pnmórderae 

Man .073 

Valid Cum 
Val,a fn,quoaoy PeRIIIII Pe""'DI PerooDI 

O 38 92.7 92.7 92.7 
1 3 7 .3 7.3 100.0 

l'otal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dov .264 
V""""'"' .010 Mínimum .000 Muimwn 1.000 
Volid- 41 Miuin¡cua O 

RANGO _D2 Ran .. de product• 

Val,al..abcl 
Aslno-drde

Ao! - órdera e 

Mean .244 
V1rianm .189 
V1lidCUN 41 

Volid Cum 
va1 .. fn,quoaoy ... _ Peroeal Peroelll 

O 31 75.6 1S.6 1S.6 
1 10 24.4 24.4 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stddov .435 
Minin1wn .000 Mu.imLID 1.000 
Miuin¡cma o 

LIDERAZG Lid ...... en dbñ> 

Valm Labcl 
Aslno¡om.nd•
Aol ¡om.n órde,.. e 

Mean 

V""""'"' 
Volid-

.366 
.238 

41 

Volid Cum 
Valo.e Fn:quoaoy Pe.- PeroeDI PerooDI 

O 26 63.4 63.4 63.4 

Total 

Median 
Minimmn 
Millin&-

IS 36.6 36.6 100.0 

41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 
o 

Stddov 
Muimum 

.488 
1.000 

SOPORTEI Soporla t6cnlm 

Valml..abcl 
Aolno-ó*"'" 
Aol¡om.n-cn 

Meen .366 
Variance .238 
Volid cuca 41 

SERVICIO Servido 

v.1 ... t..bcl 

Aol no - drde
Asl -órde-• 

Volid Cum 
Valir. Fn:quoncy Pe.- PerooDI PeraoDI 

O 26 63.4 63.4 63.4 
I IS 36.6 36.6 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dov .488 
Minimi.m .000 Moximim 1.000 
Millingcua O 

Volid Cum 
Vaha fn,quoncy Pe"""' Percolll Peraoat 

O 40 97.6 97.6 97.6 
1 2.4 2.4 100.0 

To-.al 41 100.0 100.0 



Mean .024 Median .000 Stddov .156 
Variana, .024 MínimlD .000 Mu.imlD 1.000 
Valid- 41 Millina- O 

FACILIDA Fldlldlld• do .... 
Valid CID 

Val1& Labol Val1& Fnoquoncy Pcrmm Pcraont Pcrao111 
Aar no pnan dnls- O 39 95.1 '17.5 97.5 

Aar pnan --• 1 2.4 2.5 100.0 
2.4 Millin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .025 Median .000 S1d do, .1 S8 
Variana: .02S Minimum .000 Mwmum 1.000 
Valid c:ua 40 Millin& -

OTRO otro 

Valuo Labol 
Aalnopnandnlsnoo 
Aal pnan órdc,- • 

Mean .100 
Varianae: .092 
Valid- 40 

Valid CID 
Valuo fn,quoncy l'cRIOIII l'cl<IOnl Pcroent 

O 36 87.8 90.0 90.0 
1 9.8 10.0 100.0 

1 2.4 Millill& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dov .304 
Mínimm, .000 MwmlD 1.000 
Millin&- 1 

MANUl'ACT Conaldera la manu!Ktu,. en la plan-16n del pr-do 
Valid CID 

Valuo Labol Valuo fn,quoncy l'cl<IODI Pcnzlll Pcnznt 
No conaidon la moma O 2 4.9 5.0 5.0 
SI c:o111idon la manu 1 33 80.S 82.5 87.5 
A-comidoNla 3 5 12.2 Ú.S 100.0 

2.4 Millin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Moan l.:!IIO Median 1.000 Sld dov . 723 
Voriana, .523 MinimlD .000 Mwm...., 3.000 
Validc:ua 40 MiNina.,._ 1 

EXISR_P Exlllo um planmddn •tntop, rornal do manun..:tu,. 

Val1& Labol 
Noc:x.iate 
Slcxia~ 

Mean 
Vari.ux:e 
Validc:ua 

.100 
.215 

40 

Valid CID 
ValLS Fnoquoncy Pcnz111 Pcnalll Pena• 

O 12 29.3 JO.O JO.O 
1 28 68.) 70.0 100.0 

1 2.4 Millin¡ 

·-- --- ---
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 S1ddov .464 
Mínimum .000 MwmLID 1.000 
Millin&c:ua 1 

l!XISTI! C nono la omp.-- conmprombo rornal para m~ la 
productl.tdad 

Valid CID 
v.1 .. La11o1 Valuo fn,quoncy Pcroont Pol<IOal l'cl<IO"' 
No c:Jtil1e campromilo 
Sí CAiaW eompn:mi,o 

O 8 19.5 20.5 20.5 
31 75.6 79.5 100.0 

2 4.9 Millin& 

T...i 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .795 Median 1.000 Stddov .409 
Vari.mm .167 Minimum .000 Mu.imum 1.000 
Validc:ua )9 Miooinac:ua 2 

POR CUAN CUÚllo u....,.. lla exllddo el c:omprombo de m~orar la 
prodÜcu"'dlld 
Moan 63.879 Medio 44.000 

.000 
8 

Std dov 89.182 
Variana: 7953.48.S Minimum Muimm 480.000 
Valid - )) Millina -

OBJETIVO 
Valid c ..... 

Valuo Labol Val1& fn,quoncy Pe"'""' Poraoa1 Pcrao• 
o 3 7.) 9.1 9.1 
1 3 7.) 9.1 18.2 
2 2.4 ).O 21.2 
J 2.4 3.0 24.2 
4 14 34.1 42.4 66.7 
5 1 2.4 3.0 69.7 
6 1 2.4 3.0 72.7 
7 1 2.4 3.0 75.8 
8 2 4.9 6.1 81.8 
9 3 7.) 9.1 90.9 

193 

10 
11 

2.4 J.O 93.9 
4.9 6.1 100.0 
19.5 MiNin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 4.758 Median 4.000 Std dov 3.143 
Variana: 9.8n Mínim1m .000 Muim...., 11.000 
ValidCONO JJ Millir,¡.,._ 8 

l!XISTl!_A Su emprma H manUene aduallzada de loa•- lec. en m 
Valid Cim 

Val1& Labol Val1& fn,quoncy Pcroont l'cl<IOIII Pcraonl 
sr o 9 22.0 22.0 22.0 
No 32 78.0 78.0 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Moan .780 Mediao 1.000 Sld dov .419 
Varianm .176 Minim...., .000 Muimum 1.000 
Validcuoa 41 MiNir,¡cuoa O 

Gl!Rl!Nl"EI Que lanlo N Involucra el C...lo de lnpnlerla do dlHño 
Valid c...., 

Valuo Labol Val,e fn,quoncy l'craolll Pcraont Pcnznt 
No lay o IS 36.6 39.S 39.5 
p_, 2 2 4.9 5.3 44.7 
Replu ) 5 12.2 13.2 57.9 
Suficionra 4 6 14.6 15.8 73.7 
~ 5 10 24.4 26.3 100.0 

) 7.) Millir,¡ 

·---- ----- ---· 
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Man 2.447 Median 3.000 Stddov 2.152 
Variana: 4.632 Mínimum .000 MwmlD 5.000 
Valid- )8 Miuin&c:ua 

GERl!Nl"El Qua lanto N Involucra ol C...lo nmnc:1 .... ., la plan-16n 

va1 .. Labol 
No lay 
Nada .._ 
Replu 
Suficionre 

M.... 3.053 
Variana: 3 .889 
Validc:ua JI 

Valid CID 
Valuo Fnoquoncy Pcroont Pcnznt l'craolll 

O 8 19.S 21.1 21.1 
1 3 7.3 7.9 28.9 
2 2 4.9 5.3 34.2 
3 3 7.3 7.9 42.1 

4 
5 

10 
12 

J 

24.4 
29.) 

7.3 

26.) 68.4 
31.6 100.0 
Miuin& 

--- --- ---
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Std dov l. '172 
Mínimum .000 Mwmum s.ooo 

Millin&c:ua 3 

GERl!Nl"E2 Que 1an1o N Involucra ol eer .. ie de slslonm ., la planoacl6n 

Valuo Labol 
No lay 
Nada .._ 
Repdar 
Suficim8 
Ex-

Mean 2.0S) 
V1rianaa 3.294 
Valid- )8 

Valid Cum 
Valuo f,.quoncy Ponz111 l'croonl Pcnz• 
O 13 31.7 34.2 34.2 
1 2 4.9 S.3 39.S 
2 7 17.1 18.4 57.9 

4 
5 

7 17.1 18.4 76.) 
4 9.8 10.5 116.8 
5 12.2 13.2 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Modlao 2.000 Std dov 1.815 
Minin,um .000 Muimum 5 .000 
Millin1- 3 

GERENl"E3 Que lanlo N lnwlucra ol e.rente de losfslk:a III la planmddn 

Valuo Labol 
No lay 
Nada 
Re1ular 
Suficionr& 
Ex-

Valid Cum 
Valuo Fnoquoncy Pcroont Pera,• Pcnz• 

O 20 48.8 S4.I 54.1 
1 2.4 2. 7 56.8 
3 7.3 8.1 64.9 

•I 5 12.2 13.5 78.4 
5 8 19.5 21.6 100.0 

4 9.8 Millin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Moan 1.892 Media• .000 Std dov 2.208 
va,;.,- 4.8n Minim...., .ooo Muimum 5.000 

Valid - 37 Millin& - 4 



GERENl'M Que 1an1o M lnwl...,.. el G.enla de lnplerla III la planllld6n 
Val.id C1n1 

Volue l..obel Value Frcqi&ncy l'eroonl l'enslll Pens111 
O 5 12.2 13.2 13.2 
3 4 9.8 10.S 23.7 

4 9 22.0 23. 7 47.4 
5 31 48.8 52.6 100.0 

7.3 MiNin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mcon 3.895 Median 5.000 Std c1cv 1.673 
Varianao ~.799 Minimum .000 Maximum 5.000 
Valid cuco 38 MiAin¡ .._ 3 

GERENl'E5 Que tanlo se lnwlucra el Gerenle de manul'edura en la planOK!ón 

Valuo l..obel 
Nob&y 
Poco 
R,,¡ular 
Su/icienle 

Mean 3.897 
Vorimiz 2.042 
Volidcuco 39 

Val.id Cum 
Voluo fn,:qi&ncy l'eroonl Pe .... 111 Pera:111 

O 3 7.3 7.7 7.7 
2 1 2.4 2.6 10.3 
3 8 19.5 :?0.5 30.8 

4 9 22.0 23.1 53.8 
5 18 43.9 46.2 100.0 

2 4.9 MiAin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Std clcv 1.429 
Minim1n1 .000 Maxim1n1 5 .000 
Miuin¡- 2 

GERENl'E6 Quo lanlo M lnwlucra el Gor1111a do m......io1acn1a ., la 
plan-=141n 

Valuo l..obel 
Nob&y 
Nada 
Poco 
R,,&ular 
Su/icime 
E,ua .. mme 

Mcm 2.763 
Vorimiz 4.726 
Valid.,._ 38 

Val.id C1n1 
Valuo fn,:qi&ncy l'enznl. Pera:111 Pera:111 

O 12 29.3 31.6 31.6 
1 2 4.9 5.3 36.8 
2 1 2.4 2.6 39.S 
3 5 12.2 13.2 52.6 

4 9.8 10.5 63.2 
5 14 34.1 36.8 100.0 

3 7.3 MiAin& 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 3.000 Stddev 2.174 
Mínimum .000 Maximum 5.000 
MiAin&- 3 

GERENl'E7 Que lanlo se lnwlucra el Gor111la de malerlalm ., la plan-=l6n 
Val.id C.... 

Valuo l..obel 
No lay 
Nada 
Poco 
R,,&Uiar 
Suficionr& 
Ex-

Mean 3.026 
Varimiz 3.432 
Val.id<UOO 38 

Voluo fn,:qi&ncy Peroon1 l'ensDI l'ensDI 
O 7 17.1 18.4 18.4 
1 2 4.9 5.3 23.7 
2 9.8 10.5 34.2 
3 14.6 15.8 50.0 
4 8 19.5 21.1 71.1 
5 11 26.8 28.9 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin¡ 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 3.500 Std dov l .8S2 
Minim1n1 .000 Muim1n1 S.000 
Miuin&- 3 

GERENl'EI Que lanlo M lnwl...,.. el Gtnnla do Cllll*d de plan-=141n 

Valuo Lobel 
No hay 
Poco 
R,,¡ular 

Man 3.38S 
Varimiz 3.190 
Volidcueo )9 

Val.id Ctn 
Valuo f.._ncy l'eroonl ...,_DI l'ensDI 
O 7 17.1 17.9 17.9 
2 1 2.4 2.6 20.S 
3 7 17.1 17.9 38.S 

4 -11 26.8 28.2 66.7 
S 13 31.7 33.3 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Stddov 1.786 
Minim1n1 .000 Maximum S .000 

MiAin¡cua 2 

afROl Que lanlo se lnwlucra otro Gor111le ffl la planad6n olralfp:a 
Volid C1n1 

Valuo Lobel 
Nob&y 
Su/iciollle 
Ex--.... 

Valuo fn,:qi&ncy Penslll l'ensDI Penslll 
O IS 36.6 62.S 62.S 
4 l 7.3 12.S 7S.O 
5 6 14.6 2S.O 100.0 

17 41.5 Miuin& 
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To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 1.750 Median .000 Std dov 2.327 
Vuianoe 5.413 Minimum .000 Moximum 5 .000 
Validcua 24 Misain¡cuca 17 

EJECl!TIV Nambre del eJecullw de mayor nlvel 

Valuo l..abel 
Duoño 
Ge..- &fflOral 
Geft:DledoplaDIO 
Conlador público 
lnaeniero en aeronllu 
Director r.cm::ral 
Lioonciado en Admini 
Ge..- do oporacion 
Geft:Dledo&~ 
p..,.idom, 
Licenciado en econom 

Mean 4.463 
Vorianao 7 .155 
Val.idcuee 41 

Val.id Cum 
Valt& Frcquoncy Penslll Pens111 Pe...,DI 

1 2 4.9 4.9 4.9 
2 13 31.7 31.7 36.6 
3 5 12.2 12.2 48.8 
4 4.9 4.9 53.7 
5 1 2.4 2.4 56.1 
6 12 29.3 29.3 85.4 
7 
8 
9 
10 

·.1 

1 
1 
1 
2 

2.4 
2.4 
2.4 

4.9 
2.4 

2.4 87.8 
2.4 90.2 
2.4 92.7 

4.9 97.6 
2.4 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Std dev 2.67S 
Mínimum 1.000 Moximum 11 .000 

Miuin¡c:ueo O 

ENl'ENDIM Quf lan bl111 enllfflendo el eJeculuvo el c:onaplo de lnlep11dén 
aulomallada 

Valuo l..obel 
Nada 
Poco 
R,,&Uiar 
Bion 
Muy bien 

Mean 3.475 v.- 2.102 
Val.id- 40 

Valid Cum 
ValtlO fn,:qi&ncy l'enslll Pe .... DI l'e""'lll 
1 5 12.2 12.S 12.5 
2 7 17.1 17.S 30.0 

6 14.6 IS.O 45.0 
4 8 19.5 20.0 6S.O 

5 14 34.1 3S.O 100.0 
1 2.4 MiAin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Std clcv 1.450 
Minimmn 1.000 Mwm1n1 S.000 

Misain¡CIKO I 

SOPORTEl Capadlad6n en lecnolopa de CIM 

Voluo l..obel 
Aa! no soporta la im 
Aa( 90pOftO la imple 

Val.id Cmn 
Value fn,:quoncy l'enslll l'enslll l'enslll 

O 28 68.3 73. 7 73. 7 
1 10 24.4 26.3 100.0 

3 7.3 MiAin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .263 Median .000 Std dov .446 
V~ .199 Minim1n1 .000 Maximum 1.000 
Val.id- 38 MiAin¡cuea 3 

FORMULAC lnwlucnml .. to dlnclo rormulando •podllmdaan• 
Val.id C1n1 

Valuo Lobo! 
Aa( DO ooporla la im 
,.., _ ... la impl 

Val1& F.._ncy l'enslll Pe .... 111 Perm::nt 
O 29 70. 7 76.3 76.3 

9 22.0 23. 7 100.0 
3 7.3 Miuin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .237 Median .000 Std dov .431 
V&na!IIZ .186 Minimum .000 Maximmn 1.000 
Val.id- 38 Miuin¡-

Sl!LECCII lnwluamnlenlo dlroclo NI-do mmpon.,lal do CIM 
Val.id Cum 

Valuo l..obel 
Aaf no oopona la im 
Aa{ oop,rtalaimpl 

Val\lO fn,:quoncy l'enslll l'erm::DI l'enz:DI 
O 28 68.3 73.7 73. 7 

10 24.4 26.3 100.0 
3 7.3 Miuin¡ 

-- ·--- ---
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .263 Median .000 Stddov .446 
V•rimce .199 Minimtn .000 Moximum 1.000 
ValidCOMO 38 Miuin¡cueo 3 

JU!fl'lnC lnwlucramlenlo dlrocto ., la JuaUl'kad6n 

Valuo Lobel 
Aa{ DO soporta la Ím 
Aa( _ ... la impl 

Val.id Cum 
ValllO fn,:qi&ncy l'enslll J'erm::111 l'erm::DI 

O 28 68.3 73.7 73.7 
I O 24.4 26.3 100.0 

7.3 Miuin& 



Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mom 
Varianz 
Volidcuu 

.263 
.199 

38 

Median 
Minian..m 
Miainccua 

.000 Stdcl.Y 
.000 M1Jtimum 

3 

.446 
1.000 

IMPLEMEN ln .... ucnml•lo dlra:to III la lmpl-ladoo 

Valuo um:I 
Alol no ooporta la im 
Aol sopona la impl 

Volid Cin 
Valuo F"''l'"'IIOY Pe.- Pera:111 Pera:111 

O 26 63.4 68.4 68.4 
12 29.3 31.6 100.0 

J 7.3 Miain& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 
Varimoe 
Valid c:um 

.316 
.222 

38 

Median 
Mínimum 
Miain¡ cuea 

.000 Sldcl.Y 
.000 Maximum 

3 

.471 
1.000 

EVALUACI ln .... ucnml11118 dlrw:to .. 111 nalllld6n opend....a del• ...... ,.... .... 
Valuoum:I 
Aor no ooporta la im 
Aol oapona la impl 

Volid Cum 
Valuo Fn:quon<y Pe.- Pen,on& Pera,111 

O 30 73.2 78.9 78.9 
1 8 19.S 21.1 100.0 

3 7.3 Milain& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .211 Median .000 Stdcl.Y .413 v.- .171 Mínimum .000 Max.im1m1 1.000 
Valid- 38 Miasinc- 3 

REVISI _ N Rftl1loo dol lnlbllJo hooho por loo 1ubordlnadol 
Volid C.um 

Voluo Lom:I Voluo Fn:quon<y Per<>ODI Pera,at Pera,111 

Aol no ooporta la im 

Alol """""" la impl 

o 26 
12 

63.4 
29.3 

3 

68.4 68.4 
31.6 100.0 

7.3 Miain¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M
V•rianm 
Volid-

.316 
.222 

38 

Median 
Miaimum 
MiaiD&.,._ 

.000 Stdcl.Y .471 
.000 Max.imum 1.000 

3 

PROVISIO Prffllioo de dlrC1:1'111 de 1ubordl ...... roladonadal...., la 
mmpaUblll ..... de loo •l'IMnDI do CIM 

ÑÍIIOIClpCIN la im 
""' ,oporta la impl 

Volid Cin 
Vol.., f,.quoaoy Permat Pel'CIODI Pe ... DI 

O 30 73.2 78.9 78.9 
1 1 19.S 21.1 100.0 

7.3 Miainc 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 
v.,;.
vo1id-

.211 
.171 

38 

Median 
Mínimum 
Milain¡.,._ 

.000 Stdcl.Y 
.000 Muimum 

3 

.413 
1.000 

COMPROMI Comproml- de prmupu•lo 

Aof nD IOP:,rta la im 

"'' ooporta la impl 

Volid C1n 
Vol .. F-aoy Pe.- P'etoeat Permat 

O 27 6S.9 71.1 71.1 
1 11 26.8 28.9 100.0 

3 7 .3 Millin& 

---· -·-· --
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .289 Median .000 SldmY .460 
Variance .211 Minimwa .000 Max.im .... 1.000 
Valid- 38 Milamr,,ua 3 

COMPROMI Comproml- de ............ 

Val .. Lam:I 
Aol no oop:,rta la im 
"'' ooporta la impl 

Volid Cum 
vo1 .. F-aoy Pe.- Pera,at Pe ... at 

O 2S 61.0 6'.8 65.8 
13 31.7 34.2 100.0 

3 7.3 MiMiD& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .342 Median .000 Std el.Y .481 
V1rw"" .231 Minim..., .000 Muim.... 1.000 
Volid - 38 MiMin¡ c:um 

LIDERAZI Lid .... 
Volid Cum 

Vol .. f,.quoaoy Pe.- Pera:111 Pe ... at 

195 

Ali no soporta la im 

"'' sop:,rta la impl 
o 27 6S.9 71.1 71.1 

11 26.8 28. 9 100.0 
3 7.3 Milain¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .:?119 Median .000 S1d el.Y .460 
VarilllllO .211 Minim1.111 .000 MIJ<im1m1 1.000 
Valid cue1 38 Milain¡ - 3 

OTRA Olra opclcln para IOpOrlar la lmplemenladoo de loen. Avanzadal de 
manur.ctura 

Valid Cum 
Vahe um:I Valuo Fn:quon<y l'e!IZDI Pera,DI Pera,111 
Ali no ,opona la im O 38 92. 7 100.0 100.0 

3 7.3 Miain¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Man 
Minimm 
Volid-

.000 
.000 
38 

Std c1cv .000 
Muim1m1 

Miain¡-

Varianao 
.000 
3 

.000 

SOPOKTE2 Grado en que loo obr....,. y empl...i... soporlan ol obJtUvo de 
mejorar la productl>ldlul 

v .... i...i.:1 
Lo 1opor1m ..,,u1ar 
Lo lopor1aD lo sufic 
Lo lopor1aD 1otalmon 

Volid Cum 
Valuo Fn:quoaoy Pera:DI Pera,at Pera,DI 

3 7 17.1 17.S 17.S 
4 19 46.3 47.S 6'.0 
S 14 34.1 3S.O 100.0 

1 2.4 Miain¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 4.17S Median 4.000 Stddev .712 
Varianao .507 Mínim1m1 3 .000 MIJ<imum S .000 
V,lid.,._ 40 Miain¡- 1 

ACTIVID2 Exla.., , ........... de lnmiU- para lal aicdvldad• de _,,trad6n 
1111n "-8 l'llnc. 

v .... i...i.1 
NoeJUll&II 
Slui.slA 

M- .676 
Varianao .22S 
Volid- 34 

Volid Cum 
Val .. Fnoquoaoy Pera:Dt P,,,..111 PermDI 

O 11 26.8 32.4 32.4 
23 S6.I 67.6 100.0 

7 17.1 Miain& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Medio 1.000 Std el.Y .47S 
Mínimum .000 Max.imum 1.000 
Miainc- 7 

METAS_co Eldllffl propmnu de 1..-idvol para el,.....,...., h-moru 
-porauvu a larp plazo 

Voluo Llhol 
NocK.iatm 
SICJIÍIIA 

M-
Varianao 
Volid-

.soo 
.2S8 

34 

Volid Cum 
vo1 ... F ... quon<y Pe- Pe ... 111 PermDI 

O 17 41.S so.o so.o 
17 41.S SO.O 100.0 

7 17.1 Miain¡ 
--- ·--- ---

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .soo Stdcl.Y .508 
Minirn1.1:n .000 MIJ<imum 1.000 
Miain¡c:um 7 

Pl!RDIDAO Grado., que la aicdtud de r10Ulladol III p4rdlda de pod• 
Volid Cum 

Voluo l.aml 
Eup:ndo 
Mucbo 
Recular 
P0<0 
Nlda 

Voluo Fn,quoaoy Pe.- Pe .... 111 l'eRIODI 
1 2 4.9 S.6 S.6 
2 4 9.8 11.1 16.7 

4 
5 

3 7 .3 8.3 2S.O 
4 9.8 11.1 36.1 
23 56.1 63.9 100.0 

S 12.2 MiaiD& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M- 4.167 Median S.000 Stddcv 1.298 
Varianao 1.686 Minimum 1.000 Muimum S.000 

Volid - 36 Miain¡ - S 



Pl!RDIDAl Gndo., quo la Klllud • ,-ullaolm., ...... Ida• llllcNd4n 

v.1 .. Lobol 
EuFndo 
Mud>o 
Re¡ular 
p._ 
Noda 

Man 4.000 
v.,;...,. 1.714 
Valid cuca J6 

Valid C,n 
Valuo f..,quosy Pe.- ,...,.., Permn1 

I J 7.J l .) I.J 
2 4.9 5.6 IJ.9 
3 6 14.6 16.7 30.6 
4 6 14.6 16.7 47.2 
S 19 46.) 52.8 100.0 

S 12.2 Miuin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median S.000 Sld clcv 1.309 
M inimlSII 1 .000 Mu.imum S .000 

MiuU11c:uca 5 

Pl!RDID~ Gndo en que la IC\llud do r•ullaAlm., p4rdlda de mnlrol 

Vaha Lobol 
Eur.endo 
Mud>o 
Re¡ular 
p._ 
Noda 

Valid Cum 
Val11e Frcquen,;y ,.,_ PermDI Permm 

1 4 9.8 11.1 11.1 
2 J 7.J B.) 19.4 
3 S 12.2 1) .9 )).) 
4 S 12.2 IJ.9 47.2 
S 19 46.3 S2.8 IDO.O 

S 12.2 Milain¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean J .119 Median 5.000 S1d clev 1.430 
V1rianm 2.044 Minimum 1.000 Mu.im,n S.000 
Valid cuca J6 Miuil,¡.,... S 

Sl!GURIDA Grado .,. quo la KIIIINI de - • la ......-w..i del lrabo\lO 
Valid C,n 

Val.e Lobol 
Eu.,.ndo 
Mud>o 
Re¡ular 
Poeo 
Noda 

).946 
2.275 

)7 

Valuo f,.qw,11<)' Pe _ _ Pe- P,,..,.111 

1 5 12.2 IJ.S IJ .S 
2 J 7.) 8.1 21.6 
J J 7.3 1.1 29.7 
4 4 9.1 10.8 40.S 
S 22 53. 7 S9.S 100.0 

9.1 Mioam¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median S.000 S1ddev I.SOB 
Minimum 1.000 Mu.imum S.000 

Miaainc.,... 4 

Rl!l!MPLAZ Giwlo., 'I'" la Klllu,l• lnlr•- ..... ....,,..., pnt. 

Vah& l..obol 
Eu¡cndo 
Mudlo 
Re,uJar 
p._ 
Noda 

Volid Curn 
Val .. Frcqw,11<)' ,-,_ ,__ Pen:&111 

1 4 9.1 11 .4 11.4 
2 S 12.2 14.) 25.7 
J 2 4.9 5.7 )1.4 
4 4 9.1 11 .4 42.9 
S 20 48.8 S7. I 100.0 

6 14.6 Miaom¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M..., J.116 Median S.000 Slddev I.SIO 
Varianm 2.281 Minim,n 1.000 Mu.lmum S.000 
Valid - 35 Milain& c:uca 6 

Dl!MASIAD GnMlo ffl 'IUI i. ompl ... roq..,.. .._.......-~do 
n-m-•lr'alN\I• 
Val11e l..obol 
Eu.,.ndo 
Mud>o 
11e,u1ar 
Poeo 
Noda 

Man 
Varianm 
Valid-

3.081 
2.021 

)7 

Valid C,n 
Valuo F~'IIC)' Pe- ......... ~ 

1 6 14 .6 16.2 16.2 
2 8 19.S 21.6 37.1 
J 9 22.0 24.J 62.2 
4 S 12.2 IJ.S 75.7 
,- 9 22.0 24.J 100.0 

4 9.1 MiNiD& 

Total 41 

Median 

Milain¡c:uca 

100.0 100.0 

3.000 Slddev 
1.000 Mu.im,n 

4 

1.422 
S.000 

INFORMAC G .... en 'IIM lol ompledao NqUltr• ayuda para -
1nr........,mú-,l'labl1 

Val11e Lobol 
Eu.,.ndo 
Mumo 
Rer;ular 
p._ 
Noda 

Valid Cum 
Valuo Frcqw,sy P&- Pmio111 Pmio111 

I IS )6.6 41.7 41.7 
2 11 26.8 30.6 72.2 

1 2.4 2.1 7S.O 
4 J 7.) l .) 83.) 
S 6 14.6 16.7 100.0 
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12.2 Miuin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Mínimum 

Miaoin&c:ua 

2.000 
1.000 

s 

Sld clcv 
Muimum 

1.504 
S.000 

INCRl!MEN Grado en quo 1• ompl ...... roqulorffl a)'llda .. ra lncremenlar al 
-trol 

Vaha Lobo! 
Eu¡cndo 
Mucho 
Rer;ular ,_ 
Nada 

Mean 2.270 
Vari.u,m 2.147 
Valid- )7 

Valid Cum 
Valuo Frcquancy ,.,_ Pen:&DI Peraon1 

1 16 39.0 43.2 43 .2 
9 22.0 24 .) 67.6 
J 7.J 1.1 15.1 

4 4 9.1 10.8 lkU 
S S 12.2 IJ.5 100.0 

9.8 Milain¡ 

Tow 41 IDO.O 100.0 

Median 2.000 Sid c1ev 1.46S 
Mínimum 1.000 Mu.imlD S.000 

Milam¡c:uoe 4 

Ml!JORA_I! Grado en que I• ompladoo mtJorui la oclmd6n del Ira""'º 
lndMdml 

Vaha Lobo! 
Eu¡cndo 
MlaCbo 
Rer;ular ,_ 
Nado 

2.)24 
2.114 

37 

Valid c .... 
Vah"' Frcquoncy p,.,- Pen,on1 P&rao111 

1 14 34.1 )7.1 )7.1 
2 11 26.8 29.7 67.6 
) 4 9.8 10.1 711 .4 
4 2 4.9 5.4 83.8 
5 6 14.6 16.2 100.0 

4 9.8 Millin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 2.000 Sld dev 1.454 
MinimlD 1.000 Mu..im,n S.000 

Milain&- 4 

AY\JDA_l!N Grado ffl que lol 1111pladoo ayudan a ob18nw lu metu 
awporad-

Volue Lobo! 
WFndO 
Mucho 
R.r;ular 
p._ 
Neda 

M..., 2.649 
Variaaoo 2.179 
Valid- 37 

Volid Cum 
Value Frequoncy Pe.- PeraoDI P&raoDI 

1 12 29.3 )2.4 32.4 
2 6 14.6 16.2 41.6 
3 1 19.S 21.6 'l0.3 
4 S 12.2 13.S 13.8 
S 6 14.6 16.2 100.0 

4 9.B Miuin& 

Tow 41 100.0 IDO.O 

Median J.000 Sld dev 1.476 
Mínimum 1 .000 Mu.imlD S .000 

Miaoia&-

A Y\JDA_El Grado en que I• ompladoo a)'\ldan a ob!Mlor lao metu penonal• 
Volid CID 

Value Lobol 
Eu.,.ndo 
Mud>o 
11e,u1ar ,_ 

Value Frcquesy Pe- PeraoDI P&rmlll 
1 12 29.3 )2.4 32.4 
2 10 24.4 27 .0 59.S 
3 S 12.2 13.S 73.0 
4 4 9.8 10.1 13.1 

Noda S 6 14.6 16. 2 100.0 
4 9.1 MiMin& 

Total 41 100.0 IDO.O 

Mean 2.514 Median 2.000 Slddev 1.465 
v.,;- 2.146 Minimum 1.000 Mu.imlD S.000 

Volid - 37 Miaoin¡ - 4 

RarACI_N ll8lad4Sn deobNN11en la omp,... 
M- .163 Median .100 Sld dsv 
Vari..- .045 Minimm, .000 Mu.im,n 

Volid - 33 Miain& - 1 

RarACl_l Rolad6n ... _, .... en .. - ...... 

.212 
1.000 

11,t..., .054 Median .02.5 Sld dov .06S 
Varianm .004 Minimurn .000 MIIWINII .250 
Volid - 32 MiMin& c:uca 9 

A OS DEI Nlwl p.......UO de lliol de •IUdlo .. • obrorw ., produad6n 
- - Valid C,n 

Value Lobol Value Frcquesy Pe- ~-DI Pcru,111 
4.0 1 2.4 2.6 2.6 

Primaria 6.il 10 24.4 2S.6 21.2 



Meu 8.449 
Val'Wl<I: 4.313 
Valid- 39 

1.5 
9.0 
12.0 

3 
19 
6 

2 

7.3 
46.3 
14.6 

4.9 

7.7 35.9 
48.7 84.6 
15.4 100.0 
Miuin¡ 

·--- --- ---
TOl.ll 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 9.000 Std dcv 2.077 
Minim1m1 4.000 Muimum 12.000 
Miuin¡- 2 

A_OS_DEl Nlwl promedio do allol do •ludlo do -.eroo en dlolrlbuchln 

Vahs l..abol 
Primaria 
Soanlaria 
P,q,ora1ori.a 

Meu 8.900 
Va""""' 4.024 
Validc:&NI 30 

Valid Cum 
Vaha, fn,quonoy Pcl'OOIII Pcl'CIOIII Pc...,.111 

6.0 7 17.1 23.3 23.3 
9.0 17 41.5 56.7 80.0 

12.0 6 14.6 20.0 100.0 
11 26.8 Miuin¡ 

TOl.ll 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 9.000 S1d dcv 2.006 
Miaim1a11 6.000 Muimim 12.000 

Miuiri&- 11 

A OS DEl Nlwl promedio de allol de •ludlo de lm obrwoo ., admlnlllnld6n 
- - Valid C,an 

Vaha, l..abol Vaha, fn,q,a,noy Pcl'OOIII Pcl'CIOIII Pcl'CIOlll 
Primaria 6.0 2 4.9 6.9 6.9 
Secundaria 9.0 14 34.1 48.3 55.2 
P,qan1ori.a 12.0 10 24.4 34.5 89.7 
Proíeaio .. 1 17.0 2 4.9 6.9 96.6 

18.0 1 2.4 3.4 100.0 
12 29.3 Miuin& 
---- ---· 

TOl.ll 41 100.0 100.0 

Meu, J0.690 Median 9.000 Std dov 2.892 
Varian<e 8.365 Miaimum 6.000 Muimum 18.000 
Valid- 29 Miloin&- 12 

A_OS_DEJ Nlwl promedio de allol de •ludio de lm obrwoo ., ..., ... 
Valid c .... 

Val ... l..abol Val.., Fn,quonoy Pel'CIOIII Pen:&111 Pcl'CIOlll 
Primuia 6.0 3 7.3 11.1 11.1 
T6:uico 1.5 1 2.4 3.7 14.8 
Secundaria 9.0 15 36.6 55.6 70.4 
P,q,ora1ori 12.0 5 12.2 18.5 88.9 

13.0 1 2.4 3.7 92.6 
Proíeoio .. 1 17.0 1 2.4 3.7 96.3 

18.0 1 2.4 3.7 100.0 
14 34.1 Miuin& 

To<al 41 100.0 100.0 

Man 9.944 Median 9.000 Std dcv 2.850 
Va""""' 8.122 Miaimim 6.000 Muimma 18.000 
Valid- 27 Miuin¡- 14 

A OS 014 Nlwl promedio de allol de •ludlo de mudoo lnlermedlm m 
p.:;...ua:1611 

Valid cma 
Vaho: Labol Valuo fn,quonoy Pcl'CIOIII Penalll Pcnalll 
Scanlaria 9.0 6 14.6 16.2 16.2 

10.0 1 2.4 2.7 18.9 
11.0 1 2.4 2.7 21.6 

Pn:paralori.a 12.0 12 29.3 32.4 54.1 
14.0 2 4.9 5.4 59.5 
15.0 2.4 2.7 62.2 
16.0 4 9.8 10.8 73.0 

Proíeoioml 17.0 9 22.0 24.3 97.3 
18.0 1 2.4 2.7 100.0 

4 9.8 Miuin¡ 

TOl.ll 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 13.432 Median 12.000 S1d dov 3.005 
Val'Wl<I: 9.030 Miaimum 9.000 Muimma 18.000 
Valid.,... 37 Miuin¡ - 4 

A OS DES Nlwl promedio de allm do •ludio de lm mandoo ln.....,edlm en 
dl;lrlbuchln 

Valuo l..abol 
Soanlaria 

Pn:pa..1ori.a 

Proíaionol 

Volid Cma 
va1 ... Fn,quonoy Pe_. Pena111 p,,...,111 
9.0 7 17 .1 22.6 22.6 
10.0 1 2.4 3.2 25.8 

12.0 10 24.4 32.3 58.1 
16.0 4 9.8 12.9 71.0 

17.0 8 19.5 25.8 96.8 
18.0 1 2.4 3.2 100.0 
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10 24.4 Mium¡ 

TOl.ll 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 13.258 Median 12.000 S1d dov 3.255 
Varian<e 10.598 MiDim.an 9.000 Muimum 18.000 
Validc:&NI 31 Miui11&COM1 10 

A_OS_DE6 Nlwl promedio de allol do •ludio de lm mandoo lnlermedlm en 
admlnllll'Kl6n 

Valuo Labol 
Soanlaria 
P,q,ora1ori.a 

Proíeoional 

Mcon 
Varian<e 
Validcuc, 

14.711 
6.860 

38 

Valid C1.m 
Vahs fn,quonoy Pcl'CIOIII Pcra:111 Pcra:111 
9.0 2 4. 9 5.3 5.3 
12.0 12 29.3 31.6 36.8 

14.0 2 4.9 5.3 42.1 
16.0 6 14.6 15.8 57.9 

17.0 15 36.6 39.5 97.4 
18.0 1 2.4 2.6 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin& 
---- u----

TOl.al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 16.000 Std dev 2.619 
MinimLID 9.000 Mu..imum 18.000 
Miuina- 3 

A_ OS _DE7 Nlwl promedio do allol de •ludlo de lm mandm lnlermedlm on ....... 
Vaha, l..abol 
Soamdaria 
P,q,ora1ori.a 

Proíeoioml 

Mcon 14.867 
Varianm 7.706 
Valid- 30 

Valid C1.m 
Val.., fn,quonoy Pcl'CIOIII PcraoDI Pcl'CIOIII 
9.0 2 4.9 6.7 6.7 
12.0 9 22.0 30.0 36.7 

16.0 5 12.2 16.7 53.3 
17.0 12 29.3 40.0 93.3 

18.0 2 4.9 6. 7 100.0 
11 26.8 Miuin& 

Toial 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 16.000 Std dev 2. 776 
Miaimum 9 .000 Muimum 18 .000 
Miuin¡- 11 

A OS DEI Nlwl promedio de allm de •ludio de lm dlrml- en produa:141n 
- - Valid Cum 

Val1& l..abol Vaha fn,quonoy P,,....,¡ PcnaDI Pcra:111 
Pn,pora1ori.a 12.0 2 4.9 5.6 5.6 

16.0 6 14.6 16.7 22.2 
Prof'eaioaal 17 .O 211 48.8 55.6 77.8 

18.0 3 7.3 8.3 86.1 
M-llfa 19.0 3 7.3 8.3 94.4 

20.0 2 4.9 5.6 100.0 
5 12.2 Miuin& 

TOl.ll 41 100.0 100.0 

Mcon 16.972 Median 17 .000 Std dev 1.594 v.- 2.542 Miaim1.m 12.000 Muim.m 20.000 
Valid- 36 Miuin&.,._ 5 

A 08 DI!' Nlwl promedio do allol de mludlo de lm dlncll- de dlslrlbucldn 
- - Valid Cum 

Valuo l..abol Val11> fn,qwnoy Pcl'CIOIII Pcl'CIOlll l'cl'CIODI 
Socundaria 9.0 1 2.4 3.6 3.6 
P,q,ora1ori.a 12.Q 1 2.4 3.6 7.1 

14.0 1 2.4 3.6 10. 7 
16.0 4 9.8 14.3 25.0 

Proíeoional 17.0 16 39.0 57.1 82.1 
18.0 2 4.9 7.1 89.3 

M-1r1a 19.0 1 2.4 3.6 92.9 
20.0 2 4.9 7.1 100.0 

13 31.7 Miuin& 

ToLII 41 100.0 100.0 

Mcon 16.643 Median 17 .000 Std dev 2.129 v.- 4.534 Minimim 9.000 Muimma 20.000 
Valid- 28 Miuin&- 13 



A_ OS _DH Nlwl promedio• lllloo de •ludio de lm tllrldl- tle Mmlnlllnl:hln 
Valid Cim, 

vo1 .. Laml Voluo F-no:y Pen:a1 Pera,at .......,.,. ,_..,aria 12.0 1 2.4 2.9 2.9 
16.0 S 12.2 14.3 17.1 

Proíeaioml 17.0 20 48.8 S7.I 74.3 
17.S 1 2.4 2.9 77.1 
18.0 3 7.3 8.6 85.7 

Macstria 19.0 2 4.9 S.1 91.4 

Me.an 
Vari11nm 
Volidoua 

17.186 
1.972 

35 

20.0 3 7.3 8.6 100.0 
6 14.6 Mi.uiD¡ 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Minimum 

Mi.uin¡oua 

17.000 
12.000 

6 

Stddov 
M&llimam 

1.404 
:!0.000 

A_OS_Dll Nlwl promedio tle lllloo do •ludio de lm dlrldl.,. tlo wnlU 

v.11 .. 1.oi.1 
Primaria 
Prqar.toria 

Profaionlll 

M-1ria 

Mean 16.563 
VUW11Z 6.125 
Valid- 32 

Valid Cum 
v.11 .. fn,quono:y Per<enl Pera,111 ...,...,.,. 
6.0 1 2.4 3.1 3.1 
12.0 1 2.4 3.1 6.3 

13.0 1 2.4 3.1 9.4 
16.0 6 14.6 18.8 28.1 

17.0 17 41.S 53.1 81.3 
18.0 4.9 6.3 87.S 

19.0 2 4.9 6.3 93.8 
20.0 ~ 4.9 6.3 100.0 

9 22.0 Mi.uma 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 17.000 Std clov 
Minimim 6.000 Muimum 

Mi.uiD¡- 9 

2.475 
20.000 

A O DI! 1 Allo ., el que M lnotal6 lo prlm.,. CD111putatlon 
Mean -1985.375 Median 1987.SOO Std clov 6.913 
Vorianm 47.790 Minimum 1970.000 Muimum 1993.000 
Volid - 32 Mi.Nin¡ - 9 

USO DI! T T-la pn...i tlo Sl•Lomu 
- - Valid Cum 

Voha Laml V"11& fn,quono:y p,,...,... Peraoat Pera,at 
No !lcoplica O 32 78.0 80.0 811.0 
SI oc.plica 1 8 19.S 20.0 100.0 

2.4 MiuiD& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

MCIID .200 Median .000 Std dov .405 
Vorianao .164 Minimum .000 Muiauaa 1.000 
Volid.,.... 40 MiuiD&- 1 

USO_Dl!_L U,o do red• CD111puladm.l• de"• laa:u 

v,1 .. 1.ai.1 
No• aplica 
Sl••plica 

Mcoa .650 
Varianm .233 
Volidcooea 40 

Valid Cum 
vo1 .. Fn,quono:y Pera,111 Pera,111 Pera,111 

O 14 34.1 35.0 35.0 

Tow 

26 63.4 65.0 100.0 
2.4 Miuin& 

41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Sld clov .483 
Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Mi.Nin&-

USO DI! A U,o de "miau de Mmlnlllnl:hln de bue de tlalal 
- - Valid C1n 

Vol1& Laml Voluo fn,- l'en:al l'era,at l'eraoat 
No oc •plica O 10 24.4 25.0 25.0 
SI• oplica 1 - 30 73.2 75.0 100.0 

1 2.4 M ... ln& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .750 Median 1.000 Std dov .439 
VUW11Z .192 Minim1n .000 Muimum 1.000 

Volid - 40 Mi.uin& -

BASl!S DI! ... do dalal ...... ,...11 .... par ...... "- ru-.. 
- Valid Cum 

Voluo Laml Val,. fn,quono:y l'era,at l'era,at l'era,at 
No oc •plica O 18 43.9 45.0 45.0 
SI oc •plica 1 22 53.7 SS.O 100.0 

2.4 Mi.uiD& 

Tatol 41 100.0 100.0 
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Mcoa .SSO Median 1.000 Sld dDv .504 
Vuianao .254 Minimm1 .000 Muimum 1.000 
Validc:um 40 Mi.uiD¡caoco 

SISfl!MAS Sl1lomu do CIIIIIIGI do rolnlallmonladtln 

V"11&Laml 
No te aplica 
Sloe aplica 

.275 
.204 

40 

Valid Cim 
Voluo Fiequono:y l'eroont Pera,at Peraon1 

O 29 70. 7 72.S 12.S 
1 11 26.8 21.S 100.0 

2.4 Miuin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mediu 
Minim1m 
Mi.uiD¡-

.000 
.000 

Slddov 
Muimum 

.452 
1.000 

PROCl!SAM "'-mlonlo de aloa computarllado dl1lrlbuldm 

Vah&Laml 
No• aplica 
SI oe aplica 

Man .400 
Vuianao .246 
Validcaoco 40 

Valid Cim 
Voha Fiequono:y ...,,...... Peraont Pera:111 

O 24 58.S 60.0 60.0 
1 16 39.0 40.0 100.0 

2.4 Mi.uiD¡ 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Media,1 .000 Sld dDv .496 
Minimim .000 Mu.imim 1.000 
Mi.uln&.,.... 1 

COMUNICA Comuni-ion• par Clllllputatlan 

V"11&Laml 
Noocoplica 
Sloe aplica 

MCIID 
VUW11Z 
Validcasea 

.475 
.256 

40 

Valid Cum 
Vol,. F-no:y l'e.- P,,..,.111 l'eraoDI 

O 21 SI .2 52.S 52.S 
1 19 46.3 41.S 100.0 

1 2.4 Miuma 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Sld dov 
Minimum .000 Mu.imim 
Miuin¡casea 

.506 
1.000 

SlsrEMAI Slllemll de Calidad., ol p..-

v .......... 1 
Noocoplica 
Sise aplica 

Man .400 
Vuianm .246 
Volidcaoco 40 

Valid Cum 
Voha, Fiequono:y Pe"'°"' l'era,at l'era,DI 

O 24 58.S 60.0 60.0 
16 39.0 40.0 100.0 

1 2.4 Miuin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Sld dov .496 
Minim11111 .000 Mu.imum 1.000 
Mi.uin&-

CONl"ROLO ContrGI •lad(ollCD de p,._ 

Vab..Lai.l 
Noocoplica 
SI oc aplica 

M- .SSO 
VUW11Z .254 
Volid- 40 

Valid Cum 
vo1 .. f19quono:y .......... Pera,111 l'eraolll 

O 18 43.9 45.0 45.0 
22 53. 7 SS.O 100.0 

1 2.4 Mi.Nin& 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 S!d dov .504 
Minimum .000 Mu.imum 1.000 
Mi.uiD&- 1 

SISfl!MAl Slotanu tlo a,ntni lotal do aolldatl 
Valid Cum 

Voluo Laml Voluo f,-quono:y Fe.- Penaat Peraoat 

NoNeplim o 23 56.1 51.S 51.S 
Sloc aplica 1 17 41.S 42.S 100.0 

1 2.4 Mi.uin& 

--· ·--· --
Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .425 Median .000 Sld dov .SOi 
Vuianao .251 Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Volid caoeo 40 Mi.uiD& caoco 

CONl"AIIIL Conlabllldatl nmncton 
MCIID .684 Median .900 Sld dov .402 
Vari11DOO .162 Minimtm .000 Mu.imim 1.000 
Valid casea 40 Mi.uiD& caoca 



CONI' ABII c-tabllklM ele _ .. PROGRAMI ............... dtcarp1 •'"-!•,-hombre 
M- .693 Median .900 Stddiov .379 Man .156 Modian .000 Slddov . )14 
Vuianoo .144 Minim1.m1 .000 Muim&a11 1.000 v.,;- .098 Minimum .000 Mu.imwn 1.000 
Vtlid- 40 Miloin&.,... Volid- 40 Miaain¡..,_ 1 

N_MINAS N41mlnas dt ....--i PROCRAMl l'roprnaddn de carpa dt lra~o por m4qul,. 
M .... .806 Median J.000 Std dov .364 Maa . 14S Median .000 Stdclov .J0.5 
V1riana; .IJ2 Minimwn .000 Muimum 1.000 Varianm: .093 Mínimum .000 Mu.im11111 1.000 
Validcuc. 40 MiNin¡- 1 Validc:aMa 40 Miloin¡.,._ 1 

PRON_STI Pron•lla>deVffllU LIBl!RACI Lll>fflld6n de <lrdtn• de lra~o 
Meon .41S Median .300 Std dov .426 Mean .271 Median .000 Std .... .410 
V1riU111Z .182 Minimwn .000 Mwmum 1.000 Vuianoo .168 Minimum .000 Muim- 1.000 
Volid...- 40 Miaain¡- 1 Volid- 40 Miaain¡- 1 

ORDliN_DE Ordencle...,IU F ACTURAC Fa<turadóot y ll-,..:ho lit <1r4tneo 
Mean .466 Sld dov .4SJ Man .6S8 Median 1.000 Std dov .446 v.nanac 2.461 Minimwn .000 Mu.imura 1.000 Varimm .199 Mínimum .000 Mu.im1n1 1.000 
Volidcua 40 Miouin&- Volid- 40 MiNin&-

l!STIMACI l!ltlfflKliln dt _ ... RASTREAD 811Jana .,..i,- lit <lrll-. de lnl'-'le 
Mean .S33 Median .,00 Std dov .409 Mcu .211) Median .000 Stdclov .)7) 
Variance .167 Minin11an .000 Mu.im1m1. 1.000 Vuianoo .139 Miiümum .000 Mu.imtmt 1.000 
Valid- 40 Mi.uin¡- Valid- 40 Mia•in&- 1 

COMPRAS Campru RASTREA! Slllalnl ruJnuor dt lnlbajo., p-
Moan .494 Median .,00 Std dov .414 Maa .17) Median .000 Std dov .348 
VIU'Íana: .171 Minimwn .000 Maxirnum 1.000 Vuianoo .121 Minimtmt .000 MMim1.m1 1.000 
Valid- 40 Miaaill¡-, Volid- 40 Mianinc- 1 

INVENI' AR ln-tu1e ú lra'-'le., pr- Ml!DICI_N MOlllcldn de u.mpeo y mo.imi..1m 
Man .478 Median .,00 Stddov .416 Man .)JO Median .000 Stddov .JOO 
Vuianoo . (7) Minimtm .000 Muim .... 1.000 Varianot .090 Minimia .000 Mulm .... 1.000 
Volid- 40 M•inc- Volid- 40 MÍllin¡- 1 

INVENl'AI la...,larlo de pl'Olluc:10 lormlnado MONITORE M.,llor• de ..,_ 
Man .(11)9 Median .7'-5 Stdclov .4211 Man .124 Median .000 Std dov .2SI 
VariaDZ .in Minim..., .000 Mu.im1m1 1.000 Vuianoo .063 Minimtm .000 Mu.imum 1.000 
Volidcum 40 Miatin&- 1 Volid- 40 Miaoin&.,._ 

DISI! _O_ D Dloello de produdal CONl'ROLI Cenlrul dt p-. 
Meu .366 Median .oso Std dov .414 Mcon .14S Median .000 Std dov .268 
Val'Íancl; .171 Minimt.m .ooo Muimtm 1.000 Vuiama .072 Minimtmt .000 Mwmtm 1.000 
Valid c:ua 40 MiuiD¡cua Valid- 40 Miaom¡-

LAVOIJl'St Ltyout ú planta MANl'INIM Maalmlmi.nto In-dt ... Mlpo 
Mout .)JO Median .000 Std dov .430 M- .2115 Median .000 Stddov .346 
Varianac .18S Minimt.m .000 Mu.im1m1 1.000 Vari.mcl, .119 Minimt.m .000 Mu.imum 1.000 
Volid cuco 40 Miouin&cua 1 Volid- 40 Miatina-

AN _ LISIS AMIIIII lnlfllitrfl MOVIMII.N Mowl--ú .,.. .... 
Mean .238 Median .000 Stdmv .JSS Mean .274 Median .000 Stddov . )63 
v.~ .126 Mínimum .000 Mwmtm 1.000 Variaaoe .1)1 Minimum .000 Mu.imLm 1.000 
Valid cuc,1 40 Miouinc- Volid- 40 Miatq- 1 

DIBUJO_! Dibuja lnpnltrfl ALMACENA Al.........,.lollto lntorne dt ......... 
Meen .499 M.tian .sso Std dev .42) - .424 Median .JSO Stddev .440 
Varianm .179 Minimtm .000 Mwmtm 1.000 Varilllae .193 Minimt.m .000 Muiau,m 1.000 
Valid cum 40 Miaoin&- 1 Volid- 40 Miaaiq-

DOCUMENI' Documeni.ctdn do ln1t11l•la MOVIMIEl Movlml•to dt -torlal ., t,, plulla 
Meu .)92 Median .000 StdclDv .438 Meu .264 Median .000 Std dov .)7) 

Variance .192 MinimlD .000 Mwmtm 1.000 Vuioaoo .1)9 Minimt.m .000 Muimum 1.000 
Valid.,._ 40 Miaain&- 1 Volid- 40 M•in¡- 1 

Pi.ANEACI Plan-W.. lle pr- ALMACINI AllnKfflamlento de matorlal., pr-
Meen .291 Median .000 Std dov .403 Man .27S Median .000 Stdmv .)75 
Vuianoo .162 Miaimum .ooo MIWIINII 1.000 Varilniz: .140 Mínimum .000 Muimtm 1.000 
Volid- 40 MiMÍD&- Volidcua 40 Miaain&-

NCPP ~ de ,.ri. por Gallrel n.....im INSPECCI ln...-,tdn 
Meon . 15) Median .000 Stddov . )49 Meon .143 Median .000 Std clov .246 
Varianae .122 M~ .000 Mwmtm 1.000 Varianoo .O(IO Minimum .000 Muim- 1.000 

Vtlid - 40 Miaain& - 1 Valid.,... 40 Miaoioi - 1 

PROGRAMA Pr .............. m-tra PRUEBAS Pruebu 
Mcon .306 Median .000 Std dov .411 Mcon .108 Median .000 Std diov .2S4 
v.~ .169 Minim1mt .000 Muimum 1.000 vu;- .064 MinimLm .000 Mu.imtm t .000 
Valid,... 40 Miaoina- Volid- 40 Miloin¡- 1 

MRP ~-de ,.,.u«tmlen._ lit ........ ASICURAM ANpnmlenlo do la call ... 
Man .49) Median .600 Std dov .438 Man .274 Median .000 Stddiov .367 
Varianm .192 Minimum .000 Mwmt.m 1.000 Vuioaoo .IJS Minim..., .000 Muimtmt 1.000 
Valid- 40 Miatin&- Valid- 40 Miouin&- 1 

PLANIACI .... .._. .. ele capod..._ EMBARQUE Emlarque 
Mean .28) Median .000 Stddiov .l'JII Man .:wio Median .000 StdclDv .447 
Varianm . ISI Minimwn .000 Muimwu 1.000 V1rianm .199 Minimwn .000 Mulmum 1.000 
Valid- 40 Miatinc- 1 Valid- 40 Miouin&- 1 
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MANT'ENII Man ... lial•C. u ,,.....uct• lrutalad• 
Mcan .138 Median .000 SIC! clov .306 
Vuianm .094 Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 

Volicl - 40 Miuina - 1 

BALANCEO llalanno do lln-
Mean .CIIO Median 
Vo.;.- .043 Minim1.111 
Volicl cuca 40 Miuin& -

.000 
.000 

DISE_O_P Dl1ffl0 y Plan-96n do equipo 

Stclclov 
Mu.imlAD 

.207 
.eso 

M..,. .123 Median .000 S1dclov .279 
v.,.;.,.,. .078 Minim..,. .000 Muimon 1.000 

V1licl - 40 Miuin¡ -

DISE O I 
Mean- -

V1rianm 
Volicl-

DIN(lo Ñ molda y hlrn111lonlal 
.140 Median .000 Std .... 
.099 Minim1n1 .000 Muimum 

40 MÍllin¡<UCII 

PLANEAC2 ......,_... 111 ftldH•II• 
Mean .oss Median .000 Stdclov 
Varianae .027 Minim1.111 .000 Muinnn 
Volicl- 40 Mialin¡<UCII 

PllOGRAMl Prop,unlld6n y ........ 
Mcon .260 Median .000 Sulcv 
Variamz .ISI Minimum .000 Mu.imlOD 
Valid- 40 Millina-

.31S 
1.000 

.163 
.800 

.389 
1.000 

PLANEAC3 ......_... y .............,W llo III protlua:I 
Mcon .311 Median .17S S!Aldov .428 
Vuianm .184 Minim,a .000 MwmlD 1.000 

Volicl - 40 MiNin& - 1 

MAP ........... do lldlwmdll ... IIIUIUÍldUl'I 

Mcon .ISI Median .000 Sulclov .318 
Variaam .101 Minim11111 .000 Mu.iln1a 1.000 
Valicl- 40 Mialin¡<UCII 

EXPLOSIO Exploololn do..,...,. .... 
Mcon .3SS Median .000 Sulclov .456 
Varwxe .2111 Minim,a .000 Mu.imum 1.000 

V1lid - 40 Millin& - 1 

CAD DIHl\o por CU111pu1Mara 

Vaha Labol 
No cJtia~ en el ni:10 

Sf ailw en el m¡o 

Mcon .610 
Vorwxe .244 
Volicl- 41 

Volicl Cum 
Vaha f,equoncy Pe,_. ,.,,..111 Pera:111 

O 16 39.0 39.0 39.0 
2S 61.0 61.0 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Sulcv .494 
Minimum .000 Mouaum 1.000 
Millin&- o 

O_CAD Grado do UID do CAD 
Man .365 Median .200 Sulclov .391 v.- .IS3 Minimmn .000 Muim...., 1.000 
Volicl- 39 Miuin&- 2 

NC CanlNI numfrlm 

V1l1& Labcl 
No exisla en el •ao 
S( uiale en el m¡o 

Mean .220 v.- .176 
Valid c:uca 41 

Voluo f,cquom:y Pe.- -• Percclll 
O 32 78.0 71.0 78.0 
1 9 22.0 n.o 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Medlon .000 S!Aldov .419 
M.......,. .000 Maolllna 1.000 
MiN~ o 

O_NC Grado do UID • ne 
Mean .13S Median .000 Sulcv .310 
Varwxe .096 Minimum .ooo Muimum 1.000 
Volid- 40 Miuin&- 1 

CNC Canlro num4rlm cnmpular-

Vol,al..abol 
No oJÜale en el neeo 
Sf eailc en el m:10 

Mean .244 
V11"ilnm .189 
Valid- 41 

Volid C,a 
Vol .. F- Pe,_ ..._111 Flm,o111 

O )1 7S.6 7S .6 7S.6 
10 24.4 24.4 100.0 

u----· 
TOl.al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 SIAi&• .43S 
Mínimum .000 Muim,a 1.000 
Miuin&CMM o 
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OCNC 
~ 

G ... ÑuooÑCNC 
.IU Median .000 Stcl clov .2.511 

Varianm 
Volicl<Ua 

.066 Minim1m1 .000 Mwm,... 1.000 
40 Millin¡.,._ 1 

DNC Cenlrol numfrlm directo 
Volicl Cum 

Voluo l..abol Volu,, f,equoncy Pe-.. Peraoal Peraoal 
No •d•IO en el ne¡o 
Sf cxi8~ en el nc10 

Mc.n .049 

O 39 9S. I 9S. I 9S.I 
1 4.9 4.9 100.0 

.... _ . .... __ --·-
To<.11 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stclcv .218 
v.,;.,.,. .048 Minimmi .000 Mwmum 1.000 
Volicl-

ODNC 
M;_.. 
Miaiaun 
Volicl-

41 M•inac:ua o 

G.- llo uoo do DNC 
.000 Std •• .000 

.000 Mwm1m1 
39 Millin&c:u. 

FMS Sl11enm1 nnlbl• do manul'llctura 
Volid Cum 

.000 

Voluo l..abol vo1 .... f,equoncy Pe- ....... 111 Peraonl 
No ex.ia1a en ol ni:10 
Sf SÜI& en el ne¡o 

Mcon .122 

O 36 87.8 87.8 87.8 
S 12.2 12 .2 100.0 

····- .. __ ---
TOl.al 41 100.0 100.0 

Modian .000 5"' •• .331 
v.- .110 Minim,a .000 Mwmum 1.000 
Volicl- 41 MiNiq<UCII o 

O_FMS erac1o•-•1m1 
Mean .079 Median .000 Stcl dov .243 
Vorionz .OS9 MinimlAD .000 M .. 1m .... .950 
V1lidCOM1 40 Mialin&- 1 

MANEJO _A Mano.Jo aulom411m do rnalerlal• 
Volicl Cum 

Voiw: l..abol V1l1& f,.quoncy r..- r.rao111 Pera:111 
No cxilla en el m¡o 
Sf cm~ en el n:¡o 

Man . 12.5 
v.,;- .112 
Volicl- 40 

O 3S IS.4 87.S 87.5 
I S 12.2 12.S 100.0 

1 2.4 Miuin& 
--- ----

TOia! 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Sulclov .33S 
Minilnum .000 MwmiaD 1.000 
Miuma- 1 

• MANEJO -~º "ºUN"º IMMjo auio...lllco ti 
~ .09S Median .000 Stcl dov .286 
V1n11a .082 Miaimmn .000 M .. im...., 1.000 

Volicl - 39 Miuin&- 2 

Ruino AulOlllllllm do rnawrlal• 

Voluo l..abol 
No eÜIO • el m10 
s, ..... •n el meo 

Mcm .146 
Variom» .128 
Volicl._ 41 

Volicl C,a 
v.1 .. f,equom:y .... _ l'loraolll ........ 111 

O 3S BS.4 85.4 85.4 
6 14.6 14.6 100.0 

-- --
TOl.al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Suldav .358 
Minimum .000 MIWIIIIAD 1.000 

MiNill&- o 

O llASTIII C.- • IIMtne Aulom411co llo rnac.rlalo 
~ .100 MedÍID .000 Suldov .213 
Varioms .074 Minimmn .000 Mwm,a 1.000 

Valid - 40 Miuin&- 1 

INSPECCI ln1poa:t,ln aulOlllllllal 

Volia l..abol 
No exíalO en el ni:10 
Sí aillO en el mio 

Man 
Varioms 
Volicl-

.oso 
.049 

40 

Volicl C,a 
vo1 .. f,equom:y PolQOal Percc111 Poraona 

O JI 92. 7 95.0 9S.O 
1 2 4.9 s.o 100.0 

2.4 MillÍDI 

TOl.al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Slel .... .221 
Minimwn .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuina- 1 



O _INllPl!C Gnado do ln.,.,.i. aulo1111Ulca 

.026 
.026 

39 

Modian 
Minimwn 
Miain¡.,._ 

.000 
.000 

2 

S1ddov 
Mu.imwn 

.160 
1.000 

PRl'l!BA!IG Pru .... aut°""llc:u 

Valuo Labol 
~o exiate en el ne&o 
Sf ex.iate en el meo 

Mean 
Variance 
Validcua 

.073 
.070 

41 

Valid Cum 
Value 

o 
1 

Frequoncy PeNZIII Peraonl Peraon1 
38 92.7 '12.7 92.7 
3 7.3 7.3 100.0 

T<>1.1I 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Mínimum 
Miain¡-

.000 
.000 

o 

SlAldov 
Muimwn 

.264 
1.000 

O_PRUEBA Gratlo de pru .... au1om,11c:u 
Mean .015 Median .000 S1d dov .080 

.soo Varia!M» .006 Minimum .000 Muimum 
Valid cua 40 Miain¡ cua 

MONITOR! Monlloreo aulom4tlco de pr-

ValuoLabol 
No existe en el s&o 
Sf exiate en el 11:10 

Mean 
Varia!M» 
Val.id-

.:!llO 
.164 

40 

Val.id Cum 
Valuo Frequoncy Pe.- Permnt Peraont 

O 32 78.0 80.0 80.0 
8 19.5 31.0 100.0 

2.4 Miain¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 SIAi dov .405 
Minim..,, .000 Muim1a11 1 .000 
MiAin¡-

O MONrTO Grado de monitor• aulom411m 
M;_., .132 Median .000 SIAi dov .309 
Varia!M» .096 Minimum .000 M1Xi1111m 1.000 
Valid - 39 MiAin¡ cua 2 

CONTROL2 Control aulom411m de p,-

va1 ... Labo1 
No exiale m el 11:10 
Sf ox.iale en el m&o 

Meon .244 
Variance .189 
Val.id- 41 

Valid C,m 
Valuo Frequoncy Pe.- Peraont Peraont 

O 31 75.6 75.6 75.6 
1 10 24.4 24.4 100.0 . 

----- ---- ---
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 S1d dov .435 
Minim1m .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Miain¡cua o 

O CONTRO Grado de CGlltol aul°""llm dt ,,_.,. 
M;;_. .146 Median .000 SIAi dov .314 
V.....- .098 Minim..,. .000 Muimim 1.000 
Valid cua 40 Miain¡ cum 

l!NTRADAO l!ntrada aulom4Uca de dai.. 

Valuo Labol 
No exiate en el neao 
Sf exialC: en el .,.,,o 

Mean 
Varia!M» 
Validcua 

.220 
.176 

41 

Valid Cim 
Val .. Frequoncy P,,,- Perm111 Perao111 

O 32 78.0 78.0 78.0 
9 22.0 22.0 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Minim1m 
Miuina-

.000 
.000 

o 

SlAldov 
M1Xim1m 

.419 
1.000 

O l!NTRAD Gratlo de •tracia au1om,11ca de dai.. 
M;;_. .184 Median .000 SlAldov .375 
Varia!M» .141 M~ .000 Muimim 1.000 

Valid - 40 MiMin¡ -

NCPPI NCPP 

Valuo Labol 
No exilie en el 11110 

Sí eJÚale en el ne.10 

Mean .049 
Varianoo .048 
Val.id- 41 

Valid Cim 
Val1& Frequoncy Pe.- Pe ... 111 Permlll 

O 39 95.1 95.1 95.1 
1 2 4.9 4.9 100.0 

T<>1.1I 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 SlAldov .218 
Minimwa .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miain¡- o 

O_NCPP Grdode NCPP 
Mean .025 Modian .000 Suldov .158 
Variua .025 Minim1m .000 Mu.imLID 1.000 
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Valid cuos 40 Miuin¡ cua 

CAPP Pllln..idn de pr- ul1lldo por cump 
Val.id Cim 

Valuo Labol Valuo Frequoncy Pe.- Percenl Peraonl 

No eJUllc en el mio 
Sí e.xiale en el m10 

o 34 82.9 85.0 85.0 
6 14.6 IS.O 100.0 

2.4 Miain¡ 

ToLal 41 100.0 100.0 

Mod;..n .000 SIAi dov .362 Mean 
Varianoo 
Valid-

.150 
.131 

40 
Minim..,, .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Misoin¡-

GratlodeCAPP O CAPP 
M;;_. 
Varia!M» 
Validcua 

.080 Median 
.OSO Minim1.m 

.000 
.000 

1 

SlAldov 
Muim..,, 

.224 
.800 

40 Miain¡c::um 

DATOS_DI! Sl1temu de datm de maqulnabllldad 
Valid Cim 

Valuo Labol VaJuo Frequoncy Peraont Peraonl Peraon1 
No exilie en el meo 
Sf cxiale en el n=&o 

Mean .025 

O 39 95.1 97.5 97.5 
1 2.4 2.5 100.0 

2.4 M;...in¡ 
......... -----

1"<>1.11 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stddov .158 
v.....- .025 Minim1.m .000 Mu.UD1m 1.000 
Validcua 40 Miain¡-

O_DATOSO Grado de 1lltemu de daklo de rnaqulnabll 
Mean .000 SIAi dov .000 Variamz .000 
Mínimum .000 M1Xim1.m .000 

Valid - 39 M;...in¡ - 2 

AS_RS Sl1temu aulom411cm de alm~e 
Valid Cum 

Valuo Labol Valuo Frequoncy Pe.- Peraolll Peraonl 
No H.iale en el n110 
S!OJ<ialOenel m:10 

M- .098 

O 37 90.2 90.2 90.2 
1 4 9.8 9.8 100.0 

---- ---- ----
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M.i..n .000 SlAldov .300 
v.....- .090 Minimum .000 Muim1.m 1.000 
Valid- 41 M;...in¡- o 

O_AS_RS Grado de ASRS 
Man .068 Modian .000 SlAldov .240 
Varia!M» .058 Minimim .000 Muim1m .950 
Valid- 40 Miuin¡-

AGBS Pr.........,..sn autom6Uca de 1M1pmiblO'lue 
Valid C,m 

Voluo Labol Voluo Frequoncy Pe.- Pe-111 P.,..,.111 
No e,ualO en el no&o O 40 97.6 100.0 100.0 

1 2.4 M;...ÍIII 

O AGBS 
M;_., 
Minimim 
Valid-

ROBOTS 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 
40 

SIAi ckv .000 Variamz 
Muimwn 

Miasma-

Grado do AGBS 
.000 SIAi dov .000 

.000 MIXim1.m 
40 M;...in¡-

.000 

Variamz 
.000 
1 

Roboll y ffllllllpu- aulom411cm 
Valid C1.m 

.000 

.000 

Valuo Labol Val1& f,cquoncy P,,rm111 Pe..,.111 Perao111 
No cúta en el mio 
SCu.il•enelm10 

O 37 90.2 '12.5 92.5 

Total 

Mcm .075 Median 
v....._ .071 Minimim 
Valid- 40 M;...in¡-

o ROBOTS Grado do robou 
M;_., .009 Median 
Va...,_ .002 Minim1m 

Valid - 39 Mioin¡ -

3 7.3 7.5 100.0 
2.4 M;...in¡ 

---- ---
41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 

1 

.000 
.000 

2 

SlAldov 
Muimim 

SlAldov 
Muim1.m 

.267 
1.000 

.040 
.:!llO 



Vohao l..obel 
No e•ilte ca el mio 
Sí uilre en el ne10 

Mcui 
Vari1111DC 
Valid ..... 

.098 
.090 

41 

Valid C1a 
Voh& f,eqimacy Pe--. Perco111 Peroen& 

O 37 90.2 90.2 90.2 
1 9.8 9.8 100.0 

TOlol 

Mal ion 
Minim..,, 
Miuin&c:ua 

41 

.000 
.000 

o 

100.0 100.0 

Stddov .300 
Mu.imwn 1.000 

O ENSAMB Grade de ......,..bl•ulonl6tko 
~ .O.SO Modion .000 Sld dov .311 
Vorianm .041 Mi.aim..., .000 Muim..., 1.000 
V1lid cua 40 Miuin& CUN I 

EMPAQUEI Empaque aulomlllm 

Vohlo l..obel 
No exilie ca el m¡o 
SI existe en c.l ts10 

Mcon 
VotÍollllo 
Validcua 

.100 
.092 

40 

Volid C1a 
Vol1& Frequo"">' Po.- Pen:an1 P,,,.,.111 

O 36 87.8 90.0 90.0 
1 9.8 10.0 100.0 

2.4 Mluin¡ 

TOlol 41 100.0 100.0 

Malion 
Minim..,, 

Miloin&-

.000 
.000 

1 

Sld dov 
Muimim 

.304 
1.000 

O_EMPAQU Grue • ..,,_...,. aulom611ce 
Man .056 Maliu .000 Sld dov .204 
Vorionoo .041 Minim11111 .000 Muimum .900 
Valid.,... 39 Miooia¡ moa 2 

El'n"RADAI En ..... au'*""llc:II de ..... 
Volid Cim 

Voluo Lobel vo1 .. f,equoacy Pe.- ...,,.,... Peroen1 

No cKislC ca el m10 
Sf exil• en. el mao 

Meu 
VotÍollllo 

Volid-

.098 
.090 

41 

o 
1 

TOlol 

37 90.2 90.2 90.2 
4 9.8 9.8 100.0 

41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 
o 

.300 
1.000 

O El'n"RAl Crun do ..,.,.. aulGIMllm • •d•• 
M;.., .071 Median .000 Sld dov . 254 
VotWlllO .065 Minmum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Volid - 40 Miooin& cua 

HAV BASE Exlaten .,._ de •1ao mmpular ..... pa 
- Volid Cim 

v,11. Lo11e1 vo1 .. F•q,aacy Pe.- """'°"' .......,,. 
No exilie en el ..,,o O , 12.2 12.J 12.J 
SíoJÚlreonol mco 3, 15.4 87.J 100.0 

1 2.4 Miloin& 

TOlol 41 100.0 100.0 

MAD .87J Median 1.000 Slddav .33, v.- .112 MiaimlD .000 Mllllimum 1.000 
Valid.- 40 Mioom¡- 1 

TIPO DEI n,. de ....... ~ .. ..,... ....... 
- Volid c-

Vohlo l..obel Vol .. f-"")' Fa.- ,._ l'en,om 
lluscloda10111mica, 1.00 16 39.0 .SO.O JO.O 
BuododalOI-, 2.IIJ 6 14.6 18.8 68.8 
Buododal<J1molllip 3.00 6 14.6 18.8 87.J 
Buododalm múllip 4.00 4 9.8 12.J 100.0 

Mc:on 1.938 
Vorionm 1.222 
Volidcua 32 

MRft MRP 

Vohloubel 
No oo impo......., por 
Si oo imporw,lo por 

9 22.0 Miloinc 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Modion 1.500 Sld dov I. IOS 
Minim..,, 1 .000 Muimim 4 .000 

Miloinccua 9 

Volid Cum 
Vol1& F11:quo"")' l'arooDl Pan:&DI ,,,_DI 

O 16 39.0 42.1 42.1 
1 22 ,3 .7 '7.9 100.0 

3 7.3 Miloina 
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TOlol 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .'79 Medion 1.000 S.d dov .,00 
va,;- .2'0 Minimum .000 Mui1111m 1.000 
Volidcua 31 Miooinc.,._ 3 

CADDIS CAD para dlHilo 

Vohlol..abel 
No e11 importan&& pu 
Si oo imporlme por 

.711 
.211 

31 

Volid Cura 
vo1 .. F .. quoacy ...,_ ,,...,. .. ,,...,.,u 

O 11 26.8 28.9 28.9 
1 27 6' .9 71.1 IDO.O 

3 7.3 Miloinc 

Tolal 41 100.0 IDO.O 

Malion 1.000 Sld dov 
Minim..., .000 Muira..,, 
Miosincc:ua 3 

.460 
1.000 

CADANA CAD pua a-'11111 

Voluol..abel 

No oo importanre por 
Si oo importolllo por 

.316 
.222 

31 

Volid c..., 
Val1» f,.q,aacy """'""' Psroen1 Peroem 

o 
1 

Tolal 

Mínimum 
Miuinc-

26 63.4 61.4 68.4 
12 29.3 31.6 IDO.O 

3 7 .3 Miooinc 

41 100.0 IDO.O 
.000 Slddov 

.000 Muim..., 
3 

.471 
1.000 

CADDIB CAD para ~bu.Jo 

Voluol..abel 

No oo imporlRDle por 
Sia~por 

Man .789 
va,;- .111 
Volid- 38 

Volid C1a 
Vol1& F-acy Pe,.,... Pe ... n1 ...._ .. 

o 
1 

Tolal 

8 19.S 21 . 1 21.1 
JO 73 .2 78.9 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin¡ 

41 100.0 100.0 

Malion 1.000 Sld dov .413 
Minimum .000 Muimim 1.000 
Miooin&cua 3 

CAPn Plan-.la ~. pr-ulalla ,.... mm 
Volid Cim 

Voluo Lohol Vol1» F-acy Pe,- PeRlOIII Pe,c,om 

No oo impoNDle por o 25 61.0 6'.8 65.8 
Si oo iq,o,IADIO por 13 31.7 34.2 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin¡ 

·-·- --- -·-· 
TOlal 41 100.0 IDO.O 

Man .342 Median .000 Slddov .411 
Vlrianao .231 Minimum .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Volid- 38 Miooinc.,._ 3 

GTMC Gr para rnanu!Klura alular 
Volid Cim 

voi.. Lobel vo1 .. F- ,. .............. PeraoDI 

Noco impoNDle por 
Si•..,,.,.._ por 

Moon 
Vuiome 
Volid.._ 

.079 
.07S 

31 

o 
1 

35 85.4 92.1 92.1 
3 7 .3 7.9 100.0 

3 7.3 Miooin& 

TOlol ~I 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 

3 

.273 
1.000 

Gl'CAD Gr para -to do CAD 

Voluo l..obel 

No a importanre por 
Si co imporlme por 

Man 
Vuiome 
Volid-

.079 
.o1, 

31 

Volid C11111 
Val.., f,.quoacy Pe.- Perwnl l"eRlOD1 

o 

Tolal 

3S 85.4 92.1 92.1 
3 7.3 7,9 100.0 

) 7.3 MiNinc 

------- -·-- ··--
41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 

3 

S1dclov 
M&J<imim 

.273 
1.000 



Gl"CAPP Gr pan ...,... .. do CAPP 

Val1&ubel 
NoeaimportaDICpu 
Sioo~par 

Meon 
Variance 
Val.id-, 

.132 
.117 

38 

Valid CLIII 
Val1& Fn:quonoy Pe.- Pcroo111 l'croon& 

O 33 80.5 86.8 86.8 
5 12.2 13.2 100.0 

7.3 MiMin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 
Minim~ .CXMJ 
MiMin¡cuca 

Slddov 
Mu.imum 

.343 
J.000 

Gr ADMNT' Gr pan IOp<N'le de admlnl1tnidiln de mal 

Val1aubel 
!'iio CI Ímportanl& .. , 

Si ea imporw,I& par 

Moon .263 
Variamz .199 
Valid- 38 

Valid Cum 
Val1& Fn:q,snoy Pe...,. l'crtanl Perta111 

O 28 68.3 73. 7 73. 7 
JO 24.4 26.3 100.0 

3 7.3 MiMin¡ 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Sld dov .446 
Mínimum .000 Mu.im11111 1.000 
Mialin¡...,. 3 

NCl Control num.,.lm 

Val1& ubel 
NoC8importon1epu 
Si eo importanl8 par 

Mean 
Varianm 
Val.id...,. 

.237 
.186 

38 
• 

Val.id CLIII 
Val1& Fn:qu,;noy Pe.....nt Peroo111 Peroo111 

O 29 70. 7 76.3 76.3 
9 22.0 23. 7 100.0 

3 7.3 MiMin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Minim..,, 
Mialin&...,. 

.000 
.000 

3 

Sldckv 
Mu.imim 

.431 
1.000 

DNCl Control num,.lm dl.-.:to 

Val1&ubel 
No,. importonta par 
Sieaimportaal&par 

Moon 
Varianm 
Valid...,. 

.132 
.117 

38 

Valid CLIII 
Val1& f"''l'S"">' l'ermnl PerooDI l'eRIODI 

O 33 80.5 86.8 86.8 
1 5 12.2 13.2 100.0 

Total 

3 7.3 Milain¡ 

41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
3 

Sld dov 
Mu.imLID 

.343 
1.000 

CNCl Control numlrlm por C11111putadera 
Valid c..,, 

Valuoubel 
NoC8importon1epu 
Si ca imporlUIIO par 

Meon .289 
V•l'Í.lllm .211 
VaJid...,. 38 

Val1& F"'<¡l&noy P,,-,¡ l'cn,oDI l'ertalll 
O 27 65.9 71.1 71.1 

11 26.8 21.9 100.0 
3 7.3 MiMin& 

-- --- ---
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dov .481 
Mínimum .000 Muim..,, J.000 
Mialin¡...,. 3 

FMSl SI•- llalbi. de manulvlura 

Valuoubel 
No,. impo.,_ par 
Sicaimportaal&par 

Mean .342 v.- .231 
Valid- 38 

Valid c..,, 
Valuo f..,quonoy Pe,- l'craolll l'crtaDI 

O 25 61.0 65.8 65.8 
1 13 31.7 34.2 too.o 

3 7 .3 Mialin¡ 

T'*1 41 100.0 too.o 

Median .000 Std dov .481 
Minimum .000 Mu.imLIII 1.000 
Mialia¡ ..... 

E_M_PRO Equl.., do monlteno do pr
Vatid Cum 

Val1aubel 
Noea importaDIC par 
Sica......,..._par 

Meon .421 
Varia!IIZ .250 
Valid ..... 38 

Valuo Fn:q,snoy Pcram1 """"'"' l'craolll 
O 22 53.7 51.9 51.9 

16 39.0 42.1 100.0 
3 7.3 Miaoin¡ 

---- --· ---
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stddov .500 
Mínimum .000 Maximum 1.000 
MiMinc ..... 

EQ_ C _PRO Equl.., de cuntrol de ,,_ 

Vat ... ubel 
Noeaimportant,:pu 
Si ea imporlUIIO par 

Mean 
Varianm 
Validcaaea 

.447 
.254 

38 

Valid Cum 
va1 ... Frequoncy Pcl'CIOIII Perta111 Pc,.,.n1 

O 21 51.2 55.3 55.3 
1 11 41.5 44. 1 too.o 

3 7 .3 Miaoin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Mimm1..an 
Miuin¡cuca 

.000 
.000 

3 

Stddov 
Mu.imum 

.504 
1.000 

ASRS Sl1temu automoltlcol do almac:enamlenlo 
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Val1& ubel 
No ea impor!UIIO par 
Si ca imporlUIIO par 

M- .184 
VariaDZ .154 
Val.id- 38 

Valid Cum 
Val1& Fn:q,sncy Pcrmnt P,,,.,.n1 P,:n,en1 

O 31 75.6 81.6 81.6 
1 1 11.1 18.4 too.o 

3 7 .3 Mialin& 

--- --· ____ .. 
To1al 41 100.0 too.o 

Median .000 Std dov .393 
Miaimum .000 Mu.imum J.000 
Milaina ..... 3 

AGVS Sl1temu de whlcutm aulornllkm piado 

Noca impor!UIIO par 
Si ca importaal& par 

Moan .026 
Variamz .026 
Validcuca 38 

Valid Cum 
Valuo f,-q,snoy Pc.....nt Pen,eat l'en,eDI 

O 37 90.2 97.4 97.4 
t 2.4 2.6 100.0 

3 7.3 Mialin¡ 

----- --- -----
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Slddov .162 
Minimum .000 Mu.imum 1.000 
Miaoilla ..... 3 

RAS AlTl'O Rutr• aulomlltlm de -18rlal 
- Valid Cum 

Val1a ubel Val .. f,-quonoy Pcn:mt l'cn,enl l'crmnl 
No .. impor!UIIO par O 30 73.2 78.9 78.9 
Sieaimpor!UIIOpar 1 8 19.5 21.1 100.0 

Moan 
Variamz 
Valid ..... 

.211 
.171 

38 

3 7.3 Miuina 

Total 41 too.o 100.0 

Median 
Mínimum 
MiMia¡ ..... 

.000 
.000 

J 

Std dov 
Maximum 

.413 
1.000 

EQ_Al!l'_P Equl..,aulonlltlm do prutllU 

Valuo ubel 
Nocaimpo..-pu 
Si ea importaDIC par 

Meon .263 
Varianm .199 
Valid ..... 38 

Valid Cum 
Val .. f..,quonoy P,:,- PcrmDI l'cn,eDI 

O 28 68.3 73. 7 73.7 
1 10 24.4 26.3 100.0 

J 7 .3 Miaoilla 

-- --- ·--
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stddov .446 
Mínim..,, .000 Maxim..,, t.000 
MiMin&c:ua J 

EQ Al!I' 1 Equt.., aulornltlm do 1111..-,in 
- - Valid Cum 

Valm ubel Valm f..,quoaoy ,.,_ l'crtaat p,,,.,.DI 
No ea imp,r!UIIO par O 23 56.1 M.5 (11),5 
Si ea imporlUIIO par 15 36.6 39.5 IDO.O 

3 7.3 MiMin¡ 

---- --· ----
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .395 Median .000 Stddov .495 
Variam» .245 Mínimum .000 Mu.imLID 1.000 
Validcuea 38 MiMin¡ ..... 3 

EQ Al!I' E Equl.., aulornltlm do 01U11U11bl1 
- - Valid c..,, 

Val1& ubel Valuo f..,quoncy P,,raon1 Pen,eat Peroonl 
No ea impor!UIIO par O 30 73.2 78.9 78.9 
Siooimpor!UIIOpar 8 19.5 21.J 100.0 

3 7.3 MiMina 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 



MOUI .211 
Variamz .171 
Validc:ua )8 

ROBOTSI Rollob 

Vah.ic Labol 
~o ce imporlanl& par 
Si .. imporlanle po.r 

Mean .079 
Variana= .075 
Valid.,.... )8 

Median .000 Std clev .413 
Mininu..m .000 Muimum 1.000 
Misain¡ cuca 

Valid Cum 
Valuo fr,:quoncy Perami Pera,nl Pera,at 

O 3S 8S.4 92.1 92.1 
1 3 7.3 7.9 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin¡ 
------ ----- -----

To<al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std clev .273 
Minimum .000 Mailnum 1.000 
Miuin¡ cua 3 

EN_AIJT_D EntndaautOllllltlcadedalm 

Valuo Labol 
No es imporw>IC par 
Si a impol1anl& par 

Mean 
Variame 
Validc:ua 

.526 
.256 

)8 

Valid Cum 
Val1& fr,:quoncy Perami Pera,nl Pera,at 

O 18 43.9 47.4 47.4 
1 20 48.8 52.6 100.0 

7.3 Miuin¡ 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 
Minimum .000 
Miuin¡cua 3 

Stdclev 
Muimum 

.506 
1.000 

SIST _ CTL Slltemu de cmitrol de pllO de tall.-. 

Vah.ic Labol 
No co impo.,_ par 
SicoimpoNDICpar 

\1ean .237 
'/ariara, .186 
, ... id - )8 

Valid c..., 
Valuo fr,:quoncy Peraml Pe""'at Pe""'at 

O 29 70. 7 76.3 76.3 
1 9 22.0 23. 7 100.0 

7.3 Miuin¡ 

--- ---- ---
Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stdclev .431 
Mínimum .000 Max.im..., 1.000 
Miuin¡- 3 

COL DT P Col-'611 de datoa del piso 
- - Valid c..., 

Valuo Labol Valuo fr,:quoncy Peraml Pera,at Pera,at 
No ca imp,NDIC par O 32 78.0 84.2 84.2 
SiesimpoNDICpar 1 6 14.6 15.8 100.0 

3 7.3 Miuin& 

--- --- ----
Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean .158 Median .000 Stdclev .310 
Variamz .137 Minim..., .000 Muim..., 1.000 
Validcuca )8 Miuin¡c:ua 3 

SI MFr Slmulod6n de manuf11Clura 
- Valid c..., 

Valuo Labol Valuo fr,:quoncy Peraml l'lora,at Plmloat 
No .. impo-par O 27 65.9 71.1 71.1 
Si ea impoNDIC par 11 26.8 28.9 100.0 

Mean 
Vari&DIZ 
Valid-

OP_MFr 

Valuo Labol 

.289 
.211 

)8 

3 7.3 MiuÍDI 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Slddolv .'4<IO 
Minim..., .000 Max.im..., 1.000 
MiMÍDlc:ua 3 

Opllm-6n de manullllclura 
Valid c..., 

Val1& fr,:quoncy Peram1 Pera,at Pe""'at 
No ea imporw>IC par 
Si a i,q,ortanlO par 

O 26 63.4 68.4 68.4 
1 12 29.3 31.6 100.0 

Mean 
Varianac 
Valid.,._ 

TAM_NEC 

Vah.ic Labol 
No 
Si 

.316 
.222 

)8 

3 7.3 MiMin& 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Sed clev .471 
Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miaain¡c:ua 3 

Son lu T AM '1 una n .... tdad mmpellllw 
Valid Cum 

Valuo fr,:quoncy Pera,at Pera,111 Pe""'at 
O 8 19.5 19.5 19.5 
1 33 80.5 80.5 100.0 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Moan .805 v.- .161 
ValidmMO 41 

1.000 
.000 Mínimum 

Miuin¡coaca o 

Std clev .401 
Muimum 1.000 

TAM_N_ru Son lu TAM'1 una necaldad mmpellUw 

Valuo Labol 
No 
sr. dom!alicamo-

Mean .917 
Varian:ic .083 
Valid cuco 12 

Valid Cum 
Vah.ic fr,:quoncy l'era,at Pera:DI l'era,111 

O 1 2.4 8.3 8.3 
11 26.8 91.7 100.0 

29 10. 7 Misain¡ 

TOlal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Std clev . 289 
Mínimum .000 Maiúmum 1.000 
MiuÍDlc:ua 29 

CONT_nN Contabilidad ilnanden 

Valuo Labol 
No rcquii=~ rmjor.r 
R<quio"' mojorar II 

Mcon 
Val'WIIZ 
Validc:ues 

.293 
.212 

41 

Valid Cum 
Val1& F "'quoncy Peram1 ,e..,.111 Pera,111 

O 29 10.7 70.7 10.7 
1 12 29.3 29.3 100.0 

To1al 41 100.0 100.0 

.000 
.000 

o 

Sld clev 
Mu.inn..m 

.461 
1.000 

CONT _ COS Cmtabllldad de coelm 

Valuo Labol 
No requie"' mojonr 
llequ&"' mejorar la 

Mcon .512 
Variamz .256 
Validc:oaea 41 

Valid Cum 
Valuo Fr,:quoncy Peraml l'era,111 l'era,DI 

O 211 48.8 48.8 48.8 
21 51.2 51.2 100.0 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Sldclev .506 
Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miaain&.,.... o 

MKT Menadotcnla 

Valuo Labol 
No~~ rsjorar 
R<quio,- mejoru la 

Mcon .341 
Vuiana: .230 
Validc:ua 41 

Vll:NTASI Vmtaa 

ValuoLaml 
No requiere mojoru 
R<quiore mojoru la 

Mean 
Varianoo 
Validc:ua 

ValuoLaml 

.463 
.lSS 

41 

No requiere mojoru 
R<quio,. mejoru la 

Mean 
Varianoo 
Validcua 

.390 
.244 

41 

Valid Cum 
Valuo f,-quoncy Peraml Pe""'DI Pera:111 

O 27 65.9 65.9 65.9 
1 14 34.1 34.1 100.0 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Stdclev .480 
MiDim1.1D .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuin¡coaca o 

Valid c .... 
Valuo f,-quoncy Peraml Percenl Pe""'DI 

o 22 53.7 53.7 
19 46.3 46.3 
-- -- ---

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Minimum 
MiuÍDI ..... 

.000 
.000 

o 

Stdclev 
Muimum 

Valid Cum 

53.7 
100.0 

.sos 
1.000 

Valuo Frequoncy Peraml PerceDI Perceal 
O 25 61.0 61.0 61.0 
1 16 39.0 39.0 100.0 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Minimum 
Miaain&-

.000 
.000 

o 

Sldclev 
Mu..imum 

.494 
1.000 

COMPRASI Comprao 
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ValuoLaml 
No~rcmejonr 
~,-mejorula 

Mcui .610 
Varianoo .244 
Validcuco 41 

Valid Cum 
Valuo Frequoncy Pera,at PeRlOat Pe""'at 

O 16 39.0 39.0 39.0 
1 25 61.0 61.0 100.0 

Tolal 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Sld clev .494 
Minimum .000 Muion.m 1.000 
MiaaÍDlaua o 



U:CEP R-,.:16n 

Vol\91.at.l 
No requic,e rmjorv 
Rcqworc mojonr la 

Mean .146 
VarilllfZ .1 ~ 
Volid cuco 41 

Volid Cum 
v.i .. F-ncy Pe.- Pcra:n1 Pc..,.n1 

O 35 85.4 85.4 85.4 
1 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 

TOlal 41 100.0 100.0 

Mmian .000 s,4 dov .358 
Minimum .000 Muimurn 1.000 
Miaoin¡cua O 

COl'fl' _ e AL Control do calidad 

v.1o .. Labcl 
~o rc.quis~ mejonr 
Requiorc mojonr la 

M..,. . 561 
Varianrz .252 
Validcua 41 

Valid Cum 
v.1 ... F,aquoncy Pe.- rc .... n1 Pe .... n1 

O 11 43.9 0 .9 0 .9 
1 2l 56.1 56.1 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Mmian 1.000 Std dov .502 
Minimwn .000 Muiaum 1.000 
Miaoin¡- o 

ING_DIS lnpnlorla de dlaello 

v,11 .. 1.ai.1 
No requio,e mojonr 
hquiorc mojorar la 

Vllid C1m 
v.i .. f,.quoncy ......... Pe""'lll Pc""'nt 

O 24 51.5 58.5 51.5 
17 41.5 41.5 100.0 

Ta1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .41S Mmian .000 Std diov .499 
VoriarKm .249 MinimlOII .000 Muimum 1.000 
Volid - 41 MiMin& cua O 

PLAN_PRO Plo-dn H ,-

Voha Labcl 
No requicrs: rmjor.r 
!w¡uien, 1111:jonr la 

Meon 
V1rianol 
Validcua 

Voh& l.at.l 

.829 
.145 

41 

No requion, mojonr 
R.quiol'C mojonr la 

Mean .610 
Varian;s .244 
Validcua 41 

Volid Cum 
Voh• fl'Cquoncy Pe.- .... ..,... Pe""m 

O 7 17. 1 17.1 17.1 
1 34 82.9 82.9 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Modian 1.000 Stcl dov 
Minimum .000 Muim1m1 
MiNin¡- O 

Volid e-

.381 
1.000 

Voluo f,aqiancy Pe.- Pera:m Pera:m 
o 16 39.0 39.0 39.0 

2S 61.0 61.0 100.0 

Ta1al 41 100.0 100.0 

Mmion 1.000 Stcl dov .494 
Minim'"" .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miaoin¡- O 

ENSAMBL Enamble 

v., ... Labcl 
No requie~ mDjoru 
Re.quien, 1111:jorar la 

Volid C1m1 
v.1 .. f..,cp,ncy ,._ Pora:m ,.,..,. 

O 29 70.7 70.7 10.7 
1 12 29.3 29.J 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .293 Malion .000 Sld mv . 461 
VoriaNz .112 Miaimum .000 Muim1m1 1.000 
Volid .,._ 41 MiMin&- O 

COl'fl'_INV Control de ln-larlao 
Vllid Cum 

Vol1& l.abcl Volm Fiwquoncy l'lo,_ Petmm Pen,em 
No *IWC~ asjoru 
Requi&n, 1111:jorar la 

Mean .585 
VariaNz .249 
Volid- 41 

O 17 41.5 41.5 41.5 
1 24 58.5 51.S 100.0 

T<UI 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 1.000 Slcl dov .499 
Minim1m1 .000 Mllllimum 1.000 
Mi.uin&.._ o 

COl'fl' PIS Conllol 4• pi.. y talleNI 
- Valid C1m1 

Voluo Lat.1 Voluo f,cquoncy ,.,_ Pera:m Peroclll 
No rc.quiore mojonr O ] 1 7S.6 75.6 75.6 
bquiore mojonr la 10 24.4 24.4 100.0 
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Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M-. .244 Mmian .000 Slddov .435 
Vat'WlmJ .189 Minimwn .000 Muimwn 1.000 
Volid- 41 MiMin¡cua o 

MAN_MAT Mane.Jo de malerlal• 

v.1 .. 1.ai.1 
No requie~ mejorv 
Requiorc mojonr la 

Mean .439 
Vorianoo .252 
VolidCIIMI 41 

Volid Cum 
Voluo Frcquoncy PelQOUI Pcra:nl Pe""'nl 

O 2l 56. 1 56.1 56.1 
1 18 43.9 43.9 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Modiln .000 Std d,ov • .502 
Millimim .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Miaoin&- O 

ALM_MAT Al.,_,,,lelo clt material• 
Volid c .... 

v., .. Labol v.1 ... Frcqusncy ,._. Poro&nt Pera:111 
No twqW&~ nsjorar o 2A 58.5 58.5 58.5 
R<:quisrc 1111:jonr la 1 17 41.5 41.5 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M- .415 Median .000 Slddov .499 
Varimz .249 Minimum .000 Muim1m 1.000 
Vllid.._ 41 Miaoin¡- o 

DIST Dltlllbudtla 

v., ... Labol 
Nol'lqllio,.mojonr 
~rcmojonrla 

Meu .317 
Vuwa .222 
Valid- 41 

Volid c..., 
Vol'"' F-ncy ,._ ,.,...,.,. Parnom 

O 28 61.J 61.J 61.J 
1 13 31.7 31.7 100.0 

41 100.0 100.0 

Mmian .000 S1d diov .471 
Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
M\Nin&- O 

MAN PROD Mantonlmlenlo dol pNlcluclo 
- Volid Cum 

v.1 ... 1.ai.1 
No requiol'C ,...¡onr 
R,,quion, msjonr la 

Meu .293 
V1rianoe .212 
Vllidcua 41 

Voluo f..,quoncy ,.,_ Pera:m Pen,ena 
O 29 10.7 70.7 70.7 

12 29.3 29.3 100.0 _ .. _ -·-
Total 41 100.0 100.0 

M.odiu .000 Std dov .461 
Miaimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
MiMq- o 

SEG COMP Soplr a 1 .. mmpotldor• 
- Volid c..., 

vu .... Lat.l v.,..., f,aquoncy Pe- Pen,ent Pera:na 
Mll)I poca in111&ncia 1 11 26.8 28.2 28.2 
Pea inll1mncia 2 4 9 .8 10.3 31.5 
~sular inffuoncia 3 9 22.0 23. 1 61.5 
Muda influoncia 4 10 24.4 ~ .6 87.2 
Dmuiada inlluoncia 5 5 12.2 12.1 100.0 

2.846 
2.028 

39 

2 4. 9 Miaoin¡ 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Mínimum 

Mi.uin&-

) .000 
1.000 

2 

1.424 
5.000 

RED_CTO llelludr C'Clllo dol pro,1..._.. 

v.i .. 1.a1,o1 
Mii)' poca influencia 
Repdar inllmncia 
Muda inlluoncia 

Mua 4.S37 
v • ......::s .65S 
Volid._. 41 

Volid Cum 
Vol'"' Frequoncy l'lo_. P&....,m l'lorocnl 

1 1 2.4 2.4 2.4 
3 2 4 .9 4.9 7.3 
4 11 26.8 26.1 ]4.1 

S 21 65.9 65.9 100.0 

Total 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 5.000 Sld d9V .809 
Minimum 1.000 Muim'"" S.000 
MiMin&- O 

AV CON P Aumalllr., _,,,.. U pr-, 
- - Volid Cum 

Voh& Labcl Voluo F,equoncy Pwra:lll Pc"'"lll Perocnt 
Mll)lpocainlluoncia 1 2 4.9 S. I S.I 
Repdar inffuoncia l 1 19.5 211.5 :5.6 
Muda iníluoncia IS 36.6 38 .S 64.1 



14 34.1 35.9 100.0 
4.9 MiNin& 

---- ---- ---· 
Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 4.000 Median 4.000 Std dev 1.026 
Vorillll<C 1.053 Mínimum 1.000 Muimum 5.000 
Volid cueo 39 MiNin¡ c:ueo 2 

MEJ_CAL Mejorar la calidad del producto 

Valuoubol 
Muypocoinlluoncia 
Rl:cwar influoaru 
Mucbainfluoncia 
Dcmuiado inll1&ncia 

Mean 4.610 
v.,;...... .694 
Valid cuca 41 

Valid Cum 
Voluo Frequoney hlUODI h""'nt hraont 

1 1 2.4 2.4 2.4 
3 J 7.3 7.3 9.8 
4 

5 
6 

31 
14.6 
15.6 

14.6 24.4 
15.6 100.0 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median S.000 Std dev .833 
Mínimum 1.000 Maxim1.111 5.000 
MiNin¡- O 

RESP_DEM RBpondor a la demanda do productoo -r 

Vohaubol 
Muy poco inlhancio 
Poco infll&nci• 
Re1ular infll&aru 
Muo:bo inlluoncia 

Meu, 3.550 
V- 2.408 
Val.id- 40 

Val.id Cum 
Vaha Frequoney hnznl ~ni hraonl 

1 8 19.5 :ID.O 20.0 
2 3 7.3 1.5 21.S 
3 J 7.3 1.5 35.0 
4 11 26.8 27 .5 62.5 

5 IS 36.6 37.5 100.0 
1 2.4 MiNin& 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Sld dev 1.552 
Minim1m 1.000 Muimum 5.000 
MiNmc- 1 

MEJ_JIT Mejorar la habilidad de enlrepr a Uemp 

Vah.,ubol 
Muy pcxs infll&ncia 
Poco infll&ncia 
Muchoinflm:ncia 
Domui.oda infll&ncia 

Mean 
Varianm 
Volidc:ua 

4.366 
.988 

41 

Val.id C1.m 
Vllluo f19q1&ncy hn:ent hr<SDI hrmnl 

1 1 2.4 2.4 2.4 
2 3 7.3 7.3 9.8 
4 13 31.7 31.7 41.5 

5 24 58.5 58.5 100.0 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 
Minim1m1 
Miuinc.,._ 

S.000 
1.000 

o 

Slddev 
Muim'"" 

.994 
5.000 

IN nu O lnaemenler .. Rujo do 6nlen• 
- - Val.id Cum 

Val.., ubol Vllluo f"''l'"'IIC)' hlUODI ~111 ~DI 
Muy poco inlluoncia 1 3 7 .3 8.1 8.1 
Poco inlluoncia 2 2 4.9 5.4 13.5 
Rl:cular inRuoncia 3 7 17.1 18.9 32.4 
Mucha inRIIOl1<ia 4 10 24.4 27.0 59.5 
Demasiado infll&ncia 5 15 36.6 40.5 100.0 

4 9.8 MiMinc 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 3.865 Median 4.000 Sld dev 1.251 
Vorillll<C 1.565 Minim1.m 1.000 Muim1m 5.000 
Validcua 37 Milliinccua 4 

RED_TIEM Reducir .. u ... po do lnnowd6n 

Valuoubol 
Muy poco inlluoncia 
Poca infhmncia 
Rc&Ular influoncia 
Mucho inlluoncia 
Domui.oda inll ... ncia 

Meen 3.684 
Varianoo 1.898 
Validc:um 38 

Val.id Cum 
Vllluo f19quoncy hnznl V.room .........,. 

, 5 12.2 13.2 13.2 
2 2 4.9 5.3 18.4 
3 7 17.1 18.4 36.8 
4 10 24.4 26.3 63.2 

5 14 34.1 36.8 100.0 
3 7.3 MiNin& 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Sld dev 1.378 
Mínim1m 1.000 Muimum 5.000 

Miuinc- 3 

AU MZ PR Aumenlar la merda do product• 
- - Val.id C1m 

Voluoubol 
Muy pcxs inll..,ncia 
Poca inJ11&ncia 

Vllluo f"''I'"'"">' hnznl hrmnt V.room 
1 5 12.2 13.2 13.2 
2 4 9.8 10.5 23. 7 
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Re&uJar inlluoaru 5 12.2 13.2 36.8 
Mudio inlluoncia 4 5 12.2 13.2 so.o 
Domuiado infll&aru 5 19 46.3 so.o 100.0 

7.3 Mioainc 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 3.763 Median 4.500 Sld dev 1.497 
Vuianae 2.240 Minimum 1.000 Muimum 5.000 
Val.id- 38 MiNincc:uea 3 

AU _SUS_ C Aumentar la c:apaddad do ouoUlulr anpo 

Vll11&ubol 
Muy poco influoaru 
Poco infll&ncia 
Ro&Ular influencia 
Mucho influencia 
Domui.oda infl1&aru 

Mean 
Vo.rian<,e 
Val.id.,._ 

3.056 
2.568 

36 

Val.id Cum 
Vol.., Freq1&ncy hRIOlll hn:ent hra,na 

1 11 26.8 30.6 30.6 
2 2 4.9 S.6 36.1 
3 6 14.6 16.7 52.8 
4 8 19.5 22.2 75.0 

S 9 22.0 25.0 100.0 
12.2 MiNinc 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

M,=dian 3.000 Slddev 1.603 
Mínimum 1.000 Muimum 5.000 

MiNin&.,._ 5 

AU_RERUT Aumenlal· la ftnlbllldad de ..-ui... en 

v111..,u1,o1 
Muy poco infl1&ncia 
Poco influoncia 
Rl:&Ular influoncia 
Mucho influencia 
Domuiado influoncia 

Meon 3.2216 
Varianoo 2.210 
Val.id- 35 

Val.id Cum 
Vllluo f,._ hlUODI ~Dl hn:ent 

1 7 17.1 :ID.O 20.0 
2 3 7.3 8.6 221.6 
3 8 19.5 22.9 51.4 
4 7 17.1 :ID.O 71.4 

S 10 24.4 221.6 100.0 
6 14.6 MiNinc 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 3.000 Sld dev 1.487 
Mínimum 1.000 Muimum 5 .000 

MiNincc:um 6 

AU _ n.x _ V Aumenlar la ftnlbllldad en .. ·•olllmen 

v111..,u1,o1 
Muy poco inlluoncia 
Poco influoncia 
Rl:&Ular infl...ncia 
Mudioinflm:ncia 
Domui.oda infll&ncia 

Mean 3.838 
Vuianae 1.362 
Valideueo · 37 

Val.id C1m 
Vllluo Frequoncy hlUODI hn:enl hra,nt 

1 2 4.9 5.4 5.4 
2 3 7.3 8.1 13.5 

3 7 17.1 18.9 32.4 
4 12 29.3 32.4 64.9 

5 13 31.7 35.1 100.0 
4 9.8 MiNinc 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Std dev 
Minim1m 1.000 Muim1m1 
Minmc- 4 

1.167 
S.000 

AU n.x M Aumentar la ftnlbllldad de modllladoln 
- - Val.id Cum 

Vllluoubol 
Muy poco influoncia 
Poco influoncia 
Rl:&Ular inRuoncia 
Mucba inRuoncia 
Domui.oda inll ... ncia 

Meen 3.757 
Varianoo 1.800 
Val.id- 37 

VIII"" f.,quon<y V.roonl V.n:enl hnz:DI 
1 4 9.8 10.8 10.8 
2 3 7.3 8.1 18.9 
3 5 12.2 13.S 32.4 
4 11 26.8 29.7 62.2 

5 14 34.1 37.8 100.0 
4 9.8 MiNin& 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Sld dev 1.342 
Mínimum 1 .000 Maximum 5 .000 

MiNincc:um 

AU n. MP Aumentar la ftnlbllldad do malerla prlm 
- - Val.id Cum 

Vllluo ubol VIII .. F-ncy hnznl hn:em hn:enl 
Muy pom infl1&aru 1 8 19.5 21.6 21.6 
Poco inllmncia 2 6 14.6 16.2 37.8 
Rl:&Ular influoncia 3 8 19.5 21.6 59.5 
Mucha inllmncia 4 5 12.2 13.5 73.0 
Domuiado influoncia 5 10 24.4 27.0 100.0 

4 9.8 Mioain& 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 3.081 Median 3.000 Sld dev 1.516 
Varillll<C 2.299 Mínimum 1.000 Muimum S.000 
Validcueo 37 MiNinceueo 4 



OTRA_EST Otn opd6n •pclna,da 
Vo.lid c .... 

V1luo Labol Vo.luo f.,.quonoy Pe,_ Pe-ni Pe,..111 
Muy poa, inlluonca 1 2.4 31.0 31.0 
Domuiada inll..,nca s 4 9.8 so.o 100.0 

36 87.8 Miuin¡ 
·---- ···-·· ----

TOlo.l 41 100.0 100.0 

MOIII 4.lOO Median S.000 Sld dcv 1.789 
Vlll'WIIZ 3.ZOO Minim1m1 1.000 Muimum S.000 
V1lid.,._ s Miuin¡c:ua 36 

PER_ REC Periodo de rocup..tdn de -

Vo.luo Labol 
No j .. ufic:a la impl 
J1111ifi<11 la implomo 

Mcon .462 
Vlll'WIIZ .2SS 
Vo.lid- 39 

Vo.lid Cum 
Vo.luo F"'quonoy Pe.- Pe,..nt Pe,..nt 

O 21 51.2 S3.8 S3.8 
18 43.9 46.2 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuinc 

TOlo.l 41 100.0 100.0 

Malian .000 Sld dev .SOS 
Mínimum .000 Muimim 1.000 
Miuin¡COM8 2 

RSI Retorno IObn la lnvenloln 

V1luo Labol 
Noj .. úf1<8 la impl 
J .. tifica la implons 

.564 
.2S2 

39 

V1lid Cum 
Vo.luo F"'quonoy Pe"'""' Pe ... 111 Peraon1 

O 17 41.S 43.6 43.6 
1 22 S3. 7 56.4 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

TOlo.l 41 100.0 roo.o 

Malian 1.000 Slddev .302 
Miaim'"" .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuinc.,._ 2 

VPN Valor Premie Nelo 

Valuoubol 
No j .. tilica la impl 
J .. tilica la implomo 

Mcon .3S9 
v • .;.- .236 
Vo.lid- 39 

Yo.lid Cim 
Vo.luo f..,quonoy Pe.- Peraonl Peraonl 

O 2S 61.0 64.1 64.1 
1 14 34. I 3S.9 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

TOlo.l 41 100.0 100.0 

Malian .000 Sld dev .486 
Minimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
Miuinc- 2 

TIR T- Interna do Retorno 

V1luoubol 
Noj .. tilica la impl 
J .. tillca la implomo 

M..,, .3S9 
Varianm .236 
Yo.lid.._ 39 

Vo.lid Cim 
vo.1 ... Frequonoy Pe.- Peraon1 Peraon1 

O 2S 61.0 64.1 64.1 
14 34. I 35.9 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

TOlo.l 41 100.0 100.0 

Malian .000 SlddDv .486 
Mínimum .000 Muim1m1 1.000 
MiMin¡- 2 

ANA_EQlll An611•1• do .. ulllbrlo 

v.1 ... 1.a11o1 
No j .. úfica la imp1 
J .. 1ific,i la implomo 

MOID .333 
V1riaixe .2:?11 
Yo.lid- 39 

Yo.lid C1m1 
Vo.luo Frequonoy Pe- Pe ... n1 Pe ... n1 

O 26 63.4 66.7 66.1 
1 13 31.7 33.3 100.0 

2 4.9 MiNin¡ 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Sol dev .478 
Minimim .000 Muimum 1.000 
MiNin¡- 2 

EST ECON Estudlol Ealnomftrlom 
- V1lid C1n 

Vol .. Labol Vo.luo Frequonoy Pen:mt Pen:en1 Pe-ni 
Noj .. tiJic,i la impl O 34 82.9 87.2 87.2 
J .. lifica la implomo I S 12.2 12.1 100.0 

2 4.9 MiNin¡ 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Man .128 Median .000 Sld dov .339 
Vuwa .I IS Mínimum .000 Muimim 1.000 

Vo.lid .,.... 39 Mistin¡ c:u<e 2 

EST _SIM Es1udlol de 1lmuladdn 

v.1 ... ubol 
No j .. 1ifica la impl 
JU11ific:a la implomo 

Man .282 v.- .208 
Yo.lid cuco 39 

CALIDADI Calidad 

Vo.luo Labol 
No j .. 1ifica la impl 
J .. lilic,i la implomo 

Mcon .026 
v • .;.- .026 
V11idCUC1 39 

V1lid Cim 
V1luo Ftequonoy PefflODl Peraor. l'craont 

O 28 68.3 71.8 71.8 
11 26.8 28.2 100.0 

4.9 Miuin¡ 

Toul 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 S1d dev .456 
Minim'"" .000 Muimum 1.000 
Minin¡c:&ICII 2 

Yo.lid Cum 
Valuo fn,quonoy Pen:mt Peraont Peraont 

O 38 92.7 97.4 97.4 
1 2.4 2.6 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

Tow 41 100.0 100.0 

Median .000 Std dev .1 (iO 

Mínimum .000 Muimum 1.000 
MÍlllin¡cua 2 

NINGUNO Nln1uno 
Yo.lid Cum 

Vo.luo Labol V1h., f.,.quonoy Pen:snl Peraoat Percont 
No j .. tific,i la impl O 39 9S. I 100.0 100.0 

2 4.9 Miuin¡ 

Toul 41 100.0 100.0 

Mean 
Mínimum 
Yo.lid.._ 

.000 
.000 
39 

Sld c1ev .000 v..;.- .000 
Muimum .000 

Miuin¡- 2 

ACUERDO La Ju1UlkKl6n do T AM '• • una da:1116 
Yo.lid C1m1 

Vo.luoubol 

Cuit-dea 
Totalmomocloacuonl 

Mean 3.67S v.- 1.763 
Yo.lid- 40 

207 

VLluo Ftequonoy Pe.- Peraonl Peraoat 
1 4 9.8 10.0 10.0 
2 4 9.8 10.0 20.0 

3 7 17.1 17.S 37.S 
4 
5 

Tow 

11 26.8 27.5 6!1.0 
14 34.1 35.0 100.0 

2.4 Mistin¡ 

41 100.0 100.0 

Median 4.000 Std clev 1.328 
Minimum 1.000 Maximum S.000 
Miuin¡- 1 
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* * * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N * * * * 

Mean Substituted for Missing Data 

Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable .. COMP AUT Grado de uso de los compo 

Block Number l. Method: Enter 

Variable(s) Ente red 
1 .. VOL PROD 
2 .. MADUREZ 
3 .. ACT EMPL 
4 .. SOP TAMS 
5 .. ROTACION 
6 .. CAR PROD 
7 .. COMP NEC 
8 .. AR INVER 
9 .. EXPORTA 

10 .. OBJ CORP 
ll .. MET INVE 
12 .. INCENTIV 
13 .. INV TOTA 
14 .. INF CIM 
15 .. GERENTE 
16 .. OBREROS 
17 .. GAN ORDE 
18 .. CAMB PRO 
19 .. INVERSIO 
20 .. FER MANU 
21.. VENTAS 
22 .. UTILIDAD 
23 .. VARI FER 
24 .. FUN COMP 
25 .. ACTIVIDA 
26 .. ARE MEJO 
27 .. NIV ESTU 
28 .. EMPLEADO 
29 .. EST MERC 
30 .. SOP OPER 
31.. SECTOR 

Multiple R 
R Square 
Adjusted R Square 
Standard Error 

Analysis of Variance 

Regression 
Residual 

F = 3.37507 

on Step Number 
Volumen de producción 
Años de operación 
Actitud de los empleados en el uso de co 
Forma en la que administración soportal 
Rotación de empleados y obreros en manuf 
Líneas, partes, sub-ensambles y producto 
Componentes necesarios para el negocio 
Importancia relativa de la inversión en 
Porcentaje de exportación 
Objetivos corporativos 
Métodos de inversión que justifican la i 
Existencia de programas de incentivos en 
Inversión total 
Influencia en la justificación de la imp 
Involucramiento de los gerentes en la pl 
Número de obreros 
Forma de ganar órdenes en el mercado 
Productos nuevos, descontinuados y cambi 
Inversión total en cómputo y producción 
Porcentaje de obreros y empleados en man 
Rango de ventas 
Utilidad/ventas 
Variación de obreros y empleados en manu 
Porcentaje de funciones que han sido com 
Actividad Industrial 
Areas para mejora de la productividad 
Nivel promedio de años de estudio 
Número de empleados 
Estrategias de mercadotecnia 
Conceptos utilizados para soportar opera 
Sector Industrial 

.95958 

.92079 

.64797 
l. 02125 

DF 
31 

9 

Sum of Squares 
109.12038 

9.38649 

Signif F .0296 
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Mean Square 
3.52001 
l. 04294 
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* * * * MULTIPLE R E G R E S S I O N * * * * 

Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable .. COMP AUT Grado de uso de los compo 

Variable(s) Removed on Step Number 
55.. PER MANU Porcentaje de obreros y empleados en man 

Multiple R 
R Square 
Adjusted R Square 
Standard Error 

.87618 

.76769 

. 71841 

. 91338 

Analysis of Variance 
DF 

Regression 7 
Residual 33 

Swn of Squares 
90.97629 
27.53058 

Mear. Square 
12.99661 

.83426 

F = 15.57861 Signif F = .0000 

Variables in the Equation -------------------

Variable B SE B Beta T Sig T 

AR INVER -.425332 .142586 -.259822 -2.983 .0053 -
EST MERC .869707 .178563 . 5ll 708 4. 871 .0000 
FUN COMP .082450 .019323 .406767 4. 267 .0002 
GAN ORDE .264924 . ll2163 .210897 2.362 .0242 
MET INVE -.284505 .127018 -.197712 -2.240 .0320 
OBJ CORP -.669805 ,248201 -.259269 -2.699 .0109 
VOL PROD 6. ll654E-09 2.1255E-09 .255452 2.878 .0070 
(Constant) .834669 .653670 l. 277 .2106 

------------ Variables not in the Equation -------------
Variable Beta In Partial Min Toler T Sig T 

ACT EMPL -.015315 - . 029719 .637474 -.168 . 8675 
ACTIVIDA -.039020 -.066721 .629396 -.378 .7077 
ARE MEJO -.046423 - . 072716 .569998 -.412 .6828 
CAMB PRO - . 0'16519 -.030610 .597433 -.173 .8636 
CAR PROD -.003046 -.006013 .632381 -.034 .9731 
COMP NEC - .148023 -.234793 .584501 -l. 366 .1813 
EMPLEADO .141190 . 252211 .628238 l. 474 .1501 
EXPORTA .041058 . 077378 .628957 .439 .6636 
GERENTE .105257 .158950 .426090 . 9ll .3692 
INCENTIV -.121679 -.233028 .636046 -l. 356 .1847 
INF CIM .033503 .060052 .637769 .340 .7358 
INV TOTA .240326 .401734 .531825 2.482 .0185 
INVERSIO -.022389 -.040319 . 599725 -.228 .8209 
MADUREZ .054656 .104394 .635101 .594 .5568 
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NIV ESTU .016008 .028270 .534539 .160 .8739 
OBREROS .128363 . 251145 .635897 l. 468 .1519 
PER MANU .147345 .254971 .600838 l. 492 .1456 
ROTACION -.004029 -.008203 .629257 -.046 .9633 
SECTOR -.030473 -.051932 .627304 -.294 . 7705 
SOP OPER .110393 .159875 .449026 .916 .3664 
SOP TAMS .118369 .203063 .626881 1.173 .2494 
UTILIDAD .158991 .298629 .615730 l. 770 .0862 
VARI PER .022555 . 037166 . 511595 .210 .8347 
VENTAS .061415 .105495 .618962 .600 .5527 

End Block Number 2 POUT .100 Limits reached. 

24 Sep 97 SPSS for MS WINDOWS Release 6.1 Page 3 
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* * * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N * * * * 

Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable .. COMP AUT Grado de uso de los compo 

Residuals Statistics: 

Min Max Mean Std Dev N 

*PRED -.5018 5.2258 l. 8708 l. 5081 41 
*RES ID -1.7463 1.8605 .0000 .8296 41 
*ZPRED -1.5732 2.2246 .0000 l. 0000 41 
*ZRESID -1. 9119 2.0370 .0000 .9083 41 

Total Cases = 41 

Durbin-Watson Test= l. 83887 

Hi-Res Chart # !:Histograma de *zresid 

Hi-Res Chart # 3:Gráfico p-p normal de *zresid 

Hi-Res Chart # 2:Gráfico de dispersión de *zresid con comp_aut 

? 11 
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* * * * M U L T I P L E R E G R E S S I O N * * * * 

Equation Number 1 Dependent Variable .. COMP AUT Grado de uso de los campo 
In the following Casewise Plot 
when values are missing, the substituted 
Casewise Plot of Standardized Residual 

mean is printed. 

*· Selected 

Case# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

Case# 

M: Missing 

-3.0 o.o 3.0 
O: ••• ,,.,,: ••••. ,,, :O 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

.. 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

O: •.•.•..• : ••••.••• :O 
-3.0 o.o 3.0 

COMP AUT 
l. 87 
l. 00 

.90 

.00 
5.40 

.70 
3.70 
l. 87 

.00 

.00 

.80 
3.60 
l. 00 
l. 60 

.20 
l. 87 
3.00 

.45 
2.70 
3.70 
3.00 

.60 

.00 
l. 00 
4.10 
6.20 
5.25 

. 65 
l. 87 
4.10 

.00 
2.20 

.70 
5.00 

.00 
l. 87 

.00 
2.00 
l. 80 
2.00 

.00 
COMP AUT 

*PRED 
1.0652 
1.2093 
l. 0608 

.7067 
5.2258 
-.1381 
2.9334 
2.2703 

.6145 

.0699 

.9693 
2.2006 
2.3659 
2. 7014 
l. 9463 
l. 9579 
3.8058 

.0868 
2.7487 
4.4357 
3.5700 

. 5232 

.4660 

.4239 
3.9068 
4.4840 
4.3359 

.9953 
2.3757 
3.6427 

.7750 

.8054 

.2834 
3.1395 

. 4871 
2.9297 
-.5018 
1.1588 
2.8905 
l. 8210 
-.0445 

*PRED 

*RES ID 
.8056 

-.2093 
-.1608 
-.7067 

.1742 

.8381 

.7666 
-.3995 
-.6145 
-.0699 
-.1693 
1.3994 

-1.3659 
-1.1014 
-1. 7463 

- . 0871 
-.8058 

.3632 
-.0487 
-.7357 
-.5700 

.0768 
-.4660 

.5761 

.1932 
l. 7160 

. 9141 
-.3453 
-.5048 

.4573 
-.7750 
l. 3946 

.4166 
l. 8605 
-.4871 

-1.0589 
.5018 
.8412 

-1. 0905 
.1790 
.0445 

*RES ID 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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F A C T O R A N A L Y S I S 

Analysis number 1 Replacernent of rnissing values wi~h the mean 

Extraction 1 for analysis 1, Principal Cornponents Analysis (PC) 

Initial Statistics: 

Variable Cornrnunality * Factor Eigenvalue Pct of Var Curn Pct 

* 
AR INVER 1.00000 * 1 1.82122 26.0 26.0 
EST MERC 1.00000 * 2 1.26242 18.0 44.1 
FUN COMP 1.00000 * 3 l. 06644 15.2 59.3 
GAN ORDE 1.00000 * 4 l. 00299 14. 3 73.6 
MET INVE 1.00000 * 5 .77094 11. O 84.6 
OBJ CORP 1.00000 * 6 .68849 9.8 94.5 
VOL PROD 1.00000 * 7 .38749 5.5 100.0 

PC extracted 4 factors. 

Factor Matrix: 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

EST_MERc;:: .79341 .29838 -.09039 .03831 
OBJ CORP .60268 - .14005 -.55345 .31675 
GAN ORDE .55855 -.05024 .30015 .51635 

AR INVER -.01719 .61809 .58364 .23633 
MET INVE .24533 -.60934 .51882 .02749 
VOL PROD .43151 -.44959 .22347 -.44788 

FUN COMP .51946 .44247 .04610 - . 61431 
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Final Statistics: 

Variable Comrnunality * Factor Eigenvalue Pct of Var Curn Pct 
* 

AR INVER .77883 * 1 l. 82122 26.0 26.0 
EST MERC . 72818 * 2 l. 26242 18.0 44.1 
FUN COMP .84512 * 3 l. 06644 15.2 59.3 
GAN ORDE .67120 * 4 l. 00299 14 .3 73.6 
MET INVE .70141 * 
OBJ CORP .78948 * 
VOL PROD .63887 * 

VARIMAX rotation 1 for extraction 1 in analysis 1 - Kaiser Norrnalization. 

VARIMAX converged in 8 iterations. 

Rotated Factor Matrix: 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

OBJ CORP .79707 .02654 -.08530 -.38232 
EST MERC .66337 .52455 .00851 .11353 
GAN ORDE . 64467 -.09883 .32802 . 37181 

FUN COMP .04250 .91564 .00503 .06995 

MET INVE . 05722 -.15810 .81928 .04386 
VOL PROD . 01179 .35422 . 67105 -.25090 

AR INVER -.03122 .09542 - .11329 .86943 

Factor Transformation Matrix: 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 -
Factor 1 .77339 .52989 .34794 -.00482 
Factor 2 . 01050 .44277 -.68971 . 57283 
Factor 3 -.27338 .00306 . 61327 .74105 

Factor 4 . 57185 - . 72330 -.16472 .35027 
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